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Abstract—A study is made of the effect of local heating on impurity fluxes in the Pfirsch–Schlüter regime.
When the effect of the thermoforce on impurity ions is taken into consideration, the impurity flux can be
reversed by heating the impurities. This concept may be implemented in experiments on Alfvén heating of plas-
mas in tokamaks. The RF heating power required to reverse the impurity influx is estimated. © 2002 MAIK
“Nauka/Interperiodica”.
1. INTRODUCTION

The development of various methods for reducing
the impurity content in the plasma is motivated by the
experimentally observed degradation of plasma param-
eters in the presence of heavy impurities. The impurity
ions can be affected by both passive (divertors) and
active methods. Among the active methods, which have
begun to be developed in [1, 2], are the working-gas
puffing (particle source); the heating of the main
plasma component (energy source); and the transfer of
momentum, e.g., from injected high-energy particles to
the plasma. However, in [1, 2] (as well as in more recent
papers), no account was taken of a weak thermal force
acting on impurity ions, and, accordingly, the heat
sources acting on impurities were excluded from con-
sideration.

The distinguishing feature of active methods for
affecting impurity fluxes is the need to create a particle
(or momentum, or energy) source that is asymmetric
with respect to the equatorial plane of the tokamak.
While it is fairly easy to design particle and momentum
asymmetric sources, a means of creating an asymmetric
energy source is still lacking. On the other hand, as
early as 1975, Messiaen et al. [3] pointed out that, in the
ion cyclotron frequency range, the waves with m = +1
and m = –1 (where m is the azimuthal wavenumber)
propagate in different ways. This effect stems from the
plasma gyrotropy, and, in the model of a plasma cylin-
der in a longitudinal magnetic field, it is independent of
the sign of the axial wavenumber. However, in a helical
magnetic field, it breaks the axial symmetry of the
plasma. Jaeger et al. [4] proposed to use this effect to
control the current profile. Craddock and Diamond [5]
showed that Alfvén heating can be used to generate a
sheared electric field in a plasma in order to suppress
edge plasma turbulence. In this paper, we investigate
the possibility of reversing the impurity influx by
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means of Alfvén heating of a plasma in the Pfirsch–
Schlüter regime. The analysis is carried out with allow-
ance for the thermal force acting on impurities.

2. ASYMMETRIC HEATING
OF IMPURITY IONS

With allowance for the thermal force acting on
impurity ions, the expression for the impurity flux aver-
aged over a magnetic surface in a stellarator was
derived in [6]. Following [1, 2] and taking into account
the results obtained in [6], we arrive at the following
expression for the radial impurity flux ΓI in a tokamak:

Here, pα, vα, nα, Zαe, mα, and Tα are, respectively, the
pressure, velocity, density, charge, mass, and tempera-
ture of the ions of species α (α = i, I); τiI is the scattering
time of the bulk ions by the impurity ions; q = rBt/R0Bp;
a and R0 are the minor and major radii of the torus; Bt

and Bp are the toroidal and poloidal components of the
tokamak magnetic field; ρi is the Larmor radius of the
bulk ions; aQα and aτi are the amplitudes of the compo-
nents with sinϑ  in the Fourier series expansion of the
energy source Qα(r, ϑ) and the source τi(r, ϑ) of the
main plasma ions; and r and ϑ  are the radius and the
poloidal angle in the minor cross section (at the inner
circumference of the torus, we set ϑ  = 0). Hence, under
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the condition B0aQI( ) < 0, the impurity influx can be
reversed by an asymmetric energy source acting on
impurity ions.

Now, we consider whether an asymmetric energy
source of this kind can be realized through Alfvén heat-
ing of a plasma. Let an antenna exciting the wave mag-
netic field B|| (which is parallel to the steady-state mag-
netic field) be positioned at the inner side of the torus.
In what follows, we will be interested in the heating of
a deuterium plasma. The radial dependence of the
cyclotron frequency of deuterium ions is described by
the expression ωcD(R) = ωcD(R0)(1 – εt cosϑ). We
choose the oscillator frequency ω to be ω = ωcD(R) at
the outer circumference of the torus (at ϑ  = ±ϑD, where

cosϑD = ). For impurity ions, we have

ZI/MI < 1/2. Consequently, relative to the line ω =
ωcD(R), the region of cyclotron resonance for impurity
ions occurs at ϑ = ±ϑI in the inner part of the minor
cross section of the torus (Fig. 1). For ω < ωci, the local
Alfvén resonance (AR) zone (Fig. 1) arises in a toka-
mak on the inner side with respect to the line ω = ωci. In
a plasma of sufficiently high density, the local AR zone
is located in a narrow region of width ∆a at the periph-
ery of the plasma column. Since nI ! k||ρLIne, the impu-
rities do not affect the propagation of fast Alfvén waves.
From the condition Bp/Bt = εt/q ! 1, we have B ≈ Bt;
consequently, the position of the cyclotron resonance is
insensitive to the poloidal magnetic field. The AR posi-
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Fig. 1. Minor cross section of a tokamak. Shown are the
position of AR and the zones of cyclotron resonances for the
main plasma ions (ω = ωcD) and for the impurity ions (ω =
ωcI).
tion is determined by the expression ε1(r, ϑ) = ,

where ε1 = , N|| = (l + m/q),

and l and m are the toroidal and poloidal wavenumbers.
In our analysis, we do not specify how the field excited
by an antenna depends on the poloidal angle. Neverthe-
less, the bulk of the RF power fed into the plasma is, as
a rule, carried by the waves with |m | ≤ 2 (see, e.g., [7]).
Since l ≥ 10, we have l @ m/q, so that the poloidal mag-
netic field has essentially no impact on the AR position.
For typical central plasma densities (1013–1014 cm–3),
the AR occurs at the plasma periphery in a narrow

region with the relative width ∆a/a ~ εt / (0)

(where  = ). In the hydrodynamic approx-
imation, we set ε1/ε3 = 0 in Maxwell’s equations for a
tokamak plasma with a zero rotational transform (at
this point, the effect of the rotational transform can be
neglected). As a result, we arrive at the equation

(1)

where 

ε = ε1 – , ε1 = 1 + , 

ε2 = , and N|| = .

Recall that ∆a/a is a small parameter in our problem.
In order to solve Eq. (1) with the help of this parameter,
we multiply Eq. (1) by exp(–imϑ) and integrate over
the region S, whose width is ∆r ≤ ∆a and which is
bounded by contours L1 and L2, as is shown in Fig. 2.
Using the Stokes and Gauss theorems, we convert
Eq. (1) into the form
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Here, we have introduced the notation R(r, ϑ)B||(r,

ϑ)  = R(a, ϑ)B||(a, ϑ). Now, Eq. (2) can be

expanded in powers of the small parameter ∆a/a, and
the problem can be solved by the narrow layer method.
This method was originally developed in [8] for the
problem of surface waves. In [9], it was applied to the
study of an AR in a one-dimensional plasma, and, in
[10], it was generalized to a two-dimensional (r, ϑ)
case. We assume that the quantities B||(a, ϑ) and

B||(a, ϑ) are specified at the plasma boundary and

use the small parameter ∆a ! a, a/m, 1/k||. Taking into

account the relationships  ~  ~  ! 1,

we expand the wave magnetic field B|| in a power series
in the small parameter ∆a/a, B|| = B||0 + B||1 + …, to
obtain

(3)

(4)

Equations (3) and (4) constitute a boundary-value prob-
lem of the first kind, which can be solved by the method
of characteristics. The equations of characteristics have
the form
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An approximate solution to Eq. (5) can be written in the
form

(7)

Hence, we have

(8)

Substituting solution (7) into Eq. (6) and using relation-
ship (8), we obtain

Now, we expand the first term on the right-hand side of
this equation in a series in ϑ  – ϑ0 and retain only the
first term in the expansion. Setting ϑ ' ≈ ϑ in the second
term and introducing the notation R(a, ϑ)B||(a, ϑ) =
RaB||a, we arrive at the following equations for the wave
magnetic field:
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Fig. 2. Domain of integration S for Eq. (8) and contours L1
and L2.
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sions) are taken into account, the pole actually lies in
the region of complex values of r'.

Using Eqs. (9), we can calculate the poloidal RF
power flux:

(10)

Let us analyze this expression, assuming that B||(a, ϑ) ~
exp(imϑ) at the plasma boundary. Since the quantity ε2
is proportional to the plasma density and, accordingly,
vanishes at the plasma periphery, the second term is
dominant near the plasma boundary and we have Sϑ ≈

. The waves with m < 0 carry the RF

power in a clockwise direction, and the direction of the
power carried by the waves with m > 0 is counterclock-
wise (Fig. 1). As the wave penetrates deeper into the
plasma, the first term, which accounts for the plasma
gyrotropy, plays an increasingly important role. Taking

into account the inequality Re  < 0, we

can see that, in this case, the power flux in a counter-
clockwise direction increases and the power flux in a
clockwise direction decreases. This leads to an
up/down asymmetric RF power flux in the minor cross
section of the torus. The radial power flux can be repre-
sented as Sr = Sr0 + δSr , where

(11)

The term δSr describes the power deposited in the AR
zone. Expressions (11) show that, in the lower part of
the torus (m > 0), the RF power is absorbed more
intensely than in the upper part (m < 0). In the vicinity
of the AR, a fast magnetosonic (FMS) wave converts
into a small-scale kinetic wave (KW). When the AR
occurs at the plasma periphery, the ion contribution (on

the order of ω2 /c2) to the dispersion of the KW can
be neglected in comparison with the electron contribu-

tion (which is on the order of , where ε3 = [1 +

i zeW(ze)] with ze = ω/ k||vTe). For the parameters
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of the present-day tokamaks, we have ε3ω2 /c2 ~

εt ! 1 for ze ! 1 and ε3ω2 /c2 ~ εt  ! 1 for

ze @ 1. The KW propagates along the magnetic field
lines toward the inner side of the torus, deviating only
slightly from the magnetic surface toward lower plasma
densities. Kinetic waves that originate in the sector
−ϑI < ϑ < ϑI will reach the zone of cyclotron resonance
for impurity ions and will be completely absorbed
there. Hence, we have shown how asymmetric heating
of impurities can be realized in tokamak experiments.

3. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS
OBTAINED

First, we analyze how the process in question is
affected by heat exchange between the impurities and
the main plasma ions. In [2], it was noted that, with
allowance for heat exchange, the change in the impurity
temperature (including the change associated with the
energy source) decreases by a factor of f, where f = 1 +

. Setting ni(a) = 1012 cm–3, nI/ni = 2 × 10–3,

mI ≈ 60mp, TI(a) = Ti(a) = 50 eV, ZI = 4, q = 3, and R0 =
150 cm, we obtain τ iI = 2.6 × 10–3 s, τII = 1.3 × 10–3 s,
and f = 2. We thus can conclude that this effect is of a
quantitative (rather than qualitative) character.

Second, we discuss another mechanism for the
absorption of a fast Alfvén wave by impurity ions. The
impurities make a small contribution to the tensor ele-
ments ε1 and ε2. The cyclotron absorption of a fast
Alfvén wave by impurity ions is described by the imag-
inary part of this contribution. However, the fraction of
the RF power that is absorbed by impurities is small in
comparison with that transferred to the KW: Pab/PKW ~
nIZI/ni ! 1.

For a KW, the optical thickness τ of the zone of
cyclotron resonance for impurity ions is described by
the expression

where ∆l is the length of the resonance zone along the
magnetic field lines. Setting k|| = 0.1 cm–1, we obtain
τ ≥ 1. Note that, in the resonance zone, we have ze ~ 6,
in which case Landau damping of the KW is negligible,
τL ~ k||RqImε3/ |ε3 | ! 1. Consequently, the KW is com-
pletely absorbed by impurity ions. Denoting the total
RF power fed into the plasma by Ptot, we can see that the

power transferred to the KW is equal to Ptot ,

where (0) = (0)/ (0). In order to obtain the
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total power absorbed by impurity ions, we must inte-
grate expressions (11) over ϑD – ϑ I . Note that the opti-
mum position of cyclotron resonance for impurities is
between ϑ I = 0.88π for ZI/MI = 1/4 and ϑ I = 2π/3 for

ZI/MI = 1/3. Consequently, the quantity  is equal to

(12)

where the quantity ∆ϑ I = 3k||ρLI/εt , Kas ~ ∆a/a describes
the up/down asymmetry of the RF power distribution,
V = 2πRa∆ϑ I∆r is the plasma volume in which the
impurity ions absorb RF power, and ∆r is the radial
thickness of the absorption region. For estimates, we
adopt ∆r ~ ∆a. Then, a necessary condition for revers-
ing the direction of the impurity influx has the form

(13)

Substituting condition (13) into expression (12) yields

In deriving this estimate, we took into account the fact
that the doubled reciprocal of the second fraction in
expression (12) is approximately equal to seven. For
ni(0) = 1014 cm–3, nI /ni = 2 × 10–3, Ti (0) = 2 keV, Bt =
1 í, Kas = 0.1, and a = 50 cm, we obtain Ptot ≈ 200 kW.

4. CONCLUSION
Our analysis is based on the assumption that, at the

periphery of the plasma column, impurity ions are
transported in the Pfirsch–Schlüter regime. It has been
shown that, when the small thermoforce affecting the
impurities is taken into account, the impurity influx can
be reversed by asymmetric (up-down) heating of the
impurity ions. To achieve this, we propose to excite RF
fields with frequencies lower than the cyclotron fre-
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quency of the main (deuterium) plasma ions on the
inner side of the torus. We have shown that, after an
FMS wave converts into a KW in the vicinity of the AR,
the RF power is absorbed by impurity ions. For a
medium-size tokamak, the RF power required to
reverse the impurity influx is approximately equal to
200 kW. The efficiency of the method proposed here
can be increased by displacing the antenna in the poloi-
dal direction. The question of whether the method will
prove feasible when heavy impurities are transported in
the “plateau” regime or when their transport is anoma-
lous requires a separate study.
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TOKAMAKS

             
Fast Measurements of the Limiter Surface Temperature 
and the Heat Flux onto the Limiter in the T-11M Tokamak

by Using an IR Radiometer
V. B. Lazarev, A. G. Alekseev, A. M. Belov, and S. V. Mirnov

Troitsk Institute for Innovation and Thermonuclear Research, Troitsk, Moscow oblast, 142092 Russia
Received March 21, 2002

Abstract—The limiter surface temperature is measured with a high-speed IR radiometer (λ . 3–6 µm) during
a T-11M tokamak discharge. The IR radiometer was absolutely calibrated under steady-state operating condi-
tions: the limiter was heated by a special inner heater, and the limiter temperature was measured with a thermo-
couple. Based on these measurements, the heat fluxes from the plasma onto the limiter surface during the dis-
charge are determined. The measurement technique is discussed, and the data on the limiter surface temperature
and the heat flux to the limiter for different regimes of the T-11M operation are presented. © 2002 MAIK
“Nauka/Interperiodica”.
1. INTRODUCTION

The surface temperature and the power of heat
release on a tokamak limiter or divertor plates are very
important parameters for both tokamak reactors and
small-size experimental facilities. The data on the tem-
perature allow one to control the state of the surface
material and the heat flux through the surface, the latter
being dependent on the parameters of the edge plasma.
Recently, the use of lithium capillary–porous structures
(CPSs) as a material for the removal of heat energy
from the region where the plasma interacts with the
facility components has attracted great interest [1, 2]. In
this context, experiments on studying the behavior of a
tokamak plasma and lithium CPSs at various limiter
temperatures (from 20 to 400°ë) in helium and hydro-
gen discharges were previously carried out in the
T-11M tokamak [3–5]. In these experiments, it was
found that the delivery of lithium in the discharge
depends strongly on the initial limiter temperature.
Hence, the data on the limiter surface temperature dur-
ing a discharge are necessary to find out the physical
processes responsible for material erosion and the
delivery of lithium in plasma.

This study was carried out in the T-11M tokamak
under the program of experiments with a lithium limiter
[4, 5]. The study was aimed at the time-resolved mea-
surements of the temperature of the lithium limiter sur-
face during a discharge, as well as at the measurements
of the specific heat flux onto the lithium limiter surface.
The limiter surface temperature was measured by IR
emission because, due to the significant temperature
gradients in the surface layer (~10 K/mm), the mea-
surements with thermocouples fail to provide the
required time resolution and accuracy.
1063-780X/02/2810- $22.00 © 20802
2. SURFACE TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT 
TECHNIQUE BY IR RADIATION

An IR radiometer based on an IR detector cooled
with liquid nitrogen was used to measure the tempera-
ture of the limiter surface. The IR detector was based on
a Ge:Au (germanium doped with gold) semiconductor
photoresistor with a fairly high sensitivity (~103 V/W)
in the spectral range 3–6 µm. The optical scheme of
measurements is shown in Fig. 1. The IR detector
housed in a shielding case was set over the upper
branch pipe of the tokamak chamber in the focal plane
of a lens. For measurements, we used a BaF2 window
and NaCl lens, which produced a 7.5-times demagni-
fied image of the lithium limiter on the IR detector
entrance 2 × 2 mm in size. In experiments, we measured
the output amplifier voltage U(t), which was propor-
tional to the power of IR radiation (P(t)) from the 1.5 ×
1.5-cm2 area of the limiter surface, with a time resolu-
tion of ~100 µs. The sampling time was 20 µs. The time
resolution of the radiometer was limited by the ampli-
fier of the IR detector.

The radiometer sensitivity dU/dTs can be deter-
mined from the slope of the calibration curve (Fig. 2).
It rather rapidly increases with temperature, being
equal to ~0.5 mV/K at Ts ~ 100°ë. The threshold tem-
perature sensitivity of the radiometer δTs =
δUnoise/(dU/dTs) is also determined by its self-noise,
which is equal to δUnoise ≈ 0.5 mV in the amplifier band-
width. Thus, at an emitting surface temperature of Ts >
100°ë, the threshold sensitivity is δTs < 1 K. Note that
the radiometer sensitivity also depends on the limiter
material; e.g., for a graphite limiter, it is much higher
because the emissivities of graphite and metals (lithium
in our case) are different in the IR region [6, 7].
002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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Since the radiometer “sees” the limiter surface
through a plasma, the question arises as to how large is
the fraction of the recorded IR power related to the
plasma emission. Figure 3 presents the calculated ratio
of the emission intensity from the plasma to that from
the limiter in the range 3–6 µm as a function of the
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∅∅

Tokamak
chamber

Amplifier

 Ge window
Ge:Au

NaCl lens

BaF2 window

Li limiter

12-V × 5-A heater

Fig. 1. Location of the IR radiometer in the branch pipe of
the T-11M tokamak.
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Fig. 2. Calibration curve of the IR radiometer (Tlim =
300°ë, Zeff = 3).
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plasma density under the discharge conditions most
unfavorable from the standpoint of background plasma
emission (Zeff = 3, Te = 10–100 eV). In this spectral
range, the main contribution comes from bremsstrahl-
ung. These rough estimates show that, in the range
3−6 µm, the intensity of plasma emission is nearly four
orders of magnitude lower than the emission intensity
from the limiter surface. Bremsstrahlung from the
plasma can be detected only at plasma densities of ne =
1015 cm–3 and higher. After placing the limiter into a
branch pipe, the detected signal fell to the noise level,
which was experimental proof that emission from the
plasma column could be neglected under the experi-
mental conditions of the T-11M tokamak.

3. ABSOLUTE CALIBRATION 
OF THE RADIOMETER

The measured signal U(t) was recalculated into the
temperature T(t) by using the calibration curves P(T),
which were obtained with a special calibration proce-
dure with the use of a thermocouple in the regime of
slow heating of the limiter by an special heater in the
absence of plasma.

Figure 2 shows the radiometer calibration curve
obtained via approximating the calibration data by a
forth-order polynomial for the operational temperature
range. Accurate to a constant scaling factor, this curve
coincides with a computed curve obtained by integrat-
ing the product of the spectral sensitivity and the black-
body radiation spectrum over frequency. Note that this
polynomial was also used to extrapolate the calibration
curve to the region 400–500°ë. The nonlinear behavior
of the U(T) dependence stems from the fact that, in the
given temperature range of the emitting surface and
in  the given measurement spectral range, we have
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Fig. 3. Ratio of the plasma emission intensity to the inten-
sity of blackbody radiation, R(ne), as a function of the
plasma density ne (Zeff = 3, Te = 10–100 eV).
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"ω @ kT; i.e., in this case, the Rayleigh–Jeans law does
not work.

The main systematic error in the temperature mea-
surements by this technique is introduced by the drift of
the radiometer zero level caused by a change in the tem-
perature background during the calibration procedure.
It should also be noted that the apparatus measures the
limiter surface temperature averaged over an area of
~1.5 × 1.5 cm2.

4. TEMPERATURE REGIME OF THE LITHIUM 
LIMITER AND A METHOD FOR HEAT FLUX 

CALCULATION FROM TEMPERATURE 
MEASUREMENTS

Strictly speaking, to determine the intensity Q(t)
[W/cm2] of the heat flux onto the limiter surface from
the measured temperature T(t) and the known heat
capacity and thermal conductivity of the limiter mate-
rial, one has to solve an inverse problem by using solu-
tions to the heat conduction equation for the entire lim-
iter with allowance for its real geometry. However,
under the conditions of our experiment, the problem
can be significantly simplified. Let us consider a rail-
type limiter employed in the T-11M tokamak. A 5-mm-
thick CPS was in contact with a plasma [3–5].

In the course of a discharge, the surface temperature
of the CPS lithium element is determined by the spe-
cific heat power Q(t) released on its surface; the initial
temperature T0; and the density ρ, heat capacity c, and
thermal conductivity λ of the limiter material.

The duration τ of thermal action and the thermal dif-
fusivity χ = λ/(ρc) of the limiter material determine the
depth ∆ to which the limiter is heated by the end of the
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Fig. 4. Time behavior of the surface temperature Ts of a Li
limiter and the heat flux qs onto its surface in a normal L-
regime (T-11M, shot no. 12357).
heat pulse. This depth can be roughly estimated from
the relationship

(1)

which follows from the heat conduction equation.
Estimates by formula (1) show that, at a T-11M dis-

charge duration of τ ≈ 0.1 s, the heating depth is on the
order of ∆ ≈ 1 mm. The thickness of the limiter plate is
about D ≈ 5 mm. Thus, the heating depth is approxi-
mately five times less than the thickness of the CPS
plate.

Since the thickness and radius of curvature of the
CPS limiter are much higher than the heating depth ∆,
these parameters can be ignored and the time behavior
of the surface temperature T(t) can be easily calculated
in the thick-plate approximation (D @ ∆) from the given
Q(t) function. Moreover, the inverse problem—the cal-
culation of the specific power Q(t) released on the sur-
face from the given (measured) temperature of this sur-
face T(t)—can also be solved rather simply. The well-
known solution to the heat conduction equation is

(2)

The inverse problem can be solved by using the fact
that, in our case, the functions Q(t) and T(t) are coupled
via Abelian integral equation (2), whose solution is well
known:

(3)

Figures 4–6 present the power Q(t) restored with
formula (3) from the experimental data by using a
proper numerical algorithm. Note that, under the condi-
tions of our experiment, the other channels for heat loss
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Fig. 5. Time behavior of the surface temperature Ts of a Li
limiter and the heat flux qs onto its surface in the ohmic H-
regime after boronization (T-11M, shot no. 13857).
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from the surface (radiation losses and evaporation) can
be ignored.

5. MEASUREMENTS OF THE LIMITER 
TEMPERATURE AND THE HEAT FLUX

ONTO THE LIMITER

In T-11M experiments with a lithium limiter, we
determined the time behavior of the temperature and
the specific heat power in different regimes. Three
types of a discharge that differ in the dynamics of
energy release at the limiter can be distinguished:

Normal discharge (Fig. 4). In this case, the specific
energy release can be as high as ~10 MW/cm2, which
corresponds to an electron temperature on the limiter
surface of ~25 eV. A transition of surface lithium into
liquid state can be seen in the temperature curve. The
temperature of the phase transition is an independent
means to verify the absolute calibration of the radiom-
eter; it is in good agreement with the known melting
temperature of lithium.

Ohmic H-mode (Fig. 5). This regime is character-
ized by significant oscillations of the specific energy
release on the limiter surface (ELM activity). In this
case, the average energy release somewhat decreases.
The oscillations of the thermal load reflect the oscilla-
tions of the electron temperature near the limiter sur-
face. These oscillations are related to the ELM activity
determined by MHD instability at the edge of the
plasma column.

Discharge with a disruption instability (Fig. 6).
Here, the peak values of the heat release power during
the fast disruption processes are somewhat underesti-
mated because of the insufficiently high time resolution
and the smoothing procedure used. However, the inte-
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Fig. 6. Time behavior of the surface temperature Ts of a hot
Li limiter and the heat flux qs onto its surface during the dis-
ruption instability (T-11M, shot no. 12399).
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gral value of the specific energy release during the dis-
ruption is determined correctly.

6. CONCLUSION
The results of experiments with a lithium limiter in

the T-11M tokamak demonstrate that the IR diagnostics
is highly informative. It enables monitoring the most
important parameters, such as the surface temperature
of the limiter or divertor plate and the specific heat flux
onto the limiter (divertor plate) surface, with a fairly
high time resolution. It also allows one to estimate the
electron temperature near the limiter surface (near the
last closed magnetic surface).

The technique used enables studying the dynamics
of energy release and the quantitative characteristics of
fast MHD processes, such as the disruption instability
or ELM activity in the H-mode.

The time resolution of our radiometer can be
improved to 10 µs by modifying a preamplifier. How-
ever, when studying the problems that require time res-
olution of ~1 µs (e.g., when investigating the disruption
instability), it is reasonable to use an IR detector based
on a cooled CHT photodiode (a semiconductor photo-
diode based on CdHgTe compound) [8]. Further, we
plan to use a multichannel matrix CHT detector to
study the distribution of energy release at the limiter
during the disruption instability with a higher (1–2 µs)
time resolution.
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Abstract—A new method for measuring the plasma density in magnetic confinement systems—pulsed time-
of-flight refractometry—is developed and tested experimentally in the T-11M tokamak. The method is based
on the measurements of the time delay of short (with a duration of several nanoseconds) microwave pulses
propagating through the plasma. When the probing frequency is much higher than the plasma frequency, the
measured delay in the propagation time is proportional to the line-averaged electron density regardless of the
density profile. A key problem in such measurements is the short time delay of the pulse in the plasma (~1 ns
or less for small devices) and, consequently, low accuracy of the measurements of the average density. Various
methods for improving the accuracy of such measurements are proposed and implemented in the T-11M exper-
iments. The measurements of the line-averaged density in the T-11M tokamak in the low-density plasma regime
are performed. The results obtained agree satisfactorily with interferometric data. The measurement errors are
analyzed, and the possibility of using this technique to measure the electron density profile and the position of
the plasma column is discussed. © 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
1. INTRODUCTION

At present, the measurements of the line-averaged
plasma electron density are not believed to be a serious
problem, because interferometry methods (including
multichannel ones) in the optical, submillimeter, and
millimeter wavelength ranges are developed quite well.
The main problems to be solved in this area are the
improvement of the spatial and temporal resolution
when reconstructing the density profile evolution and
the implementation of multiple-aspect and tomo-
graphic systems [1].

Nevertheless, raising the reliability of plasma den-
sity measurements in the next-generation tokamaks is
an important problem not only because of the increase
in the number of the measurement channels. The prob-
lem of reliable density measurements is crucial for
ITER and other large-scale devices because they must
operate with long (longer than 1000 s) pulses, espe-
cially when the signals from the density probes will be
used to control the equilibrium of the plasma column
and the density evolution during the discharge.

In fact, because of the discontinuity of the phase
function measured by an interferometer, none of the
conventional instruments can avoid fringe “jumps” in
measurements, especially under conditions of high
MHD activity, in the course of auxiliary heating, pellet
injection, etc. These failures may be caused by different
things. They may be of technical nature (pickups) or
may be related to the physical effects accompanying the
measurements (e.g., the refraction of the probing
beams). Sometimes, these sources of failures are diffi-
cult to prevent or take into account, which leads to the
loss of information.
1063-780X/02/2810- $22.00 © 20806
To provide stable measurements, different types of
the so-called “unambiguous” interferometers are cur-
rently used. In these devices, the problem of obtaining
one-to-one correspondence between the density and the
phase measured is solved either by the hardware fre-
quency derivation of the phase signal in order to obtain
the dependence 〈nl 〉  ~ τ (where n is the plasma density,
l is the length of the measurement chord, and τ is the
delay time of an electromagnetic wave propagating
through the plasma [2]) or by the differentiation of the
phase with respect to the refractive index [3, 4]. It is
easily seen that instruments of the former type are, at
least, no simpler than usual interferometers. In the latter
instruments, a limited access to the measurement object
and the dependence of the measured quantity on the
magnetic field may hamper the use of Cotton–Mouton
and Faraday polarimeters as plasma density probes.

In this paper, we propose to use a pulsed microwave
radar (a reflectometer operating as a time-of-flight
refractometer when the probing frequency is higher
than the plasma frequency) to obtain information on the
line-averaged electron density. Previously, this operat-
ing mode was used to correct the density profile
obtained from reflectometric measurements [5]. It was
also proposed to use time-of-flight refractometry to
measure the density profile in ITER [6]. It should be
noted that, in the pulsed operating mode, valid signals
can be relatively easily separated from undesirable spu-
rious retroreflections of the probing radiation from the
vacuum windows, flanges, and the chamber wall of the
tokamak (time discrimination). Furthermore, with this
method, the procedure reduces to direct measurements
of the delay time for each probing pulse; the scheme of
002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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measurements is substantially simplified (in compari-
son with the other methods); and, consequently, the
reliability of the diagnostics increases.

The regime of a pulsed time-of-flight refractometer
(TFR) was observed in the T-11M tokamak in the cur-
rent ramp-up and ramp-down phases of the discharge,
when the plasma density was rather low [7].

2. PHYSICAL PRINCIPLES OF PULSED
TIME-OF-FLIGHT REFRACTOMETRY

Let us consider the propagation of a microwave
pulse with an arbitrary shape through a collisionless
magnetized plasma. We pass over to the Fourier trans-
form of the signal and write the phase shift of the Fou-
rier component in the form

(1)

where ω is the circular frequency of the Fourier compo-
nent, a is the minor plasma radius, x is the coordinate
counted from the center of the plasma along the beam
propagation direction, and ηo, e(ω, x) is the refractive
index of an ordinary (extraordinary) wave in plasma.

The signal passed through the plasma is delayed by
the time (the group time delay)

(2)

where ω0 is the signal carrier frequency. The signal also
undergoes spreading, which is determined by the set-
ting time τset = (πΦ''(ω0))0.5. For a transparent plasma,
the spreading is negligible [8, 9].

In practice, it is convenient to probe the plasma with
ordinary waves whose refractive index is independent
of the external magnetic field:

(3)

where ωp(x) = 56.4 × 103ne(x)0.5 is the electron plasma
frequency, ne(x) is the electron density (in cm–3), ω is
the circular carrier frequency (in rad/s), and ω > ωp.

From expressions (1) and (2), it follows that

(4)

Then, for a parabolic density profile, we have

(5)

In the limit

, (6)

the expression for the propagation time of the micro-
wave pulse takes the form

(7)
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i.e., the variation in the propagation time in the pres-
ence of plasma (the pulse time delay) is proportional to
the line density 〈nl〉 (where l = 2a) and is inversely pro-
portional to the square of the probing frequency f ,

(8)

where γ is a numerical factor and f = ω/2π.
From expressions (3) and (4), it follows that, if ine-

quality (6) is satisfied, then formula (8) is valid for any
density profile.

When measuring of the pulse delay time in plasma,
it is convenient to express time in ns and the distance in
cm. Accordingly, the speed of light is equal to 30 cm/ns,
the frequency is measured in GHz, and the plasma den-
sity is measured in 1014 cm–3. In these units, the formula
for the delay time in the case of the double pass through
the plasma with account for the reflection from the
inner wall of the vacuum vessel (when probing is per-
formed in the equatorial plane) takes the form

(9)

Note that, like in interferometric measurements,
information obtained in this way is integral in character.
However, the phenomenon of interference itself is not
used in this approach. For this reason, it is proper to use
the term “refractometer,” keeping in mind the direct
relation between the refractive index and the plasma
density.

3. CHOICE OF THE PARAMETERS FOR PULSED 
TIME-OF-FLIGHT REFRACTOMETRY

The semiempirical criterion for choosing the prob-
ing frequency for usual interferometers is well known
[10]:

f ≥ 3fp. (10)

When this condition is satisfied, we can restrict our-
selves to the first term in the power series in ωp(x)/ω in
expression (3); i.e., the dependence ϕ ~ 〈nl 〉  (where ϕ is
the phase shift) is linear correct to second-order terms.
In this case, formula (9) takes the form

(11)

Experiments on pulsed reflectometry show that
delay times on the order of 0.5–1 ns [6] can be mea-
sured with relatively good accuracy. As follows from
equality (11), such delay times correspond to devices
with a minor radius of

a ≥ 27c/8 ≈ 100 cm. (12)

For time-of-flight refractometry can be used in
small devices, such as the T-11M tokamak (a = 19–
23 cm, R = 70 cm, and 〈n〉  ≤ 4 × 1013 cm–3), it is required
to enhance the accuracy of measurements.
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One of the ways to improve the accuracy of density
measurements with TFR is probing at a lower fre-
quency, when condition (10) is not satisfied. In this
case, the dependence of τpl on the average density is
nonlinear; however, this would not impede measure-
ments if this nonlinearity will be taken into account
when calibrating the device. When reducing the prob-
ing frequency, we should be assured that the results of
measurements are independent of the density profile.
To choose a criterion for the probing frequency, we ana-
lyzed the dependences of the pulsed TFR output signal
(the delay time of the microwave pulse in the plasma)
on the probing frequency calculated for different den-
sity profiles in the form n(r) = n0[1 – (r/a)2]β (Fig. 1).
The average density for all these distributions is the
same and is equal to 4 × 1013 cm–3. The refractometer
curves are obtained from the exact solution of equa-
tion (4). From the figure, it is clear that the effect of the
profile is negligible for flat profiles and is significant for
peaked profiles, because it is flat profiles for which con-
dition (6) is satisfied easier at the same average density.

If we require that the error in the average density due
to the profile effect be less than 10%, then, as follows
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Fig. 1. (a) Density profiles used in calculations and (b) the
dependence of the delay time of the TFR signals on the
probing frequency for a fixed plasma density (〈n〉  = 4 ×
1013 cm–3) and different density profiles: (1) parabolic pro-
file (β = 1), (2) peaked profile (β = 3), and (3) flat profile
(β = 0.3).
from Fig. 1b, the probing frequency for the T-11M
device must be no less than 140 GHz and the propaga-
tion time of the microwave pulse through the plasma
will be about 0.3 ns.

The accuracy of the measurements in the regime of
a pulsed radar reflectometer (PRR) in previous experi-
ments in the T-11M tokamak attained ~50 ps; the repe-
tition rate of probing pulses was 100 kHz, and the
measurement results were averaged over a time period
of ~1 ms [7]. Consequently, the error in the pulsed TFR
measurements of the average electron density will be
15% for the maximum density, which is clearly insuf-
ficient.

A relatively simple way to improve the accuracy of
density measurements with the same or higher tempo-
ral resolution is to increase the repetition rate of the
probing pulses and, then, to average the results obtained
over many measurements. At present, when operating
with pulsed microwave oscillators based on IMPATT
diodes, repetition rates of 1–10 MHz are achieved. This
makes it possible to attain the limiting accuracy in
delay time measurements as high as 5–10 ps. Hence, an
accuracy of 1.5% can be achieved if the average density
is measured with a temporal resolution of 1 ms. A fur-
ther improvement of the measurement accuracy is pos-
sible with new approaches to the elaboration of the
instrumental part of the TFR; these approaches will be
described in the next section.

To reduce the influence of the density profile on the
measurements of the average electron density, we can
use the simultaneous probing at two frequencies that
differ substantially from each other. By analogy to
Fig. 1b, Fig. 2a shows the dependences of the TFR sig-
nal on the probing frequency for a low-density regimes
of the T-11M tokamak (〈n〉  = 0.67 × 1013 cm–3) for dif-
ferent density profiles. It follows from Figs. 1 and 2
that, for the T-11M tokamak, the higher frequency
should be f2 ≈ 2fp ≈ 170 GHz and the lower frequency
should be close to f1 ≈ fp. In this case, the error due to
the effect of the density profile in the measurements of
the average density will be less than 1.5%.

Since the possible plasma density profiles are differ-
ent for different devices, the TFR probing frequency
should be chosen individually for each device.

4. TFR EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
IN THE T-11M TOKAMAK

The T-11M tokamak was recently modified with the
purpose of achieving optimum conditions for experi-
ments with high-power (2 MW) ion cyclotron heating.
In particular, the copper liner was removed from the
vacuum chamber, a system for controlling plasma equi-
librium in the vertical and horizontal directions was put
into operation, and an inductor supply system was
improved to achieve a longer discharge.

To test the technique proposed, we elaborated a TFR
prototype operating at a carrier frequency of 60 GHz.
PLASMA PHYSICS REPORTS      Vol. 28      No. 10      2002
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This device was intended to monitor the average elec-
tron density in the T-11M tokamak in the low-density
operating mode. In this case, the effect of the profile on
the density measurements should be less than 10%
(Fig. 2a).

Figure 2b shows the calculated calibrating curve for
this refractometer, i.e., the relation between the average
plasma-electron density and the measured delay time for
different density profiles. For comparison, the same fig-
ure shows the dependence obtained from Eq. (9). As the
average density increases, the nonlinearity appears ear-
lier than the results of measurements begin to depend
on the shape of the density profile. It is seen that the
results of measurements are almost independent
(within 10%) on the profile shape up to a density of
0.67 × 1013 cm–3.

As was mentioned above, the TFR is very similar to
the PRR [7]. The difference is that, in the former instru-
ment, the probing frequency should be higher than the
plasma frequency. Moreover, the TFR is expected to be
simpler and more reliable in operation and to provide
the higher accuracy of measurements of the delay time
of a microwave pulse in the plasma as compared to the
pulsed reflectometer.

To enhance the TFR sensitivity, we chose the dou-
ble-pass scheme of probing by ordinary waves in the
equatorial plane. It is remarkable that there was no need
to install a special retroreflector inside the vacuum
chamber in this case, because both the level and quality
of the pulses reflected from the inner wall of the T-11M
vacuum vessel were quite sufficient to provide a signal-
to-noise ratio of ≥20 dB.

The block diagram of the TFR prototype is shown in
Fig. 3. An IMPATT diode–based oscillator (IMPATT)
generated short microwave probing pulses with a power
of ~100 mW and a full width at half maximum of 6 ns,
the rise and fall times being ~2 ns, respectively. The
repetition rate of microwave pulses, which was con-
trolled by a driving oscillator (DO), attained 1 MHz; in
plasma experiments, this rate was 100 kHz, because an
analog-to-digital converter (ADC) with a sampling fre-
quency of up to 100 kHz was used.

The IMPATT diode was preliminarily heated by
direct current, and the generation occurred upon apply-
ing a specially formed voltage pulse with an amplitude
of ~6 V. In this case, variations in the thermal regime of
the IMPATT operation were minimal; hence, it was
possible not only to obtain microwave pulses with the
required time parameters, but also to minimize the
chirp of the IMPATT frequency during the pulse. In our
case, the frequency drift was no higher than ~100 MHz,
which was sufficient to ignore measurement errors
related to this drift. It follows from (9) that ∆τp/τp =
∆n/n = 2∆f/fcarrier ≈ 3 × 10–3; i.e., the error in delay-time
measurements due to the chirp is no higher than 5 ps.

The use of the direct generation of short microwave
pulses allowed us to significantly simplify the design of
the apparatus because of the exclusion of fast p–i–n
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of TFR experiments in the T-11M
tokamak: (IMPATT) IMPATT diode–based oscillator of
microwave pulses; (DO) driving oscillator; (I) ferrite isola-
tor; (DC) directional coupler; (D1, D2) detectors of the ref-
erence and signal channels, respectively; (A1, A2) amplifi-
ers of the reference and signal channels, respectively;
(ATPF) adaptive threshold-pulse former; and (TVC) time-
to-voltage converter.
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diode modulators and their drivers. Another useful con-
sequence of the design modification is a substantial (by
4–6 dB) decrease in the loss of the microwave signal.

After passing a ferrite isolator (I) and directional
coupler (DC), a fraction of the microwave power was
directed into reference detector D1. Through a 3.6 ×
1.8 mm waveguide, the bulk of microwave radiation
fell into an elongated horn antenna with an outlet aper-
ture of d = 50 mm and, then, through a dielectric isola-
tor and quartz window, into the tokamak chamber. The
reflected signal was received by a similar horn and sig-
nal channel detector D2. The distance between the
antenna axes was 60 mm in the poloidal direction. The
transmitting antenna was positioned in the equatorial
plane of the tokamak chamber, and the receiving
antenna was oriented at an angle of 15° to the transmit-
ting one in order to ensure the optimum overlap of the
directional patterns of both antennas. High-sensitivity
multidiode detector units based on Schottky barrier
diodes ensured a signal-to-noise ratio in the reflected
signal of ~20 dB and a sufficient fast response to pulses
with the given time characteristics (the noise equivalent
power was less than 10–11 W/Hz0.5). After low-noise
pulse amplifiers A1 and A2 (a rise time of τf ~ 0.8–
1.0 ns; noise factor of ≤2 dB; and voltage gain factors
of 10 and 100, respectively), the detected pulses entered
an adaptive threshold-pulse former (ATPF), whose
design was identical to that used in [9]. Output signals
of this unit were referred to the given points at the fronts
of the input pulses, which made it possible to compen-
sate for the influence of the amplitude modulation of
the received signal (up to 20 dB) onto the accuracy of
the formation of the “stop” signal. The start and stop
signals generated by the ATPF were fed to the input of
a time-to-voltage converter (TVC), whose output volt-
age was proportional to the delay time between these
pulses. The TVC used in the TFR prototype was spe-
cially developed to attain an accuracy of 10 ps in delay-
time measurements. The TVC signal was filtered by a
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43 5 6 7 8 9
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2250

1000

Delay time, ns
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Fig. 4. TFR prototype calibrating curve.
low-frequency filter with a cutoff frequency of f ≈
25 kHz and, then, was fed to a data acquisition system
of the T-11M tokamak.

The use of two detectors allowed us to exclude the
effect of the time instability of the IMPATT breakdown
initiated by a current pulse. In this case, the first refer-
ence pulse for the delay-time measuring circuit (the
start signal) is formed in response to the signal from
detector D1, whereas the second signal is formed in
response to the signal from detector D2. The proce-
dures of forming the start and stop signals from the sig-
nals fed from detectors D1 and D2, respectively, are
identical. This allowed us to minimize the possible
errors in the pulse locking times and to substantially
improve the accuracy of delay-time measurements.

Before the TFR was installed in the tokamak, it was
bench tested and calibrated. As a reflecting target, we
used a metal cylinder of diameter ~15 cm. The TVC
signals were measured by a digital voltmeter with an
integration time of ~1 s. The TFR calibrating curve is
shown in Fig. 4 (here, we present only a segment of the
calibrating curve that was further used for data process-
ing in tokamak experiments). The time resolution in the
bench measurements is ~5 ps, and the minimum target
displacement traced by the device is ~1 mm.

5. RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS
IN THE T-11M TOKAMAK

In the course of experiments in the T-11M tokamak,
along with TFR measurements, the line-averaged elec-
tron density was also measured with an “unambiguous”
polarization interferometer [3].

Figure 5 shows a typical raw TFR signal for the
T-11M plasma with a relatively low density (shot
no. 14444). It is seen that delay times of ~0.5 ns are
measured with a rather good resolution. The scatter in
the TFR signal in the absence of a plasma amounts to
~50 ps. In the presence of the plasma, the scatter
increases to nearly 150–180 ps due to plasma fluctua-
tions.

Then, the raw signals were filtered by a median filter
with the following statistical averaging, subtracting the
constant level, and taking into account the results of
calibration. The median filter cut off the measurements
with the largest r.m.s. deviations. After statistical aver-
aging over time T, the signal noise decreased by a factor
of 1/n0.5, where n is the number of measurements (dur-
ing time T) over which the averaging was performed.
This also resulted in the deterioration of temporal reso-
lution by a factor of n.

Figures 5b and 5c show the average-density signals
after data processing for the central interferometer
channel and the refractometer, respectively. On the
whole, there is a rather good agreement in the behavior
of two signals during the discharge. The increase in the
average density observed in the interferometer signal
by the end of the discharge is associated with the
PLASMA PHYSICS REPORTS      Vol. 28      No. 10      2002
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Fig. 5. (a) Raw TFR signal; (b) the time evolution of the average plasma density during the discharge (interferometric measure-
ments); (c) the time evolution of the average density (TFR measurements); and (d) the vertical position of the plasma column mea-
sured by magnetic probes (shot no. 14444).
motion of the plasma column in the horizontal direc-
tion; in the TFR signal, this increase is absent. The
average density determined from the refractometer sig-
nal also agrees satisfactorily with the interferometer
data. An insignificant discrepancy may be attributed to
the different geometry of the plasma column in the ver-
tical and horizontal directions. Large-scale oscillations
in the refractometer signal may be attributed to the ver-
tical displacement of the plasma column under the
action of a system providing vertical equilibrium in this
discharge (Fig. 5d). Therefore, we may conclude that
the TFR can be used as a sensitive detector of the verti-
cal displacement of the plasma column.
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Taking into account statistical averaging, the tempo-
ral resolution of the average-density measurements
amounts to ~2–3 ms. In the absence of a plasma, the
scatter in the refractometer data corresponds to a mini-
mum measurable density of ~0.2 × 1012 cm–3. Conse-
quently, the accuracy of density measurements in these
experiments was about 2% for the maximum density.

At plasma densities above the critical value, the
refractometer operates as a reflectometer, as is shown in
Fig. 6 (shot no. 14440). Here, we see a rather stable
operation of the instrument in both the refractometer
(up to 35 ms and after 110 ms) and reflectometer (from
45 to 111 ms of the discharge) modes.
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Fig. 6. Raw TFR signal (shot no. 14440). In contrast to shot no. 14444 (Fig. 5), the device operates in the reflectometer mode.
Thus, the TFR method has demonstrated a rather
good accuracy of delay time (average density) mea-
surements. The main factors that allowed us to improve
the accuracy are the increase in the signal-to-noise ratio
in the reflected signal due to the use of more sensitive
detectors, the optimization of the instrument design,
and the use of a more sensitive TVC circuit.

The increase in the repetition rate of the probing
pulses to 1 MHz and the use of an analog-to-digital
converter with an appropriate sampling rate allows one,
in principle, to increase the resolution of the TFR den-
sity measurements by several times as compared to that
achieved in these experiments.

6. CONCLUSION

A new method for measuring the plasma density in
magnetic confinement systems—pulsed time-of-flight
refractometry—is developed. This method is based on
the measurements of the propagation time of short
(with a duration of several nanoseconds) microwave
pulses through the plasma. When the carrier frequency
is much higher than the plasma frequency, the mea-
sured delay in the propagation time is proportional to
the line-averaged electron density regardless of the
density profile [see formula (8) and Fig. 1b]. A key
problem in determining the delay time is the low accu-
racy of measurements. It is shown that the available
measurement accuracy allows this technique to be
applied in large tokamaks [see formula (12)].

For the purpose of implementing this technique in
small tokamaks, the following methods of improving
the accuracy of delay-time measurements are proposed,
analyzed, and used in the tokamak experiments:

(i) the increase in the repetition rate of the probing
pulses (up to 1–10 MHz) with the following statistical
averaging of measurements;

(ii) the use of lower carrier frequencies of the prob-
ing wave, such that condition (6) is not satisfied, i.e.,
the transition to the nonlinear mode of TFR operation
(Fig. 2b);
(iii) the modification of the pulsed microwave oscil-
lator, the reduction of heat loads in the IMPATT diode,
and the suppression of the drift of the oscillation fre-
quency;

(iv) the use of identical channels for forming identi-
cal start and stop signals at the TVC inputs and the use
of an additional detector in the start signal circuit
(Fig. 3);

(v) the elaboration and use of a new TVC circuit
allowing one to improve the measurement accuracy to
5–10 ps.

The developed TFR prototype operating at a carrier
frequency of 60 GHz is calibrated (Fig. 4), and the aver-
age density in the T-11M tokamak is measured with the
use of this technique.

The results of refractometric and interferometric
measurements are in good agreement. Errors in the
average-density measurements are reduced to 2% at a
temporal resolution of ~2–3 ms, which allows one to
use this device to measure the vertical position of the
plasma column (Fig. 5). For this purpose, it is planned
to equip the device with an additional receiving channel
positioned symmetrically in the poloidal direction with
respect to the main channel.

The method proposed can also be modified in order
to measure the electron-density profile. For this pur-
pose, the probing along several vertical chords with a
single radiation pass through the plasma (measure-
ments in the transmitted radiation) can be used. Evi-
dently, in this case, it will be necessary to take into
account the possible influence of refraction on the
results of measurements. This technique can also be
used to determine the horizontal displacement of the
plasma column.

The main advantage of the instrument created is the
unambiguity of the average-density measurements and,
consequently, the reliable results of such measure-
ments. This allows one to use this instrument as a den-
sity detector for tokamaks operating with long dis-
charges (ITER, Tore Supra, etc.). The use of the TFR in
large devices will certainly require raising its sensitiv-
PLASMA PHYSICS REPORTS      Vol. 28      No. 10      2002
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ity, which can be achieved with the use of a heterodyne
scheme of signal detection.

It is also important that, in contrast to interferome-
ters, the instrument does not use the effect of interfer-
ence. For this reason, it is relatively insensitive to the
quality of the transmission line, the presence of stand-
ing waves, and the quality of the reflecting surface. The
instrument permits simple connection to a tokamak
through a quartz window and does not require a vast
access to the installation. The simple design of the TFR
and its ability to yield reliable and reproducible data
allow us to recommend this instrument to be also used
as a density detector for the real-time control of the
plasma density.
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Abstract—The compression of molybdenum X-pinches with paraboloidal and conical initial geometries is
investigated using numerical radiative MHD models. The model with conical initial geometry provides a more
complete description of the axial plasma motion, better reflects the actual discharge geometry, and applies to
molybdenum loads with larger masses. Both models make it possible to describe the main compression stages,
including the formation of a “minidiode,” the formation of a narrow neck in the constriction, the microexplosion
of a “hot spot,” and the generation of shock waves followed by the breaking of the constriction. © 2002 MAIK
“Nauka/Interperiodica”.
1. INTRODUCTION

X-pinch, which began to be investigated 20 years
ago as an interesting perceptual object, has recently
become an important tool in the X-ray diagnostics of
dense plasmas. Due to its unique properties (such as the
unsurpassed parameters of the compressed matter in
the class of discharges through metal wires, submicron
sizes of the hot spot, and a picosecond time scale of
X-ray burst), X-pinch is widely applied as an instanta-
neous point source of nearly coherent radiation in the
emission spectra of multicharged ions [1]. X-pinches
made it possible to experimentally investigate dis-
charges through exploding thin metal wires, in particu-
lar, single-wire loads, multiwire arrays, and even
X-pinches themselves [2]. In order to interpret the data
obtained in those experiments, it became necessary to
further develop the previously proposed MHD model
[3, 4] of the axisymmetric radiative implosion of a hot
dense plasma column.

Our code is based on a mixed Eulerian–Lagrangian
approach using the D’yachenko free-point method
improved by Jach [5]. A detailed description of the
Jach’s version, which was adopted for the code, as well
as its applications in continuum mechanics can be
found in [5]. In turn, the code was further improved by
interpolating the local fields from parabolic (rather than
linear) profiles. The code, which is analogous to that for
single exploding wires, describes the transport phe-
nomena in a magnetic field, radiative–collisional pro-
cesses, and radiation diffusion. Our code differs from
the code for single wires not only in the geometry of the
load. Because of the lack of experimental data, we did
not introduce any information about the core and the
phase transitions (this information is important for a
discharge through a wire) into the code and used the
configuration of a dense plasma as the initial configura-
tion.
1063-780X/02/2810- $22.00 © 20814
Because of the three-dimensional nature of an
X-pinch, its model is not as well developed as that of an
individual wire: the task now is to search for the “natu-
ral” initial plasma configuration and adequate boundary
conditions. The first attempt to implement the model
numerically [3] was made for an initially conical
X-pinch; however, this attempt was unsuccessful
because of an inadequate formulation of the problem
and an imperfect algorithm for its solution. Next, an
attempt was made to implement a simplified model of a
plasma column in the form of a paraboloid of revolu-
tion [4, 6] bounded along the axis by end walls. This
numerical model was found to be capable of qualita-
tively describing the main features of the compression
of the constriction, in particular, the formation and
explosion of the hot spot of an X-pinch. Although the
attempts to implement this version of the model were
successful, we were not satisfied in the results for the
following reasons: (i) the end walls prevented the
plasma outflow from the constriction along the axis, so
that, in the model, the plasma spread along them, and
(ii) it became possible to implement the code only when
the plasma motion along the z-axis in the model was
artificially suppressed. As a consequence, the longitudi-
nal motion of the plasma became far less intense than
its radial motion. In particular, in the slow compression
stage, distinct cell structures were observed to appear.
Of course, this version of the model also requires
improvement.

This paper is devoted to modeling of the MHD com-
pression of an X-pinch that originates from several
crossed thin metal wires exploded by a high-power cur-
rent pulse. We assumed that the role of the initial load
is played by two wires. Clearly, the larger the number
of wires, the less pronounced the three-dimensional
effects; as a result, the range of applicability of the
method of averaging over the azimuthal angle to the
002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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constriction of an X-pinch even extends. As the wire
material, we chose molybdenum, a metal often used for
diagnostic purposes. We restrict our analysis to the con-
striction because of the autonomous character of the
most important region of an X-pinch—the minidiode,
which is connected electrically to the electrodes
through the remaining parts of the load. First, we will
describe the results of calculations based on the model
in which the initial shape of the constriction is analo-
gous to that used in [6]. Then, we will present the
results obtained for a more realistic (conical) geometry
of the pinch. Both of our models have a common phys-
ical basis and differ only in the initial pinch geometry
and in the initial conditions. In comparison with the
model of [6], the algorithms for calculating radiation
transport and ionization were significantly improved.

2. MODEL OF A SPATIALLY BOUNDED PLASMA 
PARABOLOID

First, we carried out simulations for the same geo-
metric pinch configuration as that used in [6], but for
another wire material (Mo instead of W). We overcame
the drawbacks of numerical implementation of the
boundary conditions at the end walls: they were mod-
eled as rigid surfaces impenetrable by the plasma. This
allowed us to overcome the disparity in the axial and
radial motions of the plasma. As in [6], we considered
an initially (at t = 0) equilibrium and immobile plasma
column in the form of a paraboloid of revolution
(Fig. 1) with a length of 400 µm and with a minor
cross-sectional radii of 100 µm (at the center) and
150 µm (at the end walls). The plasma density distribu-
tion corresponded to a pair of molybdenum wires
10 µm in diameter. The plasma temperature decreased
with depth according to a power law from 1.5–1.7 eV
at the plasma surface to 1 eV. The onset of the instabil-
ity was modeled by introducing a random initial scatter
in the plasma density and temperature distributions at a
level of 1%. The left electrode was an anode, and the
right electrode was a cathode. The current at t = 0 was
set to be 10 kA (instead of 50 kA taken in [6]); then, it
increased sinusoidally up to 300 kA over a time of
50 ns.

The basic set of equations of the axisymmetric prob-
lem consists of the continuity equation and the equa-
tions of motion in the MHD approximation, the equa-
tions for heat transport by electrons and ions, the radia-
tion diffusion equation (with allowance for radiation
transport from an optically thick plasma to an optically
thin outer plasma region), the equations of ionization
kinetics in the average ion charge approximation, and
the equation describing the generation of a magnetic
field. These equations have the following form (see [3,
4] for details):

dρ/dt ρ—– v,⋅=

ρdv/dt — p 4ΣSBTγ
4
/3c+( )– — P̂ j B/c,×+⋅+=
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Here, the hydrodynamic time derivative d/dt describes
plasma motion with the mass velocity v; de, i /dt are its
analogues for the electron and ion plasma components;
ne, i , ve, i , and Te, i are the densities, velocities, and tem-
peratures of the electrons and the ions; ρ, Z, p, pe, i , be, i,
and CVe, i are the mass density, the mean ion charge
number, the plasma pressure, the electron and ion pres-
sures, the electron and ion compression ratios, and the
isochoric electron and ion heat capacities; B is the azi-

muthal magnetic field;  is the total (electron and ion)
viscous stress tensor; εZ is the ionization potential; ΣSB

is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant; lP, R are the Planck-
and Rosseland-averaged photon mean free paths (the
quantities referring to radiation will be marked by the
subscript γ); and Rion, rec are the ionization and recom-
bination kinetic rate coefficients. The heat transport by
plasma particles was modeled with allowance for all of
the magnetic field components, and the current trans-
port was described by the generalized Ohm’s law:

where the subscripts T and u indicate the thermal and
current components of the heat fluxes, qe = que + qTe

and qi = qTi, and of the frictional force acting on the
electrons, R = RT + Ru, and the subscripts ⊥  and ∧  stand

CVenedeTe/dt — qe⋅+ be pe+( )—– ve j2
/σ+⋅=

+ P̂e: —ve ni CVeTe εZ+( )dZ/dt–

– Qγ R j/ene Qei,–⋅+

Qei 3ni Te Ti–( )/2τei,=

CVinidiTi/dt — qi⋅+

=  bi pi+( )—– vi P̂i: —vi Qei,+ +⋅
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Fig. 1. Evolution of the constriction that forms in an X-pinch during the electric explosion of two molybdenum wires 10 µm in
diameter, calculated on the basis of the model of a paraboloidal plasma column. Shown in each of the images are the scales of the
variation and the distribution patterns of the electron density (top) and electron temperature (bottom). The last image (referring to
the time 15.78 ns) also shows the electron temperature distributions in the regions of the exploding new hot spot (left) and of the
cavity that appears in place of the old hot spot after its explosion (right). The structures of light spots that are seen near the cavity
boundaries and are stretched across the axis are shock waves propagating away from the place of the explosion of the old hot spot.
for the perpendicular and skew-symmetric components
of the coefficients of the thermal conductivity tensor
and of the tensor describing the thermoelectric effect.
In calculations, the satisfaction of the last three rela-
tionships was thoroughly controlled. To do this, we
excluded from consideration the region near the
plasma–vacuum interface where the plasma is rela-
tively tenuous and the electron current velocity u
approaches the speed of sound. In this way, however,
we could not avoid difficulties in the final computation
stage (after the breaking of the plasma column). The
particle and radiative heat fluxes were limited to their
maximum intensities under free transport conditions. In
contrast to the previous versions of the code [2–4], in
which the artificial viscosity was incorporated into the
ion pressure through the term with the second viscosity,
here we included the artificial viscosity into the total

viscous stress tensor  as the first viscosity. As in the
previous version, the artificial viscosity was involved
only in simulations of the compression stage and was
described by three pairs of von Neumann-type coeffi-
cients, which served to take into account the influence
of the magnetic field on the plasma electrons and ions

P̂
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and were chosen to be proportional to the correspond-
ing contributions to the physical viscosity.

The equation of state, which was the same as that
used in [3, 4, 6], described the effects related to the non-
ideal character of the ion component and the quantum
degeneration of electrons; as in [4, 6], we took into
account the radiation pressure. The transport coeffi-
cients; the anomalous resistance associated with ion-
acoustic, modified Buneman, and lower hybrid turbu-
lence; the electron impact ionization rate; the three-
body recombination rate; and the radiative recombina-
tion rate were represented in the same form as in [4, 6].
In contrast to [4, 6], the power approximations for the
averaged Planck and Rossealand mean free paths of
photons were taken from [7]. The dependence of the
ionization energy on the ion charge number Z was cor-
PLASMA PHYSICS REPORTS      Vol. 28      No. 10      2002
rected for the decrease in the ionization threshold and
the disappearance of higher excited levels under the
action of the microfields of the neighboring ions [8].
The conditions at the plasma surface were taken to be
the same as in the previous versions of the code. The
symmetric conditions at the end walls ensured that the
plasma did not move through them. The calculations
were carried on a grid other than that used in [6]: the
mesh points at t = 0 were chosen to be the intersections
of two mutually orthogonal families of parabolas. Usu-
ally, we used a grid with 22 × 60 or 33 × 90 mesh points.

The experience gained in test simulations showed
that to describe the compression process in our model
required an additional modulation of the axial mass
profile. Specifically, the law according to which the
mass per unit length varied along the axis at t = 0 was
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specified to be M(z) = πρmaxa2(z)/F(z), where a(z) is the
local radius of the paraboloid, d is its half-height, and
F(z) = 1 + (z/d)2[1 – 3(z/d)2]/8. This law was obtained by
integrating the plasma density distribution ρ = ρmax{1 –
f[r/a(z)]2}/[(1 – f/2)F(z)] over the cross section of the
plasma column; the factor f used in simulations was
taken to be 0.7. Such an approach facilitated the imple-
mentation of a simplified model of the ejection of a part
of the plasma from the constriction along the axis in an
actual X-pinch, specifically, the simulation of plasma
flows toward the end walls.

An example of the results obtained from simulations
is illustrated in Fig. 1. In accordance with [6], we first
observe the slow stage of the evolution of the constric-
tion, whose anode and cathode sides remain almost pre-
cisely symmetric. In the dense plasma of the constric-
tion, the shock wave is weak. After 5 ns, we see only an
electron heat wave that penetrates from the plasma sur-
face and behind which the plasma is expanding. The
current-carrying plasma shell converges to the axis at
12 ns. Then, the plasma temperature and density are
fairly rapidly redistributed along the axis, and the
plasma spreads over the end walls, thereby contributing
to the implosion of the constriction. As a result, by
15 ns, we observe the formation of a fairly symmetric
minidiode with a narrow neck along the axis. The elec-
tron temperature Te increases to about 100 eV, and the
electron density ne amounts to 5 × 1022 cm–3. During the
evolution, the compression process proceeds on
increasingly short time scales and finally occurs on sub-
nanosecond time scales. Later, the previously important
plasma flow over the end walls does not have enough
time to affect the constriction; hence, the evolution pro-
ceeds only inside the constriction by the formation of
several necks in a time as short as 500 ps. After 100 ps,
the implosion proceeds only in the vicinities of the two
narrowest plasma cross sections (necks) in the anode
and cathode halves of the minidiode; 100 ps later, the
anode neck becomes narrower than the cathode neck.
This is the beginning of a new evolutionary stage,
which occurs on an extremely short time scale (of about
10 ps). An interesting feature of this example is the for-
mation of two hot spots, which can appear not in every
simulation. The first hot spot forms at about 15.7 ns and
then evolves in an explosive manner (in a way
described in [6]), giving rise to a cavity in its place. The
shock fronts that form in a dense plasma around the
cavity propagate in both directions along the axis. Soon
after the appearance of the first hot spot, a new (second)
hot spot forms closer to the anode and evolves in an
analogous fashion. In Fig. 1, the inset to the image
referring to the time 15.78 ns shows an enlarged frag-
ment of the two hot spots at two times magnification.
The plasma compression is the strongest at a short dis-
tance to the left from the discontinuity that appears in
place of the first hot spot after its explosion. As the
shock wave interacts with the plasma, the point at
which the electron temperature Te is maximum is grad-
ually displaced from the axis and the temperature itself
increases to about 1 keV, in which case the electron
density ne amounts to 4 × 1025 cm–3 and the mean ion
charge number becomes as large as 25 or even larger.

In the energy balance of the constriction, the radia-
tion in the slow stage (with a duration of about 10 ns)
plays a very minor role in comparison with Ohmic dis-
sipation. However, the situations changes as the com-
pression increasingly becomes faster. By the time at
which the constriction is broken, the emitted radiation
power is comparable with the Joule heating power.
Thus, by the time at which the minimum neck radius is
2 µm, the power density of the emitted radiation in the
hottest plasma region and the absorbed power density
amount, respectively, to about 10% and 60% of the
Joule heating power density. After 50 ps, the minimum
neck radius decreases by a factor of 10, the absolute
value of the Joule losses increases by a factor of 150,
but the relative power densities of the emission and
absorption of radiation are nearly the same and are
close to 50%. Soon after, the plasma becomes more
transparent, and the emission power approaches the
ohmic loss power. In this final compression stage, the
total power of the radiation emitted from the constric-
tion increases abruptly to a level of 25 GW (in the slow
compression stage, this power is slightly lower than
10 MW). This allows us to estimate the radiation
energy yield as not larger than several joules. Interest-
ingly, the main contribution to the energy yield comes
from a microexplosion with a duration of about 100 ps
near the place where the constriction is broken, while
the contribution of radiation emitted during the remain-
ing evolutionary stage (with a duration of about 10 ns)
is as small as ≈0.1 J.

Let us compare this evolutionary pattern with that
obtained in [6]. First, we note that, in both studies, the
currents during X-ray bursts from the hot spots were
calculated to be nearly the same (about 140–145 kA).
As in [6], our simulations revealed a very precise sym-
metry between the anode and cathode sides of the con-
striction in the slow compression stage (with a duration
up to 12 ns), but the compression was found to be stron-
ger because of the intense axial plasma motion, which
was maintained by the fictitious plasma flow over the
end walls. However, in the fast compression stage (with
a duration of about 12–15 ns), this symmetry is violated
by virtue of the predominance of small-scale perturba-
tion modes; as result, the hot spots form in asymmetric
positions. Such a behavior of the hot spots indicates an
important role of the axial plasma motion in the compe-
tition between the necks with small radii during the
compression to a state in which their transverse sizes
are comparable with the longitudinal sizes.

As was already pointed out, a significant drawback
of the model of a paraboloidal plasma column bounded
on both sides by the end walls is that it is incapable of
describing the actual axial plasma outflow from a con-
striction. This drawback manifested itself in our
PLASMA PHYSICS REPORTS      Vol. 28      No. 10      2002
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Fig. 2. Evolution of the constriction that forms in an X-pinch during the explosion of two molybdenum wires 12 µm in diameter,
calculated on the basis of the model of a conical X-pinch: (a) general evolutionary pattern (the images are given in the same order
as in Fig. 1) and (b) detailed evolutionary patterns of the temperature (six images at the top) and density (two images at the bottom)
distributions.
attempts to simulate the explosion of wires with diam-
eters greater than 12 µm, in which case the model
plasma flow over the end walls can no longer be used to
imitate intense axial plasma outflow from the constric-
tion. In that series of simulations, we observed no com-
pression of the X-pinch: although the initial stage of the
pinch evolution was similar to the slow implosion
stage, the pinch eventually began to expand, resembling
the situation with a plasma cylinder (of course, cor-
rected for the short pinch length). These results neces-
sitate the development of a model that will provide a
PLASMA PHYSICS REPORTS      Vol. 28      No. 10      2002
more realistic description of the plasma outflows from
the constriction, the more so since X-pinches used for
diagnostic purposes are produced by exploding wires
12–25 µm in diameter.

3. MODEL OF A CONICAL SHELL

The important role of plasma outflows from con-
strictions was pointed out as early as 1982, in the first
paper on X-pinches [9]. In order to describe this phe-
nomenon, we chose the model of a conical shell. Phys-
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ically, this model is identical to that of a paraboloidal
plasma column. In a geometric sense, the difference
lies in the shape of the region around the constriction
(Fig. 2): the load, i.e., a pair of two exploding crossed
wires 12 µm in diameter, was modeled by two conical
shells, which were oriented in opposite directions and
whose apexes were shifted along the axis. The angles of
the cones at the vertices are both π/3, the radius of the
narrowest cross section is 100 µm, and the shell thick-
ness is about 130 µm. The mesh points of the initial grid
are spaced uniformly along the lines parallel to the
boundaries of the cones. The concentration of the mesh
points in the most interesting region of the intersection
of the cones is two times higher than that at the periph-
ery. Typically, the grid consists of 21 × 165 mesh
points. The current is the same function of time as
before.

The solution to the problem is illustrated in Fig. 2.
We can see that, by 5 ns, the shell surface is substan-
tially perturbed only in the vicinity of the narrowest
cross section. However, by this time, the plasma in the
main volume of the intersection region is already
heated to temperatures of 15–20 eV by electron heat
conduction. By 8 ns, the front of the heat wave reaches
the surface of the inner cone and expands the plasma in
this surface region. This is quite clearly seen in the
PLASMA PHYSICS REPORTS      Vol. 28      No. 10      2002
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image referring to 10 ns, by which time the entire inter-
section region is already heated and the characteristic
structure of a minidiode begins to form as a result of the
compression process. By 12 ns, the minidiode becomes
more distinct. During the time interval from 10 to 12 ns,
the developing constriction stretches along the axis and
undergoes deformation; the “electrodes” of the minid-
iode also undergo deformation and small-scale cumula-
tive jets are generated outside the minidiode. The redis-
tribution of matter occurs (this effect cannot be
described in the previous model with end walls): the
axial plasma regions of the electrodes of the minidiode
move along the axis in opposite directions. As the con-
striction stretches along the axis, its specific parameters
approach those in the previous case. When small-scale
fast processes come into play, the anode/cathode sym-
metry, which is fairly high at t < 12 ns, is violated. This
effect is analogous to the previous one, but it begins to
occur earlier even though the load mass is larger. The
reason for this is again the axial plasma motion. The
remaining details of the subnanosecond stage are anal-
ogous to those obtained in the previous case. The differ-
ence between the two cases lies in the burst of one
(rather than two) hot spots. However, a more detailed
examination of the enlarged fragments of the images in
Fig. 2 shows that there also are two hot spots, which are
located very close to one another. In the same frag-
ments, we can also see the evolution of these spots, i.e.,
plasma formations that originated at different times.
Near the anode side of the discontinuity, the electron
temperature and density become as high as Te ≈ 490 eV
and ne ≈ 1024 cm–3.

Let us consider two more examples, which are not
as exotic as that just described. In these examples, the
current rises linearly to 250 kA in 40 ns and, then,
remains constant.1 As before, the initial current is taken
to be 10 kA. The initial numerical grid is simpler than
that in the previous example: the number of mesh
points is typically equal to 18 × 105 (for a pair of wires
10 µm in diameter) and 11 × 151 (for a pair of wires
16 µm in diameter). The radius of the narrowest cross
section also differs from that in the previous case: it is
chosen to be 75 µm. The regions in which the pinch
evolution was simulated are 1.2 and 1.5 mm in length.
The first example of a load in the form of a pair of
10-µm-diameter wires is illustrated in Fig. 3. This
example not only demonstrates why the model of a con-
ical X-pinch is more realistic but also shows how the
slower current rise delays the explosion of a hot spot.
Note, however, that this delay includes the time of the
adaptation of numerical results to physical conditions.2

At 23 ns, the process of jet generation is less pro-
nounced than in the case of 12-µm-diameter wires; the

1 The current pulses so shaped correspond to those in experiments
on the XP device (Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y., USA) loaded
by a pair of parallel X-pinches.

2 In the example at hand, this time is about 10 ns, and it is about
20 ns in the example with 16-mm-diameter wires.
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same is true of the perturbations and of the axial dis-
placements of the inner layers of the shell, although
these perturbations and displacements are, as before,
significant. After a time interval of 0.5 ns, the constric-
tion undergoes small-scale perturbations: the neck that
arises at its left edge evolves further into a hot spot on
a picosecond time scale. In Fig. 3, the last image (which
refers to 23.7 ns) shows the remains of the hot spot after
explosion. The highest electron temperature and den-
sity obtained in this example (Te ≈ 370 eV, ne ≈ 2 ×
1024 cm–3) are comparable to those calculated on the
basis of the model of a paraboloidal plasma column.

Finally, another example of the explosion of a pair
of crossed wires 16 µm in diameter is illustrated in
Fig. 4. Since the mass of the wires is larger than that in
the previous example by a factor of 2.5, the region in
which the pinch evolution was simulated was taken to
be longer. The wire material begins to be compressed
only after a long-term heating (during a time interval of
20 ns), but the jets begin to be generated and the heated
plasma starts to expand in opposite directions along the
axis even before the compression. In the next, fairly
long, stage (with a duration of up to 39 ns), the wire
mass is redistributed in a complicated manner. Only
after this stage, the constriction is compressed to the
greatest extent. Then, the neck that arises approxi-
mately in middle of the constriction evolves into a hot
spot. We were succeeded in following the evolution of
the hot spot after microexplosion over a fairly long time
interval. Although the mass of the load is large, we
obtained fairly high electron temperature and density,
Te ≈ 250 eV and ne ≈ 1.5 × 1024 cm–3. This example
served to investigate the role of radiation in the dynam-
ics of an X-pinch. In computations in which the radia-
tion was artificially “switched off” (either from the
beginning of the explosion process or shortly before the
time at which the neck is broken), the electron temper-
ature and density in the corresponding compression
stages were calculated to be lower by a factor of two to
three. In this series of computations, we failed to fol-
lows the pinch evolution on time scales longer than
about 10 ps.

The simulations presented here revealed a wide
variety of different possible ways in which the constric-
tions can form under the action of random factors.
However, our model is capable of describing a far wider
range of possible scenarios for the evolution of
X-pinches.

4. DISCUSSION

Now, we can draw several conclusions about the
implosion of plasma loads of the X-pinch type. All of
the above examples (and especially a comparative anal-
ysis of the results obtained from different models for
10-µm-diameter wires) show that the axial plasma
motion is of primary importance in the pinch evolution.
Moreover, the larger the mass of the load, the more
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and 2a. Shown at the bottom are more detailed distributions of the density (left) and temperature (right) before and after the explo-
sion of a hot spot.
important the role of the axial plasma motion. The
examples also illustrate how the current rise time
affects the compression dynamics. A special series of
test simulations based on the model of a paraboloidal
plasma column was carried out for a current rising lin-
early to 250 kA in 40, 45, and 50 ns. In simulating the
explosions of 10-µm-diameter wires, we found that
X-ray bursts from hot spots began at 18.2, 20,4, and
21.4 ns, respectively; the currents at these times were
calculated to be very close to each other, namely, 114,
113, and 107 kA. In all examples, the resulting plasma
parameters of the hot spots (the electron temperature,
electron density, and mean ion charges) were close to
the experimentally measured values.

We note, however, that the calculated maximum val-
ues of these parameters are at the limits of applicability
of the numerical method. The D’yachenko free-point
method is peculiar in that it eliminates both the mesh
points that become too close to each other and the con-
figurations of mesh points that lead to numerical insta-
bilities. When the radial compression becomes so
strong that there remains only one mesh point in the
narrowest cross section, this peculiarity serves as a seri-
ous obstacle to the calculation of the extreme plasma
parameters. In this situation, as well as in the situations
in which the nonconservative character of the numeri-
cal scheme became too pronounced, we had to stop
computations when numerical fluctuations became too
large because of the small number of mesh points in the
region of the strongest compression. In simulations
with an inappropriately adjusted code, the calculated
parameter values of the compressed plasma are deter-
PLASMA PHYSICS REPORTS      Vol. 28      No. 10      2002
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place of the hot spot after its explosion.
mined precisely by these numerical (rather than physi-
cal) reasons. In order to choose the minimum possible
distance between two neighbouring mesh points, which
governs the computational speed and, among other
things, is responsible for the elimination of the corre-
sponding mesh points, it is necessary to carry out more
accurate computations on an increasingly fine grids
until the satisfactory results are achieved.
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On the whole, our simulations demonstrated some
general features of the compression dynamics of
X-pinches. As in the simulations based on the model of
[6], we observed that, as the current is increased, the
space and time scales of the implosion process decrease
monotonically from hundreds of microns and tens of
nanoseconds (in the initial stage) to fractions of a
micron and tens of picoseconds (in the final stage).
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Plasma heating in the initial stage can be analyzed on
the basis of the same arguments that were presented in
[6]. The plasma is heated predominantly by electron
heat conduction, while the shock wave generated in a
dense medium in the final stage is fairly weak and thus
cannot seriously influence the heating. Consequently,
the constriction is completely heated for a time of about
τ = a2/2πχe ≈ 10 ns (where a ≈ 100 µm is the constriction

radius and χe ≈ /νei ~ /ne is the electron thermal
diffusivity), which agrees well with the hydrodynamic
time as/cs (where cs = (ZTe /mi)1/2 ≈ 7 × 105 cm/s is the
speed of sound). Note that, in terms of the magnetic vis-

cosity χm = c2/4πσ ~ , which amounts to about
≈5 × 104 cm2/s, the time of the diffusive penetration of
the current and magnetic field into the plasma has
essentially the same form: τm = a2/2πχm. Under the con-
ditions adopted in our simulations, the time τm is as
short as fractions of a nanosecond, which is much
shorter than the time τ. This allows us to conclude that
the magnetic field diffusion is closely associated with
small-scale perturbations in a slowly compressed
plasma.

In the slow compression stage, large-scale plasma
motion is highly symmetric, whereas small-scale
modes do not possess this symmetry. The larger the
mass of the load, the more important is the role of the
axial plasma motion. The constriction as a whole
lengthens, and cumulative jets of matter emerge from
the minidiode. The lengthening of the constriction,
which occurs at the speed of sound, is an extremely
important process for the implosion of a load with a
large mass (recall that this process cannot be described
by the model of a paraboloidal plasma column). The
duration of this process is determined by the time scale
on which the compression conditions become favorable
for the onset of small-scale unstable plasma modes
inside the minidiode. The subsequent complicated evo-
lution of competing processes gives rise to one or two
very thin constrictions inside which hot spots are then
formed (it is possible that, later, a larger number of con-
strictions may arise). Each of the hot spots will eventu-
ally explode to generate the fronts of a hot dense
plasma that propagate in opposite directions along the
axis. The plasma between the propagating fronts is
fairly tenuous.

The physical mechanism for the explosions of hot
spots that were observed in recent experiments with
X-pinches [2, 6] is still unclear. According to our simu-
lations, the microexplosion mechanism may be associ-
ated with the character of both heat exchange and
plasma motion during the convergence of a shock wave
toward the axis of a narrow neck in the constriction.
The neck radius ‡ satisfies the condition a < χe /cs ≈ csτei

(where τei is the electron–ion energy-exchange time);
this indicates that the time scale on which the electron
temperature is equalized over the neck is shorter than

v Te
2

Te
5/2

ZTe
3/2–
that of the plasma motion. The entire neck is inside the
relaxation zone for the electron and ion temperatures,
which thus differ strongly from one another. Then, the
electron heat conduction gives rise to nonlinear heat
waves propagating from the narrowest cross section in
opposite directions along the axis. As the neck further
implodes at an increasingly high rate, the pressure in it
grows abruptly to a level of about 10 Gbar. As a result,
new, highly uniform (over the cross section) shock
waves are generated behind the heat fronts. As time
elapses, the shock waves leave the neck and occur in the
region where the above condition on the neck radius
fails to hold. In outward appearance, shock wave’s
overtaking of heat fronts looks like an explosion.

Let us discuss this point in more detail. Using the
relationship Te ~ Z 2, we can determine the critical
parameter value corresponding to the condition a =
csτei, specifically, (nia)cr ≈ 1016 (AZ5)1/2 cm–2, where A
is the atomic mass number. For the values a = 1 µm and
Z = 25, which are typical of the conditions adopted in
our simulations, we obtain ni ≈ 1024 cm–3. The plasma
lifetime in this nonequilibrium state does not exceed
the time τei, which is as short as tens of picoseconds.
During this time, the electron temperature Te remains
significantly higher than the ion temperature Ti . In actu-
ality, such a plasma will intensively emit bremsstrahl-
ung photons. Among the electron–ion relaxation pro-
cesses that occur during the time τei, the ion excitation
occurs; hence, the emission lines will appear in the con-
tinuum only at the time τei after the beginning of emis-
sion. In this stage, the line mass of the plasma in a nar-
row neck gradually decreases and it also continues to
decreases after the explosion of a hot spot. The mass
ejection intensifies substantially when the microexplo-
sion generates shock waves in the surrounding plasma.
As a result, the MHD description and Ohm’s law will
inevitably fail to hold (see below). In this case, a cavity-
like region of a comparatively tenuous plasma (with a
density of 1017 cm–3 and lower) is form, whose resistiv-
ity can become anomalous and in which particle beams
can be generated. As the beams are decelerated in a
dense plasma surrounding the discontinuity, they emit
line radiation. Although our model is incapable of
describing such a complicated pinch evolution, it is
clear that all these processes lead to the generation of an
X-ray pulse from the neck region during the breaking of
the neck. However, in the region of dense plasma
around the discontinuity, one more source producing a
hot plasma arises, namely, that associated with the
implosion shock wave, which still does not reach the
axis and is inclined to it because of the deformation of
the shape of the neck. In the interaction of this wave
with microexplosion-driven shock waves, the intersect-
ing shock fronts form a region of hot and dense plasma
at some distance from the axis. The sizes of this region
are larger than the thicknesses of the fronts and are
comparable with or even larger than the Planck mean
free paths of photons, so that the spectra of the photons
PLASMA PHYSICS REPORTS      Vol. 28      No. 10      2002
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emitted from these region can be expected to be nearly
equilibrium. The pulse from this second radiation
source dominates the radiation spectrum after the radi-
ative collapse.

The question now arises as to the degree of confi-
dence with which our model of the implosion of an
X-pinch reflects the evolutionary pattern of the pro-
cesses observed in actual experiments. A comparison of
our results with the photographs and measurement data
presented in [2, 6] shows that our model provides not
only a good qualitative but also a fairly good quantita-
tive description of the entire process. However, the fin-
est effects in the dynamics of the explosion of a hot spot
clearly require a more thorough analysis. We have
already discussed the calculated extreme parameters of
matter. Now, we examine how our model describes an
expanding cavity. We can see that, in the cavity, there is
a thin (fractions of a micron) filament of dense plasma
between the anode and cathode sides of the discontinu-
ity. Of course, the presence of this current filament indi-
cates that the model fails to correctly describe current
transport in the cavity. The fact that the filament is
straight indicates that the approximation of the model
becomes very rough because of the low plasma density:
in order to continue computations, we had to keep the
last remaining mesh point even when it occurred at the
shortest possible distance from the axis.3 This way per-
mitted us to artificially maintain the current through the
cavity in the course of a run. Recall that, in real situa-
tions, this current can be maintained by electron and ion
beams, whose description, however, is beyond the
applicability range of our model.

The above analysis necessitate the improvement and
refinement of both the model and the algorithm. The
easiest way to provide a better approximation is to sub-
stantially increase the number of mesh points, which,
however, leads to an extreme expenditure of computer
time. The available computational means do not allow
us to choose this way and require the development of a
new numerical algorithm. The model itself, which
yields an adequate picture of the pinch evolution up to
the explosion of a hot spot, should be improved to pro-
vide a more realistic description of the subsequent evo-
lution. Being applicable to a dense bulk plasma, the
model fails to describe the cavity. Because of the short
spatial and temporal scales of the cavity and the small
plasma mass in it, it is of negligible importance for the
implosion process. Since the processes occurring in the
cavity are yet unknown, we had to prevent the current
break in it artificially, thereby distorting the actual situ-
ation. However, this approach is supported by the fact
that the evolutionary patterns obtained in our model
simulations do not contradict the existing experimental
photographs [2, 6].

3 To some extent, this concerns a numerical description of the jets
emerging from the plasma minidiode. As a result, the patterns of
the jets in our calculations turn out to be less pronounced than the
experimentally observed patterns.
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5. CONCLUSION

The results from simulations based on the radiative
MHD model developed in this paper for X-pinches are
in good qualitative agreement with experimental data
(see, e.g., [2]). This agreement is supported by the fact
that the calculated images of the compression process
bear a superficial resemblance to the published photo-
graphs taken with present-day laser and X-ray diagnos-
tic systems and also by a comparison between the cal-
culated parameters of hot spots and the experimental
findings. We thus can conclude that the model of coni-
cal X-pinches has been developed to the extent that it is
necessary to carry out a detailed comparison between
the numerical and experimental results, so that its fur-
ther development is supposed to proceed in this way
(first, it might be expedient to lower the initial temper-
ature of the matter). On the other hand, our numerical
results show that it is necessary to refine the model so
as to provide a more realistic description of the evolv-
ing cavity after the explosion of a hot spot. In turn, the
microexplosion itself, which is observed to occur in our
numerical experiments after a complicated evolution of
the competing dissipative processes, needs to be inves-
tigated in more detail. Out simulations provide evi-
dence that such a microexplosion, which complicates
the radiative collapse, may actually take place. At the
present stage of investigations, simulations of the evo-
lutionary processes occurring after the microexplosion
are aimed exclusively at attempting to gain insight into
the situation that is as yet unclear.

We think that the scope of problems arising in
experiments with X-pinches is far wider than that asso-
ciated exclusively with exploding wires. Thus, the
model developed here for X-pinches may also be used
to simulate the propagation of high-intensity shock
waves in hot and dense media. Knowledge of the
dynamics of such shock waves, which are generated by
the explosion of a hot spot in an X-pinch, is not only
important for practical applications but also is crucial to
the development of an understanding of, e.g., the
dynamic processes occurring in stars. Investigation of
these waves under laboratory conditions requires com-
plicated (and often unique) measurement equipment
with high temporal resolution (in the picosecond
range). Hence, it may be worthwhile to continue to sim-
ulate evolutionary processes occurring in an X-pinch
after the explosion of a hot spot.
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Abstract—A study is made of the formation of the frequency spectrum of an extraordinary wave during its
multiple small-angle scatterings along the path to the upper hybrid resonance, in the upper hybrid resonance
region, and behind the conversion point. The formation of the spectrum is investigated both approximately (by
the eikonal method) and exactly (in the limit of large-scale plasma density fluctuations responsible for small-
angle scattering). It is demonstrated that these two approaches yield the same results in the common range of
their applicability. It is shown that, in the vicinity of the upper hybrid resonance, the broadening of the fre-
quency spectrum of a probing wave is proportional to its wavenumber. This circumstance and the predicted
amount by which the spectrum broadens make it possible to consider small-angle scattering as one of the main
effects responsible for a very large spectrum broadening observed in experiments. © 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Inter-
periodica”.
1. INTRODUCTION

According to current opinion, ion-temperature-gra-
dient driven ion drift waves play a leading role in the
anomalous ion energy transport in tokamaks. The same
is true of the role played by the electron-temperature-
gradient driven electron drift waves in the anomalous
electron energy transport. For this reason, there is much
current interest in investigating the behavior of the
spectra of small-scale low-frequency plasma turbu-
lence during Ohmic and auxiliary heated discharges, as
well as during transitions to improved energy and par-
ticle confinement modes.

A diagnostic technique based on the effect of
enhanced microwave scattering [1] is an efficient tool
for studying small-scale plasma density fluctuations.
This effect, which is observed when an extraordinary
electromagnetic wave is scattered by plasma density
fluctuations near the upper hybrid resonance (UHR), is
associated with an increase in the potential component
of the wave electric field as the UHR is approached.

The enhanced-scattering diagnostic implies that an
extraordinary wave is launched into the plasma from
the side of the stronger magnetic field along the plasma
density gradient. The signals recorded are waves that
are scattered backward by small-scale plasma density
fluctuations and have the same polarization as the
launched waves.

The effect of the increase in the wavenumber of the
probing wave in the vicinity of the UHR makes it pos-
sible to investigate small-scale plasma density fluctua-
tions. The decrease in the group velocity in this region,
accompanied by an increase in the field amplitudes of
the probing and scattered waves, leads to the amplifica-
1063-780X/02/2810- $22.00 © 20827
tion of the scattered signal. That the probing wave is
scattered mainly in the UHR region provides high spa-
tial resolution for measurements. The frequency spec-
trum of the recorded signals contains information about
the frequency spectrum of fluctuations, and the wave-
number spectra of fluctuations can be obtained from the
time-of-flight and correlation modifications of the
enhanced-scattering diagnostic technique [2, 3].

The diagnostic method based on enhanced scatter-
ing at the UHR was originally employed to study small-
scale oscillations and waves in quiescent plasmas of
linear devices [1]. However, in recent years, this
method has been widely applied to investigate plasma
turbulence and the propagation of microwaves in toka-
maks [4]. In tokamak experiments on enhanced scatter-
ing by spontaneous plasma density fluctuations, a sub-
stantial broadening of the frequency spectra was
observed and it was found that this broadening
increases in proportion to the wavenumber of the fluc-
tuations by which the probing wave is backscattered
[4]. This phenomenon may stem from the fact that, in a
tokamak, the probing wave propagates in a turbulent
plasma and is scattered primarily by predominant large-
scale plasma density fluctuations.

The frequency shift and spectrum broadening may
be associated not only with the frequency of the small-
scale density fluctuations responsible for backscatter-
ing but also with the effects of small-angle scattering of
the probing and scattered waves by large-scale plasma
turbulence along their paths. The latter conclusion is
supported by the fact that, as was shown in recent paper
[5], the cross section for small-angle scattering, as well
as that for backscattering, increases abruptly when the
UHR is approached.
002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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In order to interpret the results of experiments on
enhanced scattering, it is very important to understand
mechanisms for the formation of the spectra of back-
scattered signals. In this paper, we study the formation
of the frequency spectrum of a probing extraordinary
wave during its multiple scatterings in a turbulent
plasma. We consider the following three regions: the
region where the wave propagates toward the UHR, the
UHR region, and the region behind the point at which
the wave converts into a Bernstein mode. The analysis
is performed by the eikonal method, but the formation
of the frequency spectrum in the UHR region is inves-
tigated exactly. These two approaches are shown to
yield the same results in the common range of their
applicability.

2. FREQUENCY SPECTRUM OF A MULTIPLY 
SCATTERED EXTRAORDINARY WAVE

We consider a collisionless plasma in a magnetic
field directed along the z-axis. We assume that the mag-
netic field and plasma density are both nonuniform in
the x direction and that a plane probing wave propa-
gates at a small angle with respect to the plasma density
gradient.

In the eikonal approximation, the wave electric field
can be represented as

where Ψ(r) is the eikonal and the harmonic dependence
on time is omitted. In this case, the dispersion relation
is the following nonlinear first-order partial differential
equation:

where k = —Ψ(r) is the wavenumber of the probing
wave, ω is its frequency, and εαβ is the plasma dielectric
tensor. In the paraxial approximation, the dispersion
relation for an extraordinary wave in a cold plasma has
the form

(1)

with ε ≡ ε11 and η ≡ ε33. Near the UHR, we have A(x) ≈
–η/ε(x) and kc = ωce(xUH)/c, where xUH is the position
of the UHR.

Equation (1) is a Hamilton–Jacobi equation,

with the Hamiltonian
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tions

(2)

(with q1 ≡ y and q2 ≡ z) determine the ray trajectories in
space,

(3)

where y0 and z0 are the initial coordinates of the trajec-
tory at x = 0.

In a Hamiltonian formalism, the eikonal is written as

where the Lagrangian has the form

and the initial phase Ψ0(y0, z0) is specified at the surface
x = 0.

The turbulent phase change can be calculated using
perturbation theory. We can show that, in the general
case, a small perturbation δH initiated by large-scale
plasma density fluctuations does not affect the ray tra-
jectories in a first approximation. In fact, the associated
perturbation of the eikonal has the form
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The first and third terms vanish because Hamiltonian
equations (2) with the unperturbed Hamiltonian are sat-
isfied. The second term at the upper limit of integration
should be set equal to zero for a ray arriving at a fixed
current point.

Taking into account the relationships

we obtain

where the functions qi(x) and ki(x) are determined from
the unperturbed equations.

In the case under consideration, we have δH ≈ –δk
in the paraxial approximation, so that the change in the
eikonal associated with large-scale plasma density fluc-
tuations can be calculated from the formula

(4)

Note that, in [6], the perturbation of the eikonal was
obtained in an analogous manner but for the particular
case of electromagnetic waves propagating in the atmo-
sphere. In contrast, here we have derived expression (4)
in the general case.

Let us calculate the turbulent phase change of an
extraordinary wave. In the presence of large-scale
plasma density fluctuations δn(x, t), the perturbation of
the projection of the wave vector of an extraordinary
wave onto the direction in which the plasma is inhomo-
geneous,

, (5)

has the form

where the plasma density profile is assumed to be lin-
ear, e ≡ –ε = (xUH – x)/,. The fluctuation-related change
in the eikonal is equal to

(6)

In the expression for the wave electric field, large-
scale fluctuations are accounted for by the factor

In order to obtain the frequency spectrum of a multiply
scattered extraordinary wave, we investigate the cor-
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relation function

where, for brevity, we have introduced the notation ξ1 ≡
δΨ(x, t) and ξ2 ≡ δΨ(x, t + τ). The two-dimensional
probability density W(ξ1, ξ2) characterizes the fluctua-
tion-related phase changes ξ1 and ξ2. The integrand in
expression (6) for perturbations of the eikonal δΨ is a
random quantity proportional to the level of plasma
density fluctuations. If the integration interval is longer
than the correlation length of the density fluctuations,
then, by the central limit theorem, the distribution of the
fluctuation-related phase advances is normal. We
assume that, in the opposite case, this distribution is
also normal.

The two-dimensional probability density is
described by the expression

where summation is implied over the repeated indices
(i, j = 1, 2) and the covariation matrix has the form

In the general n-dimensional case, the relationship

(7)

yields

Now, we calculate the correlation function ,
neglecting the effects associated with the two-dimen-
sional character of wave propagation (below, we will
show that, in the paraxial approximation, these effects
are small). According to formula (6), we have

(8)

Let us consider two asymptotics of this expression. For
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integrand and plays the role of a δ function. Assuming
that the plasma density fluctuations are statistically uni-
form in both space and time, we introduce the notation

(9)

to write

Switching to the spectral density of large-scale fluctua-
tions,

we find the first of the desired asymptotics:

(10)

In order to derive the second asymptotic (at xUH – x ! ,c),
we introduce the function

in terms of which we obtain

(11)

In the case xUH – x ! ,c, we deal with the asymptotic of
the function F(qx, x) at |qx | (xUH – x) ! 1, when the
change in the integrand is determined by a preexponen-
tial factor:

in which case the desired correlation function has the
form

(12)

To determine the frequency spectrum of a multiply
scattered extraordinary wave, we introduce the function
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where 〈!(x, t)〉 ≡ 〈!(ξ1)〉  = exp[– /2]. We can
show that this function is equal to

where we dropped the subscript for ξ in 〈ξ 2〉  because the
fluctuations are statistically uniform in time.

Now, the spectral density of the power of the prob-
ing wave can be calculated from the formula

where ∆ω should be understood as the shift from the
probing-wave frequency (recall that, in our analysis,
the harmonic dependence of the field of the probing
wave on time is omitted).

In what follows, we will be interested in the linear
case

and the nonlinear case

In the nonlinear case, the correlation time of the field of
the probing wave is much shorter than that of the
plasma density fluctuations, τ/tc ! 1. Assuming that the
spectral density of fluctuations is even in frequency and
that the corresponding integrals do exist, we expand the
exponentials in expressions (10) and (12) to obtain

Introducing the corresponding notation, we can write

One can readily see that the expressions derived can be
matched at xUH – x ~ ,c .
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This matching allows us to estimate the spectrum
width in the nonlinear case:

(13)

Hence, we have derived expressions describing the
frequency spectrum of a multiply scattered extraordi-
nary wave without allowance for the effects associated
with the two-dimensional character of wave propaga-
tion. Let us estimate the effect of the deviation of ray
trajectories in the y direction. Since the scale of fluctu-
ations along the plasma magnetic field (the z-axis) can
be assumed to be very large, the deviation of ray trajec-
tories in this direction will not affect the final result.

Note that the approach developed here makes it pos-
sible in principle to take into account the two-dimen-
sional character of ray trajectories. However, as will be
clear later, this effect is negligible in the paraxial
approximation. In fact, as in the one-dimensional case,
we can see that, at distances from the UHR that are
much longer than the correlation length of the large-
scale fluctuations, the correlation function (9) in
expression (8) plays the role of a δ function, because
the deviation of ray trajectories in the y direction is a
function of x [see expressions (3)].

Let us consider the effect of the two-dimensional
character of wave propagation near the UHR (at xUH –
x ! ,c). With allowance for the deviation of ray trajec-
tories in the y direction, formula (11) becomes

where the function F2D takes the form

and the function y(χ) is given by the first of expressions
(3). However, as in the one-dimensional case, the
change in the integrand in the function F2D near the
UHR in the paraxial approximation is determined by
the preexponential factor, which is the same in the one-
and two-dimensional cases:

This gives

In other words, in the paraxial approximation, the effect
of the two-dimensional character of wave propagation
has insignificant impact on the above asymptotics of
the correlation function (8).
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Another consequence of the two-dimensional char-
acter of wave propagation is an increase in the projec-
tion of the wavenumber of a probing wave, caused by
its multiple small-angle scatterings. This consequence
may restrict the applicability range of the eikonal
approximation, in which we neglected the diffraction of
the probing beam. In order to determine the limits of
applicability of the eikonal approximation, we obtain
the spectrum of a multiply scattered probing wave in
transverse wavenumbers with allowance for the depen-
dence of large-scale fluctuations on the y coordinate.

The corresponding asymptotics of the correlation
function

have the form

Then, assuming that the spectral density of fluctuations
is even in both qy and Ω and that the fluctuation ampli-
tude is sufficiently large, we arrive at the following
expression for the correlation function of the probing
wave:

where we have introduced the notation
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The broadening of the spectrum of the probing wave in
transverse wavenumbers can be estimated as

The condition under which the diffraction of the prob-
ing beam at the point x can be neglected should have the
form

which yields

As is seen, if this condition is satisfied at the point x = x*
at which the fluctuation-related phase change becomes
equal to π so that the spectrum rapidly begins to
broaden in both frequency and transverse wavenumber,

then it will be satisfied along the entire wave path from
this point to the UHR. This effect is associated with the
fact that the rays approaching the UHR propagate
almost exactly along the direction in which the plasma
is inhomogeneous. For xUH – x* ! ,c, this condition is
not too stringent:

.

For the case in which the fluctuation-related phase
change becomes on the order of π at distances from the
UHR that are longer than the correlation length of the
large-scale fluctuations, the sought-for condition can be
derived in an analogous fashion. In tokamak experi-
ments, however, such a situation is unusual, so we do
not present this condition here.

3. FREQUENCY SPECTRUM OF A PROBING 
WAVE BEHIND THE CONVERSION POINT

It is well known that, near the UHR, an extraordi-
nary wave converts into a Bernstein mode [7], which
propagates from the conversion point toward the
plasma boundary. Under the condition

where vTe is the electron thermal velocity, the Wentzel–
Kramers–Brillouin (WKB) approximation and the cold
plasma approximation, in which the above dispersion
relation was derived, both fail to hold. However, behind
the conversion point, the Bernstein mode at sufficiently
large distances from the UHR can be described in the
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eikonal approximation. The condition for the validity of
this description is

For the Bernstein mode, this condition should be taken
with

(14)

where the length ,T, associated with electron thermal
motion, is on the order of the electron gyroradius. For a
linear plasma density profile such that e = (xUH – x)/,,
substituting relationship (14) into this condition yields
the applicability condition of the WKB approximation:

For the Bernstein mode, the perturbation of the
wavenumber k(x) associated with large-scale plasma
density fluctuations has the form

We denote the corresponding fluctuation-related phase
changes by

Then, neglecting the two-dimensional character of the
propagation of a Bernstein mode, we calculate its cor-
relation function

(15)

To do this, we introduce the function

which allows us to represent sought-for function (15) in
the form

At distances from the UHR (which serves as a cut-off for
the Bernstein wave) that are much shorter than the corre-
lation length of the density fluctuations (xUH – x ! ,c),
we can set |qx |(xUH – x) ! 1, which enables us to obtain
the following asymptotic of the function G(qx, x):
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In this case, correlation function (15) becomes

xUH – x ! ,c ,

i.e., it exactly coincides with correlation function (12).
Let us consider correlation function (15) for xUH –

x @ ,c . To do this, we find the asymptotic of the func-
tion G(qx , x) in the limit |qx |(xUH – x) @ 1. We make the
replacement xUH – x ≡ u2 and use the stationary-phase
method to obtain

As a result, we arrive at the following asymptotic of
correlation function (15):

xUH – x @ ,c ,

where the domain of integration over qx is Θ = (–∞,
−q*) ∪  (q*, ∞), with q* ~ 1/(xUH – x). The contribution
of the interval [–q*, q*], in which the stationary-phase
method fails to hold, to this asymptotic is as small as
,cq* ! 1.

In the case at hand, we have q*,c ! 1, which indi-
cates that the integrand changes mainly at the expense
of 1/qx . Consequently, we can estimate the integral with
logarithmic accuracy:

which gives

xUH – x @ ,c .

Hence, we have obtained two asymptotics of the
correlation function of the fluctuation-related changes
in the eikonal of a probing wave behind the conversion
point. At distances from the UHR that are shorter than
the correlation length of the large-scale density fluctua-
tions, the spectrum of the probing wave evolves in the
same manner as in the corresponding region along the
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wave path to the conversion point. In the nonlinear
case, the width of the frequency spectrum near the
UHR is approximately equal to

(16)

At longer distances from the UHR, the spectrum width
behind the conversion point increases much more grad-
ually:

(17)

Formulas (13) and (17) describe how the broadening
of the frequency spectrum of a probing wave depends
on its wavenumber in the applicability range of the
WKB approximation. Hence, we are left with the prob-
lem of investigating the immediate vicinity of the con-
version point, where this approximation fails to hold.

4. FREQUENCY SPECTRUM OF A PROBING 
WAVE IN THE UHR REGION

We consider the frequency spectrum of a probing
wave in the UHR region, i.e., at distances from the res-
onance that are much shorter than the scale of the
plasma density fluctuations. We use the following exact
expression for the electric field of the probing wave in
the UHR region [1]:

(18)

where we have introduced the dimensionless parame-
ters

The change of the UHR position in time is governed by
the influence of large-scale density fluctuations. Here,
we assume that the fluctuations are coordinate-indepen-
dent and that their scale is large enough to ignore their
effect on the plasma density gradient:

(19)

Under these assumptions, the correlation function of a
probing wave has the form
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Assuming that the distribution of the density fluctua-
tions is normal and using formula (7), we obtain

which gives

(20)

In order to obtain the asymptotics of this expression
in the WKB approximation, we apply the stationary-
phase method. In each of the two integrals, there are
two stationary-phase points

Calculating the contributions of these points to the inte-
grals, we obtain
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where kX stands for wavenumber (5) of an extraordinary
wave and kB denotes wavenumber (14) of a Bernstein
mode. Taking into account the inequality kB @ kX , we
can readily see that the second (oscillating) term is
small because the exponentials contain two different
wavenumbers. The first and third terms correspond,
respectively, to those derived above for a Bernstein
mode and an extraordinary wave. Thus, expression
(20), which is valid in the UHR region, can be matched
with the correlation functions obtained for an extraordi-
nary wave and a Bernstein mode in the eikonal approx-
imation.

Now, we calculate the wave spectrum in the case of
a cold plasma, in which expression (18) becomes

where εim is the imaginary part of the plasma dielectric
function. As before, we consider large-scale plasma
density fluctuations. We neglect their dependence on
the x coordinate and take into account only their influ-
ence on UHR position (19). We begin by calculating the
correlation function

(21)

In what follows, we will omit the superscript r in the
real part εr of the dielectric function. Assuming that the
distribution of the density fluctuations is normal and
introducing the notation

we obtain
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We take the limit εim  0 and use the appropriate con-
tour for circumventing the poles that arise in this limit.
After some manipulations, we obtain

(22)

where we have introduced the notation

The parameter k characterizes the degree to which the
fluctuations are correlated, and δ is an important param-
eter determining the relative distance to the UHR.
Using expression (22), we can obtain different asymp-
totics of the correlation function K. Of particular inter-
est is the limit k  1, which corresponds to strongly
correlated fluctuations. In this limit, we can readily
derive the two asymptotics

(23)

Note that, for k = 1, correlation function (21) is cal-
culated to be

.

For εim ! , it takes the form
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The physical meaning of these asymptotics can easily
be understood: they are the product of the field ampli-
tude at the resonance, saturated by dissipation, and the
probability for the resonance to occur at a given point.
A comparison of expressions (23), which were derived
in the limit εim  0, with expressions (24) shows that
dissipation can be neglected up to a certain maximum k
value such that
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For τ ! tc, we have

where tc is the correlation time of the fluctuations.
Then, for k  1 and δ ! 1, expressions (23) yield

(25)

This expression is valid up to the time τ = τmin ,
which is defined in terms of kmax as

For τ & τmin, the singularity in expression (25) is satu-
rated at a level determined by expressions (24).

The width of the frequency spectrum of the field in

the UHR is estimated as ∆ω ~ . This estimate can
readily be obtained by taking the Fourier transforma-

tion of the dependence 1/ , which approxi-
mates both asymptotic (25) and asymptotics (24):

In this case, the spectrum width is determined not only
by the correlation time of the fluctuations but also by
dissipation, because the latter governs the width of the
resonance when the density fluctuations are time-
dependent at a given point.

Hence, we have analyzed the frequency spectrum of
a probing wave along its entire path. Note that the cal-
culated behavior of the width of the frequency spectrum
in the UHR region agrees with the experimental finding
[4] that the width of the spectrum of a backscattered
wave is proportional to the wavenumber of the fluctua-
tions responsible for backscattering. Actually, near the
UHR, formula (13) reduces to

When a probing wave with the wavenumber ki is scat-
tered by small-scale fluctuations with wavenumber q,
the wavenumber k of the backscattered wave is deter-
mined by the Bragg condition

k = ki + q.

For a backscattered wave, we have k = –ki, so that the
Bragg condition becomes ki = –q/2. The width of the
frequency spectrum of a probing wave along its path to
the point at which it is scattered is determined by for-
mula (13); for ki = –q/2, the wave is scattered in the
backward direction. Taking into account the fact that
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the backscattering is most intense in the UHR region,
we arrive at the following estimate for the width of the
frequency spectrum of the backscattered wave:

Now, we obtain a simple numerical estimate of the
amplitude of the density fluctuations for conditions
under which experiments on enhanced scattering by
spontaneous fluctuations were carried out in the FT-1
tokamak [4]. In those experiments, the frequency spec-
trum was observed to broaden by an amount of about
∆f = ∆ω/(2π) ≈ 2.5 × 106 Hz at a height equal to 10–2 of
the spectrum height for qx ~ 100 cm–1, i.e., for ki ~
50 cm–1.

We set , ~ 1 cm and assume that the fluctuations are
drift fluctuations with Ω0 = v d q0, where q0 ~ 2 cm–1 and
v d ~ 2 × 105 cm/s.

Under these conditions, we obtain δn/n ~ 0.1, which
is a quite realistic estimate.

Notably, our assumption that the frequency spectra
of the scattered and probing waves broaden by the same
amount serves merely to obtain estimates. If the small-
scale fluctuations are entrained in large-scale turbulent
motions, then, along with the frequency shift resulting
from the small-scale fluctuations responsible for back-
scattering (in the approach developed here, this shift is
neglected), there may also be Doppler broadening.
Allowing for the influence of the Doppler effect on the
frequency spectrum of a backscattered wave is the sub-
ject of an ongoing investigation.

5. CONCLUSION
We have studied the evolution of the frequency

spectrum of an extraordinary wave during multiple
small-angle scatterings along its path to the UHR, in the
UHR region, and behind the conversion point. The
analysis has been performed by the approximate
eikonal method, but the formation of the frequency
spectrum in the UHR region has been investigated
exactly (in the limit of large-scale plasma density fluc-
tuations). We have shown that these two approaches

∆ω Ω0
δn
n

------,qx.∼
yield the same results in the common range of their
applicability.

We have derived expressions describing the fre-
quency spectrum of a probing wave and have calculated
the spectrum width. The behavior of the width of the
frequency spectrum in the UHR region agrees with the
available experimental data. This circumstance and the
predicted amount by which the frequency spectrum of
a backscattered wave broadens at a fluctuation level of
δn/n ~ 0.1 make it possible to consider small-angle scat-
tering as one of the main effects responsible for the
large spectrum broadening observed in experiments on
enhanced scattering in the FT-1 tokamak [4].
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Abstract—The formation of a steady-state nonequilibrium distribution function of particles interacting
through the repulsive potential U ~ α/rβ (1 ≤ β ≤ 4), which operates at an infinite range, is studied numerically.
The collisional particle dynamics in such a system is investigated using a spatially homogeneous nonlinear col-
lision integral in the Landau–Fokker–Planck form, which is a model Boltzmann collision integral for arbitrary
potentials of interaction accompanied by little momentum transfer between particles in collisions. Numerical
modeling is based on completely conservative difference schemes. It is shown that the principal condition for
the existence of steady-state nonequilibrium distributions is the presence of a particle or an energy flux oriented
in the proper manner in momentum space. A steady-state local distribution exists inside the momentum interval
between the energy source and sink and has the form of a gradually decreasing function. Since a radical change
in the distribution function under nonequilibrium conditions leads to an anomalous enhancement of the con-
duction of a medium and its emission characteristics, the results obtained can be used, e.g., to predict the behav-
ior of semiconductors with an intrinsic or extrinsic conductivity under the action of particle fluxes or electro-
magnetic radiation. © 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
1. INTRODUCTION

Nonequilibrium states of various physical systems
are attracting increased interest in connection with the
development and wide use of high-power particle and
energy sources.

In physical systems in which the interactions
between particles or waves can be described by the
kinetic equations for waves, quasi-particles, or parti-
cles, the problem of constructing steady-state nonequi-
librium distributions reduces to that of solving the
kinetic equations. In this case, the local character of the
steady-state nonequilibrium distribution corresponds to
the convergence of the collision integral (at each point
in momentum space, the main contribution to the colli-
sion integral comes from collisions between particles
with close momenta).

For a classical (nondegenerate) gas, the Boltzmann
kinetic equation has the form

(1)

where W(p, p1|p2, p3) is the transition probability due to
collisions, f(p) is the particle (electron) distribution

∂f p( )
∂t

-------------- p1 p2 p3W p p1 p2 p3, ,( )ddd∫=

× f p2( ) f p3( ) f p( ) f p1( )–[ ]
× δ E E1 E2– E3–+( )δ p p1 p2– p3–+( ),
1063-780X/02/2810- $22.00 © 20837
function, pi and Ei are the momentum of an electron and
its energy, and δ(x) is the Dirac delta function.

The distribution function with which the collision
integral vanishes at any time t satisfies the condition

(2)

and is a steady solution to Eq. (1). Condition (2) with
the energy and momentum conservation laws leads to a
thermodynamically equilibrium Maxwellian distribu-
tion function fMaxw (or a Fermi–Dirac distribution func-
tion in a degenerate gas).

At the beginning of this paper, we briefly review the
results concerning the existence of steady-state local
isotropic nonequilibrium distributions in a solid-state
plasma, which seems to be a convenient object to study
because it provides the possibility of controlling the
extent to which the system in a stable state is nonequi-
librium. The existence of a steady-state nonequilibrium
distribution implies that there are particle source and
sink in momentum space. The energy (particle) source
and sink can be provided by ion beams, high-power
laser radiation, emission currents, fluxes of charged
particles produced in fusion or fission reactions, etc.

The characteristic feature of systems of charged par-
ticles interacting through the Coulomb potential is that
the interaction cross section diverges in the limit of a
small momentum transferred in a collision. To describe

f p2( ) f p3( ) f p( ) f p1( )– 0=
002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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a gas or a semiconductor plasma for which the Cou-
lomb logarithm is large (lnΛ = 10–15), it is sufficient to
expand the integrand in powers of the small momentum
transferred (the diffusion approximation) and to repre-
sent the collision integral in the Landau or Fokker–
Planck form [1, 2]. The Landau (Fokker–Planck)
kinetic equation, which is an essential element in vari-
ous physical models, is widely applied in plasma phys-
ics. In Section 3, the kinetic equations mentioned above
are presented and the formulation of the problem is dis-
cussed in detail. The formation of a steady-state non-
equilibrium particle distribution function is investi-
gated numerically for a wide range of parameters (dif-
ferent source and sink intensities, localization of the
source and sink in momentum space, etc.). The calcu-
lated results are discussed, and it is shown that the Lan-
dau collision integral provides a correct description of
a nonequilibrium distribution function in a plasma in
which the main process is a small-angle scattering with
little momentum transfer between the particles.

The objective of Section 4 is to consider the features
of the conduction and emission characteristics of met-
als and semiconductors under the action of intense par-
ticle fluxes or laser light. As was mentioned in [3], the
photoconductivity of a semiconductor irradiated by
light whose frequency ω is insufficient to cause the
interband transition "ω < Vg (where Vg is the width of
the forbidden band) may become anomalously high
because of the formation of a nonequilibrium distribu-
tion of electrons and holes. Based on an analysis of the
experimental results, Aseevskaya et al. [4] arrived at
the conclusion that the irradiation of semiconductors by
α-particles may substantially change their conduction
properties. Some experimental data on the emission
current from metals irradiated by lasers (in particular,
its dependence on the retarding potential) cannot be
explained on the basis of equilibrium distribution func-
tions [5–7], but they are reasonably explicable in terms
of the mechanism for the formation of nonequilibrium
distributions [6–8].

In our opinion, all these circumstances confirm the
above general statement about the formation of non-
equilibrium distributions in the presence of external
pumping. In this context, the physical effect associated
with such fundamental changes in the electron distribu-
tion function are discussed.

2. STEADY-STATE NONEQUILIBRIUM 
ELECTRON DISTRIBUTION WITH AN ENERGY 

FLUX ALONG THE SPECTRUM

In the theory of the turbulence of incompressible
liquids, a universal (independent of the structures of the
source and sink) steady-state nonequilibrium energy
spectrum εk in the wavenumber range between the
wavenumbers of the excited and efficiently damped
motions was first obtained by Kolmogorov [9]. The
well-known Kolmogorov energy spectrum εk of the
hydrodynamic turbulence has the form

(3)

where A is a constant and P1 is the energy flux along the
spectrum. Spectrum (3) was derived on the basis of the
hypothesis about the local character of turbulence, i.e.,
under the assumption that the interaction of perturba-
tions occurring on close spatial scales is the strongest.
In the theory of weak turbulence, universal wave spec-
tra in the form of solutions to equations with the wave–
wave collision integral were first derived by Zakharov
[10].

Universal steady-state nonequilibrium power-law
particle distribution functions f = Ap2s that are exact
solutions to kinetic equations with the Boltzmann col-
lision integral were first obtained by Kats et al. [11]. In
order for such distributions to form, there should be a
source and sink of particles (or energy) that provide a
constant particle (or energy) flux in momentum space.

When the transition probability is an nth-power
homogeneous function of momentum, the power s can
naturally be determined by expressing the integrand in
terms of the variables pi /p. Then, the right-hand side of
Eq. (1) reduces to the product of the factor p4s + n + 4 and
an integral independent of p. In order to determine the
particle (I0) and energy (I1) fluxes in momentum space,
we use the following equations, which relate them to
the collision integral:

(4)

where Ii = 4πp2ji and E is the particle energy. Solving
Eqs. (4), we obtain

(5)

where α = const and the collision integral contains the
factor R(s, n).

From expressions (5), we can see that, if the powers
si satisfy the conditions

(6)

then the fluxes Ii in momentum space are either constant
or are equal to zero when R(s, n) has a first-order root
at s = si . In both cases, the collision integral vanishes.
In the equilibrium situation, the fluxes obtained from
Eqs. (4) are identically zero, because the integrand in
spectrum (2) with an equilibrium distribution vanishes
at each point p. However, for a nonequilibrium distribu-
tion function, there is no need in conditions (6) and only
the integral of the collision operator (rather than the
operator itself) vanishes.

The distribution function Ap2s corresponds to a
steady-state nonequilibrium situation with a constant
particle (or energy) flux in momentum space. The

εk AP1
2/3

k
11/3–

,=

— ji p( )p
p
--- 

 ⋅ E
i ∂f

∂t
----- 

 
St

,–=

Ii A
2α 1 i– R s n,( )

4s n 9 2 i 1–( )+ + +
------------------------------------------------- p

4s n 9 2 i 1–( )+ + +
,=

γ 4s n 9 2 i 1–( )+ + + 0, i 0 1,,= = =
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direction of the flux is determined by the sign of the
derivative dR/dγ at γ = 0, and A is described by the
expression

(7)

The collision integral for steady-state nonequilib-
rium distributions satisfying the above conditions was
calculated in a straightforward way in [12, 13]. In those
papers, it was shown that the powers s of the local non-
equilibrium particle distribution functions (for which
the collision integral converges) lie within the intervals

(8)

The powers 0 and 1 correspond to the fluxes I0, I1 =
const, respectively.

In accordance with conditions (6), intervals (8) cor-
respond to the following intervals of the powers of a
homogeneous function describing the transition proba-
bility:

–3 < n < –1, I0 = const, (9)

–4 < n < –3, I1 = const. (10)

From inequalities (9) and (10), we can see that, in
the case of Coulomb interaction (n = –4), the collision
integral diverges, which corresponds to the well-known
singularity of W when the momentum transferred in
collisions is small. Note that, in this case, the interac-
tion potential in the coordinate (rather than momentum)

space has the form U = . According to [12, 13],

the divergence at n = –4 can be eliminated by taking
into account the Debye screening. Thus, in [12, 13], it
was shown that, for the transition probability corre-
sponding to the screened Coulomb potential W =

2e4/(q2 + )2 (where q is the momentum transferred in
a collision and ai is the Debye momentum) and for par-
ticles with the momenta p @ ai, taking into account the
Debye screening, on the one hand, eliminates the Cou-
lomb divergence and, on the other, does not change the
power of the steady-state nonequilibrium particle dis-
tribution function with a constant energy flux in
momentum space. The power of the distribution func-
tion corresponds to the asymptotic behavior of W with
the power n = –4.

Hence, in [12, 13], it was shown that particles with
the momenta p @ ai obey a local (in the sense of the
convergence of the collision integral) power distribu-
tion function, in which case the particle density is deter-
mined by the flux intensity in momentum space. The
flux conservation is ensured by the source and sink,
whose positions should be consistent with the direction
of the flux.

The case considered in [14] is more typical of solid-
state plasmas; specifically, the electron distribution

A
2

Iiα
i 1– dR

dγ
-------

1–

.
γ 0→
lim=

3
2
---– s0 1; 3

2
---– s1

5
4
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const
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4/n–
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ai
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function is a power function inside the interval (p'', p')
between the localized energy source and sink in
momentum space and is a thermodynamically equilib-
rium Fermi–Dirac function outside this interval. It was
shown that, under certain conditions on the positions of
the source and sink and on their intensities (see below),
the steady-state nonequilibrium electron distribution
function is close to a universal function (s = –5/4 in the
case of an unbounded inertial interval). Thus, the power
s of the distribution of the filling numbers Ns differs
from –5/4 by less than 10% under the conditions

(11)

Hence, the electrons may obey a universal nonequi-
librium distribution even when the filling numbers are
substantially (by one to two orders of magnitude)
smaller than the equilibrium numbers.

We have considered the formation of steady-state
nonequilibrium distributions with sources and sinks
localized in momentum space. Note, however, that it is
often necessary to deal with systems in which the
source and/or sink are nonlocalized; in particular, ion-
ization by the wake field is described by a nonlocal
source in momentum (energy) space.

3. NUMERICAL MODELING 
OF THE FORMATION OF STEADY-STATE 

NONEQUILIBRIUM PARTICLE DISTRIBUTIONS

In what follows, we will investigate a spatially
homogeneous isotropic gas consisting of a single parti-
cle species. The particles are assumed to interact

through the power-law potential U = , where β =

–4/n. Our model is based on the Boltzmann equation
with the Landau collision integral [15, 16]. The first
three tensor moments and the first four scalar moments
of the model collision integral are assumed to coincide
with those of the exact collision integral. The particle
number and the energy are conserved, and the H-theo-
rem for the Boltzmann equation is satisfied. The equa-
tions with the model collision integral provide a correct
description of the system in the 20-moment approxima-
tion of the Grad method. Finally, an exact solution to
the Landau equation for Maxwellian molecules (β = 4)
is the exact solution to the Boltzmann equation.

We will be considering potentials operating at an
infinite range (1 ≤ β ≤ 4), in which case a local nonequi-
librium particle distribution may form [see inequalities
(9) and (10)]. Note that the dynamics of the particles
interacting by means of the Coulomb potential (β = 1)
was previously studied using both the Landau kinetic
equation and the Fokker–Planck kinetic equation.

p'' p'– 5–6( )pch, Ns p( ) @ 10
3–
,≈

pch 2–3( )ai.=

const

r
β------------
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For an isotropic distribution function f(v , t), the
kinetic equation with the Landau collision integral has
the form

(12)

where Γ =  and the symmetric kernel

Q(v , w) = Q(w, v) for the Coulomb potential is
described by the expressions Q(v , w) = (2/3)w3 for w ≤ v
and Q(v , w) = (2/3)v 3 for w ≥ v.

Kinetic equation (12) with the Landau collision
integral has an equilibrium solution in the form of a
Maxwellian distribution function:

where kB is Boltzmann’s constant and T is the tempera-
ture.

In the absence of sinks (or sources), the number of
particles in the system and its energy are both constant
in time:

The distribution function f(v , t) is finite at v  = 0 and
decreases fairly rapidly as t  ∞ and v   ∞.

We introduce dimensionless variables such that the
velocity is expressed in units of the thermal velocity
VT = (3/2)1/2vT and the time is measured in units of the
electron–electron relaxation time, which has the form

τee =  in the case of Coulomb interaction. In

these variables, the parameters of the normalized
dimensionless distribution function are np = 1, vT = 1,
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E = 3m/4, in which case the constant Γ in kinetic equa-
tion (12) is equal to unity.

Note that rarefied collisional plasmas (β = 1) under
laboratory conditions and in astrophysical applications
are usually simulated using kinetic equations with the
Fokker–Planck collision integral:

For numerical modeling, it is most convenient to
write the Fokker–Planck equation in symmetric form
[17]:

(13)

where P(x) = 2 (x)xdx.

In modeling the formation of a nonequilibrium dis-
tribution on the basis of kinetic equations (12) and (13)
with the Landau and Fokker–Planck modified collision
integrals, respectively, the particle and energy fluxes in
momentum space were taken into account by supple-
menting the right-hand sides of the kinetic equations
with the following terms, which describe the energy
(particle) source and sink:

The source and sink functions were modeled by
exponential functions localized in different intervals in
momentum space, S± ~ I±exp{–α1(v  – v±)2}, and by the
localized function (Dirac delta function) S± ~ I±δ(v  –
v±)/v 2 or

(14)

When I+ = I–, we deal with the energy flux from the

source toward the sink, and, when I+ = I– , we deal

with an analogous particle flux. The direction of the
fluxes depends on the ratio of the velocities v – and v+.

The initial distribution function was assumed to be
either a Maxwellian function or a delta function.

The simulations were carried out on the basis of
completely conservative implicit difference schemes
[15, 17] for which discrete analogues of the conserva-
tion laws are satisfied and which make it possible to
perform long-run simulations without accumulating
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computational errors. An infinite velocity interval was
bounded from above by the highest possible velocities
10vT–14vT, at which the distribution function was
equal to a computer zero. The initial distribution in the
form of a delta function was modeled by the function
δ(v  – v 0), which was zero over the entire velocity range
used in simulations, except for a single velocity value
(usually, v 0 = 1).

Since the relaxation problem is, in a sense, a test
problem, we began by considering the Cauchy problem
for kinetic equations with the initial distribution func-
tion f 0(v ) = δ(v  – 1)/v 2. The corresponding simulations
were carried out for kinetic equations (12) and (13)
with the Landau and Fokker–Planck collision integrals.

Now, we proceed to a discussion of the results
obtained from simulations of the formation of steady-
state nonequilibrium distributions in the presence of
energy or particle fluxes in momentum space. The
right-hand sides of kinetic equations (12) and (13) were
supplemented with the source and sink terms S+ and S–.
First, we consider the results obtained for the case in
which the source and sink were consistent with the
direction of the collision-related flux in momentum
space. Note that an analytic solution of the kinetic
equations with a localized source and sink yields a cor-
rect flux direction, namely, the flux is directed down-
ward along the velocity axis. From Fig. 1, we can see
that, in the presence of an energy flux in momentum
space, the initial particle distribution in the interval
between the source and sink relaxes to a Kolmogorov
steady-state nonequilibrium distribution, while the dis-
tribution function outside this interval is in thermody-
namic equilibrium. Recall that the positions of the
source and sink should be consistent with the flux direc-
tion in momentum space. In order to convince our-
selves that this condition is very important, we inter-
changed the source and sink in energy space and per-
formed the corresponding simulations. The results
calculated for reversed positions of the source and sink
are illustrated in Fig. 2, which shows the logarithm of
the distribution function versus the square of the dimen-
sionless velocity. In this case, a change in the flux inten-
sity by several orders of magnitude produces no change
in the equilibrium particle distribution.

Figure 3 was calculated for the source and sink
terms described by the exponential functions of veloc-
ity. The source S+ is localized in a “narrow” interval of
energies corresponding to seven thermal velocities, and
the sink S– is localized in the energy interval corre-
sponding to four thermal velocities. The lengths of the
intervals in which the source and sink are localized is
controlled by the coefficient α1 in the exponential func-
tions. In the case at hand, the coefficient is equal to 100;
this very large value ensures a strong localization of the
source and sink.

In order to investigate how the electron distribution
function depends on the extent to which the source and
sink are localized in energy space, we carried out a
PLASMA PHYSICS REPORTS      Vol. 28      No. 10      2002
series of computations with a smaller (10 instead of
100) value of the above coefficient in the exponential
functions. A comparison between the results presented
in Figs. 3 and 4 shows that the character of the steady-
state nonequilibrium distribution in the main region
between the source and sink is independent of the
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Fig. 1. Logarithm of the steady-state nonequilibrium distri-
bution function normalized to its value at v  = 0 vs. squared
velocity. The computations were carried out for the initial
Maxwellian distribution function and the source function
with I = 10–16, v– = 5, and v+ = 6. The dashed and solid
curves were calculated from the Fokker–Planck equation at
the times t1 = 5 and t2 = 100, respectively.
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Fig. 2. Steady-state (equilibrium) distribution functions cal-
culated for reversed positions of the source and sink (v+ = 5,
v– = 7) from the Fokker–Planck equation and from the Lan-
dau equation with β = 1, 2, and 3.
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extent to which they are localized, thereby providing
evidence of the local (universal) character of this solu-
tion to the kinetic equation.

Figure 5 shows how the distribution function
depends on velocity for different flux intensities. We
established that, when the intensities of the source (I+)
and sink (I–) are both low, a universal nonequilibrium
distribution forms in the velocity range v  ≤ v+. The rea-
sons for this are twofold: first, with increasing velocity,
the cross section for Coulomb scattering decreases (in
proportion to ~v –3) and, second, diffusion due to Cou-
lomb collisions always gives rise to energy and particle
fluxes toward the region of the main (“background”)
equilibrium distribution function. As a result, the higher
the intensities of the source and sink, the lower the rel-
ative intensity of the particle flux toward the back-
ground plasma and, accordingly, the larger the region in
which a universal nonequilibrium particle distribution
forms between the source and sink. It should be noted
that, as the flux becomes more intense, the values of a
nonequilibrium distribution function increase. This is
because the nonequilibrium distribution function is
proportional to the flux intensity [see Eq. (7)]. Some
values of the steady-state nonequilibrium distribution
function that were obtained by solving the Landau
equation numerically are presented in Table 1. These
values illustrate the results of a detailed study of the
dependence of the solution on the flux intensity in
momentum space, which was varied over a wide range.
The initial source and sink functions were taken to be
functions (14) with v – = 4, v+ = 8, and dE = 0.
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–40

lnf(v)/f(0)

Fig. 3. Distribution function calculated from the Fokker–
Planck equation with the source and sink functions S± ~

I±exp{–α1(v  – v±)2} for α1 = 100, v– = 4, and v+ = 7. The
dashed and solid curves refer to the times t = 25 and 100,
respectively.
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Now, we consider the formation of a nonequilibrium
particle distribution in the case of a constant particle

(dE = 0, I+ = I– ) or energy (dN = 0, I+ = I–) flux. In

order to simplify comparisons of the results obtained, it
is convenient to normalize the distribution function to
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Fig. 4. Distribution function calculated from the Fokker–
Planck equation with the source and sink functions S± ~

I±exp{–α1(v  – v±)2} for α1 = 10, v– = 3, and v+ = 5. The
dashed and solid curves refer to the times t = 25 and 100,
respectively.
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Fig. 5. Steady-state distribution function calculated from
the Landau equation with β = 2 for the source and sink func-
tions in the form of δ functions (14) at different flux inten-
sities I1 = 0.01 and I2 = 0.001 (v– = 4, v+ = 5).
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its value at zero, as is done in all figures presented in
this paper, and, in particular, in Fig. 6, from which we
can see the formation of gradually decreasing distribu-
tion functions with close powers s in the cases of a par-
ticle and an energy flux.

Let us analyze the shapes of the distribution func-
tions of the particles interacting by means of different
potentials with powers in the range 1 ≤ β ≤ 4. Note that
the power β = 1 corresponds to the Coulomb interaction
potential, the power β = 2 refers to the dipole interac-
tion potential, and the power β = 4 describes the inter-
action between the so-called Maxwellian molecules.

The dependence of the distribution function f(v+) on
the power β for I = 0.01 is illustrated in Table 2.

Figure 7 shows nonequilibrium distribution func-
tions calculated for the interaction potentials with β =
1, 2, and 4 and for an energy flux with the constant
intensity I = 0.01. As may be seen, the powers s of the
distribution functions that form in these three cases are
close to each other, in agreement with conditions (8).
The larger the power β, the shorter the interval over
which the distribution function is nonequilibrium.
These calculated results agree qualitatively with the
above analytic predictions [see expression (7) and con-
ditions (8)].

4. MECHANISM FOR THE FORMATION 
OF THE ELECTRON DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION 
IN THE INTERACTION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC 

RADIATION WITH A SOLID-STATE PLASMA

In this section, we focus on the distinctive features
of the conduction and emission characteristics of a
semiconductor plasma that is affected by intense parti-
cle fluxes or laser radiation.

Let us compare the characteristic times of the elec-
tron energy relaxation due to electron–electron and
electron–phonon collisions. In the interaction of parti-
cle fluxes or fluxes of intense electromagnetic radiation
with a semiconductor plasma, ionization processes pro-
duce electrons with the energies E ≥ "ω, where ω is the
radiation frequency. The energy spectrum of the elec-
trons produced by particle fluxes extends from tens of
electronvolts to tens of kiloelectronvolts. According to
[18], at high temperatures T > ΘD (where ΘD is the
Debye temperature), the frequency of collisions
between electrons with sufficiently high energies E
(E @ kBT) is described by the expression

(15)

where (T) is the classical high-temperature elec-
tron–electron collision frequency, which is propor-

γee
E T,( ) γ0

ee
T( ) 1

E
kBT
--------- 

  2

+ ,=

γ0
ee
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tional to T2. Under the same conditions, the electron–
phonon collision frequency has the form [18]

(16)

where f(ΘD) is the classical high-temperature electron–
phonon collision frequency at T = ΘD. For the processes

γef f ΘD( )T
ΘD

-------------------,=

Table 1

I f(3.95) f(7.95) f(8)

10 0.393 × 10–9 0.417 × 10–10 0.417 × 10–10

1 0.475 × 10–9 0.144 × 10–10 0.144 × 10–10

0.1 0.508 × 10–9 0.189 × 10–11 0.189 × 10–11

0.01 0.517 × 10–9 0.197 × 10–12 0.197 × 10–12

0.001 0.518 × 10–9 0.198 × 10–13 0.198 × 10–13

0.0001 0.519 × 10–9 0.196 × 10–14 0.196 × 10–14

Note: The values of the distribution function are seen to increase
with increasing intensity I: at low intensities (to 0.1), the val-
ues of the distribution function increase in proportion to I
because of the large contribution of the interaction of non-
equilibrium particles (i.e., the particles from the interval
between the source and sink) with the background particles,
whose distribution is thermodynamically equilibrium; at
moderate intensities (from 0.1 to 20), the distribution func-
tion is of a universal nature over the entire interval between
the source and sink and is proportional to the square root of
the intensity I, in agreement with expression (7); and, at
higher intensities, the distribution function is no longer pro-
portional to the square root of the intensity because it enters
into the sink function in formulas (14).
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–30
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Fig. 6. Steady-state distribution function calculated from
the Landau equation with β = 1 for the source and sink func-
tions in the form of δ functions (14) at  = 0.01, v– = 4,
and v+ = 6. Curve 1 and 2 correspond to a constant energy
flux (dN = 0) and a constant particle flux (dE = 0), respec-
tively.
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Table 2

β 1 1.5 2 3 4

f(8) 0.197 × 10–12 0.123 × 10–13 0.266 × 10–14 0.771 × 10–15 0.384 × 10–15
under discussion, the conditions under which expres-
sions (15) and (16) are valid hold because we have E >
10 eV, T = 300 K, and ΘD = 200–300 K. Note that the
quantities that are inversely proportional to the colli-
sion frequencies (15) and (16) generally differ from the
electron energy relaxation times, which depend, in par-
ticular, on the number of collisions in which an electron
loses its total energy E; therefore, it is necessary to take
into account the factor ξ = E/E1 (where E1 is the energy
lost by an electron in a single collision). According to
the results obtained in [18], in the case in question, we
can write

On the contrary, for electron–electron collisions, the
factor ξ can be on the order of unity, and, for electron–
phonon collisions, we have E/kBΘD > 3 × 102. Hence, in
this case, the time of the electron energy relaxation due
to electron–electron collisions is substantially shorter
than that due to electron–phonon collisions.

A comparison of the characteristic ionization time
with the relaxation times shows that, in our case, the
electron distribution function is quasi-steady and is

γef γ0
ee

, γee
 @ γ0

ee
.≈
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Fig. 7. Steady-state nonequilibrium distribution function vs.
squared velocity. The computations were carried out for an
energy flux with the constant intensity I = 0.01, for the
source and sink functions in the form of δ functions (14),
and for v– = 4 and v+ = 8. Curves 1, 2, and 3 were calculated
from the Landau equation with the powers β = 1, 2, and 4,
respectively.
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governed primarily by electron–electron collisions.
Consequently, this function can be determined from the
condition for the Boltzmann (Landau–Fokker–Planck)
collision integral to vanish.

The above analysis shows that, in semiconductor
plasmas, the power-law distribution function corre-
sponding to a constant energy or particle flux in
momentum space can exist in the energy range (E – EF) >
EF. This distribution is formed by both collisions with
electrons in the energy range (E – EF) > EF and colli-
sions with background (equilibrium) electrons.

As was shown above, the nonequilibrium electron
distribution is close to a universal distribution if the
intensity of the flux produced by the source and sink in
momentum space is sufficiently high.

As an example, we consider a solid-state plasma that
is affected by a flux of fast ions (with speeds higher
than those of atomic electrons). A typical situation in a
single ion track can be described as follows. Let the
energy of a helium ion be εi ≈ 5 MeV, the excitation
potential be Φ ≈ 100 eV, and the ion mean free path in
the target material be Rtr ≈ 10–3 cm. The number of elec-
trons produced during ionization processes along the
path of a helium ion is about 104–105. The radius of the
ionization track of an ion is comparable with the mean
free path of the electrons produced (Re ≈ 10–6 cm). The
electron density in an ionization track is nen ≈ 1019–
1020 cm–3, the equilibrium electron density being ne ≈
1022 cm–3. The above analysis shows that, for such
ratios of the electron densities, the source and sink are
sufficiently intense for the nonequilibrium distribution
function to form.

Let us now consider the mechanisms by which a fast
ion loses its energy in a solid-state plasma. Note that,
under conditions typical of the ion beam–driven inertial
confinement fusion, the ion energy loss is independent
of the ion density in the beam (cf. [19]). Taking into
account this circumstance, we can calculate the energy
lost by an ion from the Bethe–Bloch formula. Accord-
ing to [20], the energy of a fast nonrelativistic particle
is transferred to a medium by the following two mech-
anisms. A fraction of the particle energy is expended on
the excitation of collective oscillations associated with
wake charge density waves, and the remaining fraction
is transferred to individual electrons, with a subsequent
ionization of the medium. The former fraction corre-
sponds to the macroscopic energy loss in long-range
collisions with little momentum transfer, and the latter
fraction corresponds to collisions with large momen-
tum transferred. The fraction of the particle energy that
is lost through the excitation of collective oscillations is
PLASMA PHYSICS REPORTS      Vol. 28      No. 10      2002
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relatively large. The energy ∆εk converted into the wake
charge density waves can be represented as [20]

(17)

where ∆ε is the total energy lost by an ion and v 0 is the
electron speed in the ground state of the hydrogen
atom.

From representation (17), we can see that the energy
∆εk of the wake charge density waves is on the order of
the total energy transferred from a particle to the
medium.

A fast particle passing through the medium pro-
duces slow electrons by two equiprobable mechanisms:
by avalanche ionization and by ionization through the
excitation of plasma oscillations. The main features of
the electron production through ionization by plasma
oscillations are associated with long time and spatial
scales of the wake charge density waves. Because of the
long time scale of the waves, the secondary ionization
inside the beam proceeds for a long time after the pas-
sage of a beam particle. A substantial number of slow
electrons are liberated in cascade ionization caused by
a high-energy secondary electron. Since the mean free
path of such an electron in a medium is long, most of
the slow electrons are produced in cascade ionization
along its path. As a result, ionization by the wake field
is the dominant process affecting the distribution of lib-
erated electrons near the axis of the particle track,
whereas cascade ionization is responsible for the distri-
bution of liberated electrons at distances from the track
axis that are on the order of the electron mean free path.
Since a charged particle ionizes the medium by its self-
field only during its passage and since the wake charge
density waves play the role of a linear source of second-
ary electrons for a long time after the passage of the
ionizing particle, the ionization dynamics is governed
completely by the secondary electrons.

As was mentioned above, despite the short time
required for an ion to pass along the track, the charac-
teristic time of the avalanche ionization by wake charge
density waves is fairly long (about 10–13 s).

In the interaction with a solid-state plasma, intense
electromagnetic radiation with a frequency satisfying
the condition "ω @ kBT produces a large number of
high-energy electrons, which, according to the above
analysis, obey a steady-state nonequilibrium distribu-
tion function. Hence, in the case of a plasma irradiated
by intense electromagnetic radiation or affected by the
fluxes of fast particles, we deal with a nonequilibrium
electron distribution, which differs from an equilibrium
distribution in that it involves a large number of high-
energy electrons. Let us analyze some physical conse-
quences of such a fundamental change of the electron
distribution function.

∆εk

∆ε
--------

v /10v 0( )ln
2 v /v 0( )ln

-----------------------------,=
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The density of the electron emission current from a
solid-state plasma has the form

From this expression, we can see that, in a plasma
with a nonequilibrium electron distribution, the elec-
tron emission current density is anomalously high,
because, in the inertial interval, the distribution func-
tion decreases very gradually. The conduction charac-
teristics of the medium are governed by the density of
the current carriers, so that, in a semiconductor plasma
with a nonequilibrium electron distribution, this den-
sity is very high, in contrast to the case of an exponen-
tially decreasing equilibrium distribution function.
That is why, under the action of intense fluxes of elec-
tromagnetic radiation or fast particles, the emission and
conduction properties of a semiconductor plasma can
become anomalous. Note that such anomalies have
already been observed in some experiments (see, e.g.,
[4, 7]).

5. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we summarize the results obtained
from numerical modeling of the formation of steady-
state nonequilibrium distribution functions.

For a distribution function computed from the
kinetic equation with the Landau collision integral, we
have established the following:

(i) In the interval between the source and sink
located at certain positions in momentum space, the
particles interacting through the Coulomb potential
relax to a steady-state nonequilibrium distribution.
Moreover, above certain source and sink intensities, the
distribution function over almost the entire interval
between the source and sink is of a universal nature;
i.e., it obeys the same power law.

(ii) The functional dependence of the steady-state
nonequilibrium electron distribution is sensitive nether
to the extent to which the source and sink are localized
in momentum space nor to the length of the inertial
interval (i.e., the interval between the source and sink).
It is, however, necessary that the positions of the source
and sink be consistent with the direction of the energy
flux in momentum space. Recall that the flux direction
is determined by the nature of the interaction between
particles and is entirely independent of the source and
sink structures. In other words, the particles relax to
universal local distribution functions.

(iii) For Coulomb and dipole interactions between
Maxwellian molecules, the power s of the nonequilib-
rium distribution function that forms in the inertial
interval decreases somewhat as the power β increases,
in which case the values of the distribution function
also become smaller.

j B1 Ef E( ) E.d

ϕ eEF+

E+

∫=
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(iv) For the source and sink intensities in the interval
0.001 ≤ I ≤ 0.1, the distribution function computed from
the Fokker–Planck equation is proportional to the
intensity; as the intensity increases from 1 to 10, the
values of the distribution function increase only by a
factor of 3.

The fundamental change in the electron distribution
function under nonequilibrium conditions leads to an
anomalous enhancement of the conduction and emis-
sion characteristics of the medium. The results obtained
in our investigations can be used to predict the behavior
of semiconductors with an intrinsic or extrinsic conduc-
tivity in the fluxes of fast particles, as well as in intense
electromagnetic radiation.
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Abstract—The effect of the charge of a dust grain on the exchange of its heat with plasma particles and with
neutral gas particles in an anisotropic dusty plasma with dissipative flows is discussed. It is shown, in particular,
that nonuniform heating of the grain surface gives rise to the radiometric force, which may be stronger than the
ion wind force. Also, the grain charge causes the thermophoretic force to change its sign. © 2002 MAIK
“Nauka/Interperiodica”.
1. INTRODUCTION
Much of the diversity of physical processes in gas

aerosols is associated with heat and mass exchanges
between grains and the gas surrounding them. These pro-
cesses have been studied for more than a century, and, by
now, there is a well-developed body of knowledge about
the main effects in the physics of aerosols [1].

A comparatively low degree of gas ionization in an
aerosol changes its properties so substantially that it is
legitimate to speak of a new medium—a dusty plasma
or an aerosol plasma. Since the most distinctive feature
of an aerosol plasma is the large grain charge, the vast
majority of works in this area deal precisely with
plasma phenomena.

The presence of the plasma component can greatly
affect heat exchange between the grains and the sur-
rounding medium and, accordingly, influence the asso-
ciated phenomena. Roughly speaking, in the absence of
chemical reactions, the maximum amount by which the
grain surface can be heated when the grain is struck by
a neutral atom is limited to the atom’s kinetic energy.
On the other hand, an ion striking the grain will almost
inevitably recombine with it, so that essentially all of
the ionization energy (which is two to three orders of
magnitude higher than the ion thermal energy) goes
into heating the grain surface. The ion flux heating the
grain surface is intensified by the large negative grain
charge, which accelerates the incident ions; as a result,
the effective cross section for ion absorption becomes
one to two orders of magnitude larger than that for an
uncharged grain of the same size. That is why, in a
dusty plasma, the heat flux onto the grain surface may
be far more intense than that in a gas aerosol, even
when the density of the plasma component is compara-
tively low.

The related problems have been little studied in the
literature: among several thousands of works on dusty
plasmas that were published during the past decade,
only a few papers (almost all of them are cited below)
dealt with the effect of plasma on classical aerosol pro-
cesses. The reason why these problems have been
1063-780X/02/2810- $22.00 © 20847
deprived of attention is fairly specific and is apparently
associated with the fact that the majority of scientists
whose interests lie in this field of research originally
worked in plasma physics.

The effect of the neutral gas temperature gradient
and the related thermophoresis phenomenon were stud-
ied in several papers [2–5]. The essence of this phe-
nomenon, which can be easily observed in everyday
life, is that aerosol particles are expelled to the region
with a lower gas temperature. At this point, it is worth-
while to make a terminological remark. The thermo-
phoretic force acting on a dust grain should be distin-
guished from the thermal force used in the hydrody-
namic description of a continuous medium. The
thermophoretic force depends on the internal grain
structure, while the thermal force is governed com-
pletely by the gas kinetic coefficients. A good compre-
hensive review of thermophoresis can be found in [6].

In recent experiments, thermophoresis has been
exploited to confine dust grains within the plasma vol-
ume [7]. If the temperature of the grain surfaces is for
some reason lower than the temperature of the sur-
rounding gas, then each of the grains gives rise to a heat
flux converging to it, and thermophoresis may initiate
the effective attraction of dust grains and cause them to
agglomerate [5, 8, 9]. Thermophoresis has a significant
impact on the formation of dust structures in a thermal
plasma [10]. The problem of whether thermophoresis
may be used for disposing of radioactive wastes from
tokamaks was discussed in [11]. Among other phenom-
ena in aerosols, we should mention photophoresis,
which serves as a working tool for controlling the
motion of individual grains in many experiments with
dusty plasmas [12].

Several papers were devoted to studying the influ-
ence of the plasma component on heat exchange pro-
cesses and related phenomena. The heating of grain
surfaces in a dusty plasma was investigated experimen-
tally in [13–15]. In some cases (e.g., in an arc discharge
plasma), the grain surfaces may be heated so substan-
tially that thermal emission begins to play an important
002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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role, in which case the grain charge is affected not only
by electric currents but also by heat fluxes [16]. To the
best of my knowledge, the question of thermophoresis
in a dusty plasma was first addressed in [17]. Chen [18,
19] developed a theory of thermophoresis that applies
to dust grains with sizes larger than the Debye radius
and in which plasma recombination is taken into
account. Because of the nonuniform heating of the
grain surfaces by ion flow, the grain–neutral gas inter-
action gives rise to the radiometric force [20], which
may be stronger than the ion drag force. Of course, the
dust component may have an inverse effect on the ther-
mal properties of the surrounding plasma. In particular,
because of the large grain charge, the thermal force act-
ing on plasma ions may be governed by ion–grain col-
lisions under certain conditions [21].

The problem addressed in this study is the follow-
ing. Assume that a certain dissipative flow, e.g., a con-
vective current or a heat flux, have already been formed
in a weakly ionized plasma. The intensities of these
fluxes are determined by collisional processes on char-
acteristic scales of about several mean free paths l0, by
the boundary conditions, and possibly by the parame-
ters of the external electric circuit. However, this part of
the problem is not investigated here, so that the dissipa-
tive flows are assumed to be known. In such a plasma,
a grain acquires a large negative charge and thus
strongly perturbs the surrounding medium on spatial
scales of about several electron Debye radii λD. If
l0 @ λD, the dissipative flows on these spatial scales
give rise to anisotropic corrections to the equilibrium
(Maxwellian) distribution functions of the plasma com-
ponents. The main questions discussed in this paper are
as follows: How does the Debye layer perturb the
anisotropic part of the distribution function? How do
the heat fluxes change at the grain surface? And what
are the forces that arise due to the grain–neutral gas
interaction? The main of the results obtained is that the
heating of the grain surface is highly nonuniform
because of the large negative grain charge. Although
the relative temperature difference over the grain sur-
face is relatively small (at most, fractions of a percent),
the interaction between the grain and neutral gas gives
rise to a fairly strong radiometric force. The force act-
ing on a grain in a dissipative heat flux is antiparallel to
the flux vector, so that the grain is expelled to a hotter
plasma region.

The interaction of the grain surface with the sur-
rounding medium is described by the following model.
The grain absorbs all of the electrons that strike its sur-
face. Each of the ions striking the grain recombines
with it to produce a neutral atom and liberates the
energy of ionization, which goes into heating the grain
surface. The atom produced flies away from the grain in
a random direction with a random energy correspond-
ing to the local temperature of the grain surface. A col-
lision between a neutral atom and the grain is described
in the same manner; i.e., the approximation of the com-
plete energy accommodation is assumed. The plasma is
treated as a free-molecule gas: the characteristic spatial
scales satisfy the inequalities n–1/3 ! a ! λD ! l0, where
a is the grain radius and n is the density of any of the
plasma components.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the
basic equations are formulated and the simplifying
assumptions (which are, frankly speaking, the most
rough of all possible assumptions) are described. In
Section 3, the energy and particle fluxes at the grain
surface are calculated. In Section 4, these fluxes are
used to determine the temperature distribution over the
grain surface. The resulting momentum and force
fluxes are analyzed in Section 5. In the Conclusion, the
main results obtained in this study are summarized and
the questions are discussed of whether the processes
under consideration can be observed experimentally
and whether they could have been observed in experi-
ments earlier.

2. BASIC EQUATIONS

We consider an individual grain in an anisotropic
plasma with the quasi-equilibrium distribution func-
tions Φα(p) (α = e, i) of plasma electrons and ions. In
particular, the plasma anisotropy may stem from dissi-
pative flows, e.g., an electric current or a heat flux. The
details of the distribution functions in the plasma vol-
ume are determined by collisions between plasma par-
ticles and by their collisions with neutral atoms.

At distances of about several Debye radii from the
grain surface, the distribution functions of the plasma
particles differ strongly from Φα(p) because of the for-
mation of particle flows that are directed toward the
grain surface and, in particular, govern the grain charge.

Under the assumption that the characteristic mean
free paths of the plasma particles are longer than their
Debye radii, the plasma in the vicinity of the grain can
be described by the steady-state Vlasov equation

(1)

and Poisson’s equation

(2)

Here, eα and mα are the charge and mass of the corre-
sponding particle species. The boundary conditions for
Eq. (1) have the form

(3)

p
mα
------

∂ f α p r,( )
∂r

----------------------- eα
∂ϕ r( )

∂r
--------------

∂ f α p r,( )
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-----------------------– 0=

∆ϕ r( ) 4π eαnα r( )
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(where a is the radius of a spherical grain) and

(4)

Condition (3) describes plasma recombination at the
grain surface.

Poisson’s equation (2) can be supplemented with the
boundary conditions implying that the electric potential
is constant at the grain surface and equals zero inside
the plasma volume:

(5)

(6)

Condition (6) is consistent with Poisson’s equation
only when the charge density of the unperturbed
plasma is equal to zero, which will be assumed in fur-
ther analysis.

The grain potential ϕ0 can be determined as follows.
Having solved Eqs. (1) and (2) with the boundary con-
ditions (3)–(6), we can calculate the radial currents of
the plasma components to the grain surface, jα(W) =
^(W; 1). Here and below, the radial flux of any quantity
G(p) is denoted by

(7)

and the angular coordinates are characterized by the
unit vector W = r/r, such that pr = p · W. In this notation,
the condition that the total electric current vanishes,

(8)

determines the equilibrium floating potential ϕ0, in
which case the grain charge is to be calculated as the
electric field flux through the grain surface

Of course, this formulation of a standard probe
problem is so general that the problem cannot be solved
analytically and is even very difficult to investigate
numerically. System (1)–(6) can be investigated most
completely for an isotropic plasma in the so-called
orbital motion limit (OML) [22, 23], in which case the
potential ϕ(r) is spherically symmetric. The main
assumption of the OML theory is that the grain surface
is reached by all of the particles for which this is
allowed by the conservation laws for energy and angu-
lar momentum. For this to occur, it is necessary that the

effective potential (r) = eαϕ(r) + M2/2mαr2, which
determines the particle trajectories, have no positive
maxima at any value of the angular momentum M. This
is a fairly strong restriction on the dependence ϕ(r). An
analysis of self-consistent solutions [24–26] shows
that, strictly speaking, the assumptions of the OML the-
ory always fail to hold. Nevertheless, the OML theory

f α p r,( ) r ∞→ Φα p( ).=

ϕ r( ) r a= ϕ0,=

ϕ r( ) r ∞→ 0.=

^ W; G p( )( ) p
pr

mα
------ f α p aW,( )G p( )d∫=

I ϕ0( ) eα Ω jα W( )d∫
α
∑ 0= =

Uα
eff( )
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is widely used because it provides a good approximate
description of the grains whose sizes are small in com-
parison with the plasma Debye radius, a ! λD.

In order to estimate how the plasma anisotropy
affects the nonuniformity of particle fluxes over the
grain surface, several simplifying assumptions need to
be made. We consider a weakly anisotropic unper-
turbed plasma described by the distribution function

(9)

where m is the unit vector of the plasma anisotropy and
Φ1α ! Φ0α.

It seems that the distribution function fα(p, r) =
f0α(p, r) + f1α(p, r), where f0α(p, r)|r → ∞ 
Φ0α(p2/2mαTα) and f1α(p, r)|r → ∞  (m ·
p)Φ1α(p2/2mαTα), and the self-consistent potential ϕ(r)
should also be represented in an analogous manner.
However, as was shown in [27], the effect of the devia-
tion of the self-consistent potential from being spheri-
cally symmetric is insignificant when a ! λD. Conse-
quently, instead of solving the complete problem (1)–
(6), we can restrict ourselves to investigating Eq. (1)
with the boundary conditions (3) and (4) and with the
spherically symmetric potential ϕ(r) = ϕ(r).

However, since the explicit form of the self-consis-
tent potential ϕ(r) is unknown even in the OML approx-
imation, it should be approximated in one way or
another. The simplest possible approximation is analo-
gous to that used in deriving the Landau collision inte-
gral. Assuming that, inside a sphere of radius R0, the
effect of the self-consistent field is insignificant, we
replace the self-consistent potential in Eq. (1) by the
Coulomb potential

(10)

It is reasonable to assume that the radius R0 is about
several Debye radii. Consequently, for a ! λD, the
solutions to Eq. (1) can be analyzed in the limit of infi-
nitely large R0 values (of course, taking this limit should
not lead to singularities). The exact solution to Pois-
son’s equation (2) can also be approximated by another
potential, e.g., by the Debye–Hückel potential. In con-
nection with the problem of the drag force exerted by an
ion flux on a grain, this point was discussed by Kilgore
et al. [28], who showed that the final result is weakly
sensitive to the particular form of the approximating
potential.

Equation (1) with a spherically symmetric potential
can be solved most simply by the method of character-
istics. We assume that, at the grain surface (at r = aW),
the particle momentum is p and that, for r  ∞, the
direction of the particle trajectory is determined by the
unit vector W' and the particle momentum is p' = – W'.
Using the conservation laws for energy and angular

Φα p( ) Φ0α p
2
/2mα( ) p m⋅( )Φ1α p

2
/2mα( ),+=

ϕ r( ) ϕ0
a
r
---.=

pr'
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momentum, we can find the relationship between p
and p':

(11)

(12)

where p⊥  = p – W(W · p) and the angle by which the par-
ticle trajectory turns is equal to

(13)

In particular, in a Coulomb field with potential (10), the
particle trajectory turns by the angle

(14)

moreover, for a repulsive (eαϕ0 > 0) potential, we have
0 < ϑ(p) < π/2, whereas, for an attractive potential, the
angle ϑ(p) may be larger than π/2.

Taking into account the fact that the distribution
function is constant along the particle trajectories, we
solve Eq. (1) with the boundary conditions (3) and (4)
and use expressions (11) and (12) to obtain the follow-
ing solution at the grain surface:

(15)

where Eα = p2/2mα + eαϕ0 is the total particle energy
and θ(x) is the Heaviside step function. In solution (15),
the factor θ(–pr) accounts for the condition that charged
plasma particles reaching the grain surface are com-
pletely absorbed by the grain [see boundary condition
(3)]. The factor θ(Eα), which arises in the OML approx-
imation and is important only in the case of an attractive
potential, ensures that, first, there are no trapped parti-
cles colliding with the grain and, second, there are no
additional potential barriers at finite distances from the
grain. In the case of a Coulomb potential, the latter con-
dition is certainly satisfied.

It is also an easy matter to obtain the general solu-
tion to Eq. (1) in the plasma volume. This solution is
similar in structure to solution (15), but the turning
angle of the particle trajectory is described by a some-
what more involved expression, which takes into
account the possible scattering of a particle by the grain
potential field.

Let us consider two characteristic examples of an
anisotropic plasma with dissipative flows. We assume
that the unperturbed distribution functions at large dis-
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f α p aW,( )

=  Φ0α Eα( ) pr' m W'⋅( )Φ1α Eα( )–{ }θ pr–( )θ Eα( ),
tances from the grain are Maxwellian functions with
directed velocities wα = wαm lower than the corre-
sponding thermal velocities. In this case, the isotropic
part of distribution function (9) at infinity has the form

(16)

and the dipole part of the distribution function is

(17)

Another example is that of a plasma with zero cur-
rent but with nonzero heat fluxes hα = hαm of each par-
ticle species. In this case, the correction to Maxwellian
distribution function (16) has the form (see, e.g., [29],
Section 2):

(18)

The dissipative flows wα and hα are assumed to be
given because they are determined by collisional pro-
cesses occurring on spatial scales of about the mean
free path l0, which is assumed to be much longer than
the electron Debye radius λD. In the case of heat trans-
port in gases, the quasi-equilibrium temperature in
Maxwellian distribution function (16) depends on the
coordinates. However, this coordinate dependence can
be neglected because l0 @ λD.

3. FLUXES AT THE GRAIN SURFACE

At the grain surface, the radial fluxes of plasma par-

ticles, jα(W), and of their kinetic energies, (W) =
^(W; p2/2mα) [see expression (7)], can be written as the
expansions

(19)

(20)

where we have introduced the dimensionless coeffi-
cients α and β, which characterize the nonuniformity of
the distribution of fluxes over the grain surface, and the
energy scale Qα of the fluxes.

Using distribution functions (15) and Maxwellian
distributions (16), we can readily calculate the mean
fluxes. The resulting particle fluxes coincides with
those in the OML approximation [22, 23]:

(21)

where vTα =  are the thermal velocities of the
corresponding particle species and χα = eαϕ0/Tα are the
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dimensionless grain potentials for different plasma
components. The fact that the solution with the Cou-
lomb potential and the self-consistent theory yield the
same fluxes is not surprising—in the OML approxima-
tion, the currents at the grain surface depend only on the
surface potential and are insensitive to the radial poten-
tial distribution.

The mean fluxes of the particle kinetic energies are
equal to

(22)

Since the radial coordinate is assumed to increase in the
direction away from the grain center, fluxes (21) and
(22) are negative.

The energy scale Qα in expressions (19) and (20)
and the dimensionless coefficients α and β all depend
on the explicit form of the correction to distribution
function (16). For a plasma with convective fluxes, this
correction is given by expression (17) and the energy
scale has the form

(23)

For a plasma with heat fluxes, this correction is
described by expression (18) and the energy scale is

(24)

In what follows, the quantities calculated from
expressions (17) and (18) will be distinguished by
superscripts (c) and (h), respectively.

The dimensionless coefficients α and β in expres-
sions (19) and (20) are represented in terms of integrals,
which cannot be calculated in a closed form. Neverthe-
less, they can be calculated in the limits of small and
large (positive and negative) χα values. For a plasma
with convective currents that give rise to corrections
(17) to the particle distribution functions, the coeffi-
cient α(χ), which characterizes the nonuniformity of
the distribution of particle fluxes over the grain surface
and is defined by expression (19), has the following
form in the above three limits:

(25)
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In the same limits, the analogous coefficient β(χ) in
expression (20) is

(26)

For a plasma with heat fluxes that give rise to correc-
tions (18) to the particle distribution functions, these
coefficients are described by the asymptotic expres-
sions

(27)

(28)

In order to determine how the coefficients α and β in
expressions (19) and (20) depend on the plasma param-
eters, it necessary to find the grain floating potential ϕ0
from the condition for the total electric current to van-
ish, j0e = j0i , where the currents j0α are given by expres-
sions (21), and then to evaluate the corresponding inte-
grals with the help of expressions (17) and (18). An
example of relevant numerical calculations carried out
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Fig. 1. Dependence of the dimensionless potential – χi on
the temperature ratio τ = Ti /Te for argon.
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for the electron-to-ion mass ratio µ = me/mi correspond-
ing to argon is illustrated in Fig. 1, which shows the plot
of –χi versus the ion-to-electron temperature ratio τ =
Ti /Te. Note that, for µ ! τ, the expression χi ≈
−1/(2τ)ln(τ/µ) provides a good approximation for the

floating potential. Figure 2 shows the plots of  =

α(c)(χi) and  = β(c)(χi) versus τ, and Fig. 3 shows the
same plots but obtained for a plasma with heat fluxes.
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Fig. 2. Dependence of the coefficients (a)  and (b) 

on the temperature ratio τ = Ti /Te for a plasma with a con-
vective current.
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Fig. 3. Dependence of the coefficients (a)  and (b) 

on the temperature ratio τ = Ti /Te for a plasma with a heat
flux.
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Fig. 4. (a) Direction field of the dipole component of the ion
current and (b) direction field of the dipole component of
the energy flux.

(a) (b)

(a) (b)
 From Figs. 1–3, we can see that, for τ values typical
of gas discharges, the dimensionless potential |χi |
increases to several hundred; the effective cross section
for ion absorption by the grain surface is seen to
increase in the same proportion. For a plasma with con-
vective currents, the nonuniformity of the ion current
distribution over the grain surface, determined by the

coefficient , is higher by about one order of magni-
tude than that for an uncharged grain, while the nonuni-
formity of the energy flux distribution over the grain
surface is higher by about three orders of magnitude. It
may be said that, because of its large negative charge,
the grain focuses the ion flux onto itself and thus “feels”
the plasma anisotropy at distances far larger than its
size. Clearly, the situation with electrons is opposite:
the electron flux distribution over the surface of a
charged grain is nonuniform to a far lesser extent than
that over the surface of an uncharged grain.

Comparing Fig. 3 and expressions (27) and (28)
with Fig. 2 and expressions (25) and (26), we can see
some interesting distinctions between them. First, in a
plasma with a heat flux, the convective current
described by expressions (27) is nonzero at the grain
surface and vanishes at infinity. Second, because of the
high dimensionless negative grain potential χi for the

ions, the coefficients  and  are negative, in con-
trast to a plasma with a convective current, for which

the analogous coefficients  and  are positive.
Thus, if the ion heat flux is directed from bottom to top,
then the grain is heated most intensely from above. This
rather unusual phenomenon resembles reverse photo-
phoresis in neutral aerosols1 and stems from the fact
that the effect of the grain’s electric field on the ion
fluxes is similar to that of the focusing lens.

An understanding of what are the processes in the
grain’s vicinity and of how different are the effects of a
convective current and a heat flux can be derived from
Fig. 4. As has been pointed out, it is possible to obtain
a general solution to Eq. (1) in the plasma volume.
Using this solution, we can (of course, numerically)
calculate the ion current and the energy flux q(r) =

(p, r). Obviously, they both can be repre-

sented as the sums of the monopole and dipole compo-
nents, e.g., q(r) = q0(r) + q1(r)(m · W). The monopole
components are always directed along the radius and
are proportional to ∝ 1/r2. Figure 4a shows the direction
field of the dipole component j1(r)(m · W) for a plasma
with a convective ion current described by correction
(17), and Fig. 4b shows the same field for the dipole
component q1(r)(m · W) for a plasma with a heat flux
described at infinity by correction (18). In both cases,

1 In a light ray, the dark side of the grain can be heated stronger due
to diffraction or refraction.
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the dimensionless grain potential for the ions is χi =
−50. As may be seen in Fig. 4, the ion current is focused
by the negative grain charge; however, the overall pat-
tern of the ion current does not change qualitatively. In
the case of a plasma with a heat flux, we observe a qual-
itative redistribution of the energy flux, resulting in the
formation of something like a toroidal vortex. It should
be noted that, at the grain surface, the monopole com-
ponents of the fluxes are always larger than their dipole
components; it is for this reason that there are actually
no radial plasma fluxes from the grain.

4. HEATING OF THE GRAIN SURFACE

From the expressions derived in the previous sec-
tion, we can see that the electron contribution to the
total heat balance can be neglected. An ion striking the
grain almost inevitably recombines with it. The energy
released in each recombination event is e = Ei – Ewf ,
where Ei is the ionization energy and Ewf is the work
function for emission of an electron. For argon, we have
Ei = 15.7 eV; hence, e is at least 10 eV. Obviously, all
other contributions to e, such as those from the absorp-
tion of an ion and the desorption of a neutral atom, can
also be neglected. However, along with the energy
released in recombination reactions, we must take into
account the ion kinetic energy. If the electrical conduc-
tivity of a grain is sufficiently high (i.e., if the nonuni-
formity of the electric current distribution does not
affect the recombination process), then the total heat
flux generated in the plasma interaction with the grain
can be written as

(29)

where  = –nivTi / (e |χi | + Ti ) and

(30)

for a plasma with a convective current and

(31)

for a plasma with a heat flux.
In deriving these formulas, we took into account the

inequality |χi | @ 1 and used the asymptotic expressions
(25) and (26). The above estimates show that, under
conditions typical of gas discharges, the quantities e/Ti

and |χi | are of the same order of magnitude.
Now, we consider the energy exchange between the

grain and neutral gas. In the simplest case of a Knudsen
gas, which is typical of most experiments, the mean
free path of neutral atoms is large in comparison with
the grain size and the distribution function of the atoms
that strike the grain surface is independent of its tem-
perature. In the complete energy accommodation
approximation, the neutrals scattered by the grain obey

q
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a Maxwellian distribution function with a temperature
equal to the temperature of the grain surface. Conse-
quently, at r = a, we have

(32)

where FMs(p2/2mn) is the Maxwellian distribution func-
tion (16) with the local surface temperature Ts(W) and
the density ns(W).

Under the additional assumption that the tempera-
ture of neutral atoms produced in recombination reac-
tions is equal to the local surface temperature, we can
determine the density ns(W) of the atoms flying away
from the grain from the condition that the total flux of
neutral atoms is equal to the flux of the ions recombin-
ing at the grain surface:

(33)

Here, for simplicity, the masses of an ion and of a neu-
tral atom are assumed to be the same, mn = mi = M. As a
rule, the degree of ionization in the plasma volume is
low (ni ! nn); however, because of the large negative
grain charge (|χi | @ 1), the density of the recombined
ions, which is described by the last two terms in expres-
sion (33), can be comparable with nn near the grain sur-
face.

Hence, the flux of the energy carried by neutral
atoms away from the point with the angular coordinates
W at the grain surface is equal to

(34)

When analyzing the total energy balance, we must
also take into account the radiative cooling of the grain
surface. In the literature, it was often said that this effect
may play an important role. Since little is known about
the optical properties of the actual dust grains, there are
no serious reasons for considering the grain as a com-
pletely absorbing (black) body. Moreover, since the
grain sizes are, as a rule, smaller than the wavelength of
thermal radiation, the radiative cooling of the grain sur-
face may become far less intense. Nevertheless, we
assume for simplicity that the radiative flux is equal to

σ , where σ is a certain constant, which characterizes
the optical properties of the grain substance and
depends on the grain size. We also assume that the
plasma surrounding the grain is transparent to thermal
electromagnetic radiation and that the radiative heating
of the grain surface by plasma thermal radiation is neg-
ligible. It is in the latter assumption that the model
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developed here differs from the model in which the
radiative heating of the grain surface was accounted for
in the overall heat balance (see the discussion in [15]).

Hence, the total heat flux onto the grain surface is
represented as the sum of three terms:

(35)

where the heat fluxes of plasma particles and neutral
atoms, q(p) and q(n), are given by expressions (29) and
(34), respectively.

Now, we can determine the grain surface tempera-
ture Ts(W). To do this, it is necessary to solve the heat-
conduction equation

(36)

inside the grain, i.e., for r < a. The boundary condition
for this equation implies that the heat fluxes inside and
outside the grain are the same:

(37)

where Ts(W) = T(aW) and κ(r) is the coordinate-depen-
dent thermal conductivity of the grain substance. Note
that most experiments are carried out with grains whose
thermal conductivity can be assumed to be constant.
However, in some experiments, the grains may be thin-
walled hollow spheres [30] or even may possess a frac-
tal structure. Putting aside the question about the ther-
mal conductivity of the fractal grains (this discussion
goes far beyond the scope of the present work), we con-
sider a hollow grain. In other words, we assume that

(38)

where ξ < 1.
Since the grain heating is assumed to be only

slightly nonuniform, we can solve the heat-conduction
equation in the dipole approximation by expanding
total heat flux (35) in powers of the unit vector W. We
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Fig. 5. Dependence of the mean grain temperature Ts0 on

ni /nn for Tn = Ti = 300 ä, nn = 3 × 1015 cm–3, and ε = 10 eV
at σ/σ0 = (1) 1, (2) 0.1, and (3) 0.
describe the nonuniformity of the temperature distribu-
tion over the grain surface by an as-yet-unknown small
coefficient ζ:

(39)

From expansion (39) in powers of W , we obtain

(40)

where the isotropic component of the heat flux is equal to

(41)

and

(42)

When writing expressions (41) and (42), we took into
account the inequality |χi | @ 1 and assumed that the
grain surface temperature and the temperatures of the
plasma ions and neutral atoms are all low in compari-
son with the energy e released in each recombination
event.

We can readily solve Eq. (36) with boundary condi-
tion (37) and thermal conductivity (38) and thus deter-
mine the mean surface temperature Ts0 and the coeffi-
cient ζ. It is obvious that the mean temperature can be
determined from the condition that mean energy flux
(41) is zero, p0 = 0. Figure 5 shows several plots of the
mean temperature versus the ratio ni /nn, calculated for
different values of σ/σ0, where σ0 is the Stefan–Boltz-
mann constant. We can see that, because of the recom-
bination-related heating, the mean temperature Ts0 of
the grain surface can be appreciably higher than the
temperature of the surrounding gas even when the
degree of gas ionization is comparatively low (about
10–6) and the radiative cooling is as intense as possible.

The coefficient ζ, which is defined by expression
(39) and characterizes the nonuniformity of the grain
surface heating, can be written as

(43)

where we have introduced the effective thermal con-
ductivity of the grain with allowance for its internal
structure:

(44)

The form of expression (43) is quite typical in the
problems of heat exchange in aerosols. The numerator
in this expression characterizes the nonuniformity of
the external heating source (in the case at hand, the non-
uniformity of the heating of the grain surface by plasma
particles). There are two processes reducing the non-
uniformity of the temperature distribution over the
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grain surface. The first process is the thermal conduc-
tion of the grain substance, described by the term

/a, and the second one is the heat exchange of the
grain with the surrounding gas and the radiative cooling
described by the quantity p1 in expression (42). For typ-
ical experimental parameters (κ ~ 104 erg/(cm s K), a ~
10–3 cm, ξ = 0, and w ~ 0.1vTi), we have p1 ! /a
and ζ ~ 10–4. For hollow grains, the effective thermal
conductivity may be two to three orders of magnitude
lower, in which case we have p1 ≥ /a, and the coef-
ficient ζ may be as large as 0.03. Hence, depending on
the experimental conditions and the grain structure, the
temperature difference over the grain surface can vary
from fractions of a degree to about ten degrees.

5. MOMENTUM FLUX

In order to determine the force acting on the grain, it
is necessary to calculate the momentum flux tensor at
its surface. Expressions (32) implies that, at the point
r = aW, the neutral gas pressure is isotropic and thus
can be described by the tensor

(45)

Here, we are interested only in the pressure component
that depends on the vector W. Using expression (33)
and expansion (39), we can write this component as

(46)

The last term in braces accounts for the pressure of the
recombination-produced neutral atoms. The nonunifor-
mity of the grain surface heating gives rise to the radi-
ometric force, which is described by the term propor-
tional to ζ. Recall that the ζ value is substantially
smaller than unity. Nevertheless, the radiometric pres-
sure can be fairly high because it is determined by the
product of the relative temperature difference ζ and the
neutral gas pressure, which is higher than the pressure
of each of the plasma components.

The plasma pressure at the grain surface is easy to
calculate using distribution function (15). Clearly, the
ion pressure is always (in particular, in the case |χi | @ 1)
dominant; hence, we can write

(47)

where the dimensionless coefficient is equal to λ = 2/15
for a plasma with convective currents described by
Eq. (17) and to λ = –4/75 for a plasma with heat fluxes
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described by Eq. (18). In expression (47), the W-inde-
pendent isotropic pressure component is omitted.

The force acting on the grain can be written as the
following integral over the grain surface:

(48)

This integral is easy to evaluate analytically. As a result,
we arrive at the following expression, in which the
force is conveniently represented as the sum of two
components:

(49)

With allowance for expression (43), the radiometric
force has the form

(50)

The last term in parentheses in expression (49) is the
force associated with plasma pressure (47) plus the
reactive force of neutral atoms, which is described by
the last term in expression (45):

(51)

Since αi ~ |χi |3/2, the two terms in square brackets in
expression (51) are of the same order of magnitude.

Let us compare expressions (50) and (51). Radio-
metric force (50) depends sensitively on the thermal
conductivity of the grain substance. If the grain thermal
conductivity is high, then, in expression (50), we have
p1 ! Ts0/a; therefore, the drag force associated with
plasma pressure (51) is dominant. In the opposite limit,
the ratio of forces (50) and (51) can be estimated as
F (rm)/F (p) ~ e/(Tn |χi |), which may be appreciably larger
than unity.

For a plasma with convective currents, the coeffi-
cients γ, λ, and αi in expressions (50) and (51) are all
positive, which indicates that the drag force acting on
the grain is parallel to the current. In a plasma with heat
fluxes, these coefficients are all negative; hence, the
force acting on the grain is directed oppositely to the
heat flux vector. It is in this point that thermophoresis in
dusty plasmas differs from thermophoresis in neutral
aerosols, in which the corresponding force expels a
grain to the colder gas region.

6. CONCLUSION
To conclude, let us draw an overall picture of heat

fluxes in an aerosol plasma. The interaction of a con-
vective current or a heat flux with the grain’s electric
field in the plasma volume, on the one hand, substan-
tially increases the pressure gradient at the grain sur-
face and, on the other hand, leads to a nonuniform heat-
ing of the surface because of the plasma recombination.
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The scattering of neutral atoms by a grain with a non-
uniform surface temperature gives rise to the radiomet-
ric force, which is comparable with or even stronger
than the ion wind force. This is the main difference
between aerosol plasmas and neutral aerosols, in which
the nonuniformity of the temperature distribution over
the grain surface can be neglected provided that the
Knudsen number is large [6]. In aerosol plasmas, the
effect of the large negative grain charge on both the
drag force exerted by ion fluxes on the grain and ther-
mophoresis is of great importance; in particular, the
thermophoretic force may reverse direction.

Let us try to guess what will happen in a situation
with several (rather than one) grains. Since each grain
forms “its own” converging flux of plasma particles,
every other grain will experience a drag force. The total
effect of these drag forces is to produce an effective
force that attracts the grains toward each other [31].
Since, in this case, there are no ion heat fluxes, the
effect of neutral atoms (see the discussion in the body
of the paper) and the associated radiometric force make
the attraction even more intense.

On the other hand, the difference between the grain
surface temperature and the temperature of the sur-
rounding gas leads to the formation of a heat flux of
neutral atoms. As was already mentioned, this effect
also gives rise to attraction between the grains provided
that their cooling is sufficiently efficient [5, 8, 9]. An
analysis of heat fluxes illustrated in Fig. 5 shows that
the recombination-related heating of the grain surfaces
is more intense than their radiative cooling. Conse-
quently, the agglomeration mechanism associated with
the formation of heat fluxes of neutral atoms is more
typical of neutral aerosols and high-pressure thermal
plasmas or flames [10], in which the grain acquires a
positive charge as a result of thermal emission.

The main qualitative result obtained in this study is
that the thermophoretic force in an aerosol plasma
reverses direction. However, the reverse thermophore-
sis in gas discharges can be suppressed by the heat
fluxes of the neutral gas component. The question of the
relationship between the heat fluxes of neutral atoms
and plasma ions under actual conditions is fairly com-
plicated because this relationship is governed by both
the discharge geometry and the nature of collisions.
Presumably, the reverse thermophoresis manifests
itself in plasmas with a sufficiently high degree of ion-
ization (e.g., in the edge plasma of a tokamak), but
almost nothing is known about the dust properties
under these conditions (the only reliable information is
that the dust indeed exists).

The above analysis has been carried out for small
grains that do not affect the properties of the surround-
ing plasma. The larger the grain size, the more compli-
cated is the situation, because the Knudsen number
becomes on the order of unity. The attraction of two
closely spaced parallel plates in a gas discharge was
observed in experiments carried out by Dubinov et al.
[32]. The plate sizes were comparable with the mean
free path, while the distance between the plates was
substantially smaller. The measured excess pressure,
which brings the plates closer together, is, on the one
hand, about two orders of magnitude lower than the
neutral gas pressure and, on the other, it is three to four
orders of magnitude higher than the pressure of the
plasma component. In order for this excess pressure to
be produced by the radiometric effect, it is sufficient to
maintain the temperature drop across the plates at a
level of about one degree. This drop is likely to be pro-
vided by a nonuniform heating of the plates by the
plasma component. Hence, at present, the radiometric
force driven by the plasma recombination seems to be
the most fitting candidate to explain this effect.
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Abstract—Results from comprehensive studies of a high-current self-sustained glow discharge in atmo-
spheric-pressure helium are presented. The main parameters of the cathode fall, namely, the electric field pro-
file, cathode fall thickness, current density, gas temperature, and heat flux to the cathode are determined. The
results obtained are discussed using one-dimensional models of the cathode fall with allowance for volumetric
heat release. © 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
1. INTRODUCTION

Low- and medium-pressure glow discharges are
widely used in lighting techniques, communication
devices, and atomic-absorption and atomic-emission
methods of material analysis. They are also employed
for film deposition, photoresist removal, ion implanta-
tion, modification of metal surfaces, etc. However,
more extensive employment of low-pressure discharges
in science and technology is limited by two main disad-
vantages: the low power deposition in the discharge
plasma and the necessity of expensive vacuum appara-
tuses. These disadvantages can be avoided by using
atmospheric-pressure glow discharges (APGDs),
which have recently attracted great interest [1–5].

The APGDs were first observed and studied in the
1930s [6–8]; then, the studies were continued in the
1950s [9]. It was found that an increase in the gas pres-
sure leads to a decrease in the dimensions of the char-
acteristic glow discharge regions and the sharp increase
in the heat release in the cathode region. The related
change in the gas density leads to a change in the nor-
mal current density corresponding to the given gas
pressure. Moreover, the high temperature gradients,
high charged particle densities, and high electric fields
in the cathode region result in a significant deviation of
the discharge conditions from being equilibrium. All
this promotes the onset of various instabilities and the
contraction of a glow discharge with a subsequent
transformation into an arc discharge. For this reason, it
is commonly believed that self-sustained glow dis-
charges with a normal current density can only operate
at low or moderate pressures and discharge currents in
the range 100 µA–1 A [10–14].

Experiments [15–17], started in 1968, dealt with dc
discharges in atmospheric-pressure helium at currents
of up to 3 A. These discharges were stable and did not
resemble an arc discharge. However, the authors were
not able to unambiguously identify these discharges as
1063-780X/02/2810- $22.00 © 0858
normal glow discharges at atmospheric pressure. After
1992, these studies were continued at the Institute of
Molecular and Atomic Physics of Belarussian Acad-
emy of Sciences [18–22].

The small sheath length in an APGD (tens of
microns) presents difficulties for experimental studies
of the electrode regions and modeling of the plasma
processes near the cathode. In the literature, there are
no reliable experimental data on both the electrophysi-
cal parameters of the APGD cathode fall and the ele-
mentary processes in it. In review [14], it was shown
that, even at low pressures, the lack of knowledge on
the cathode electron emission properties during the dis-
charge operation leads to a weak correlation between
the experimental and theoretical results. At atmo-
spheric pressure, the modeling encounters even more
serious problems because of the lack of the data on the
cathode fall parameters and insufficient measurement
inaccuracy. For instance, the measured cathode fall
thickness and the current density in an atmospheric-
pressure helium discharge (at a repetition rate of
10 kHz and maximum voltage of 1.5 kV) were equal to
~0.3 mm and several mA/cm2, respectively [3]. The
developed self-consistent one-dimensional fluid model
of this discharge readily describes the above parameters
and, according to the authors, the calculated electric
field profile and the charged particle densities in the
cathode region correspond to a normal glow discharge.
However, taking into account the low gas heating in this
discharge and making allowance for scaling laws [6],
such a cathode fall thickness in a normal glow dis-
charge at atmospheric pressure seems to be highly over-
estimated.

This paper is devoted to comprehensive studies of
the cathode fall of an APGD with a steel cathode in
helium. The main parameters of the cathode fall,
namely, the electric field, fall thickness, gas tempera-
ture, current density, and heat flux to the cathode are
2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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Fig. 1. Photographs of an APGD in helium in the planes (a, c) parallel and (b) tilted with respect to the cathode surface for
(a, b) rounded anode–plane and (c) plane–plane electrode configurations.
determined. The data obtained are discussed using one-
dimensional models [6, 23, 24] with allowance for vol-
umetric heat release in the cathode region.

2. CATHODE FALL PARAMETERS 
OF AN APGD

A glow discharge was ignited between two elec-
trodes in a sealed chamber with quartz windows. The
anode was made of 6-mm-diameter tungsten rod with
an apex radius of 3 mm, and the 36-mm-diameter cath-
ode was made of type-45 steel. Two cathode designs
were used: an uncooled cathode and a cathode with
forced cooling. Heat removal from the uncooled
10-mm thick disc-shaped cathode was hampered
because it was accomplished through a holder from the
opposite side of the cathode. In this case, the cathode
temperature depended on the discharge current, and,
already at a current of 2 A, the cathode got red hot.

The cooled cathode was a cylindrical cup whose
outer bottom surface acted as a cathode working sur-
face. The cup was hermetically closed with a lid to
which the tubes with cooling water were soldered. This
design ensured efficient cooling of the cathode working
surface; as a result, its temperature increased just
slightly even at currents of several amperes. The inter-
electrode distance was 4 mm. The working gas was
helium at atmospheric pressure. The impurity (H2, N2,
O2, Ar, CO2, CO, Ne, and H2O) contents did not exceed
0.02%. The discharge was fed by a dc power supply
with an output voltage of up to 600 V.

As is seen in Fig. 1a, the structure of the glow dis-
charge is as follows: a thin (less than 1-mm thick) disc
of glow emission resides above the cathode surface,
whereas the glowing column is adjacent to anode.
Between these glow regions, there is the Faraday dark
space. The anode surface is covered with a glowing
layer. The positive column contracts to a diameter of
about 3–5 mm (Figs. 1a, 1b). The discharge can also
run when both electrodes are flat (see Fig. 1c). How-
ever, in this case, the electrode surfaces must be pol-
ished and strictly parallel. The discharge was observed
at currents of up to 1.5 A. When determining the cath-
PLASMA PHYSICS REPORTS      Vol. 28      No. 10      2002
ode fall parameters, a more stable APGD with a
rounded anode was used.

For a cooled cathode, the current–voltage APGD
characteristic (Fig. 2, solid curve) is slowly rising in the
current and voltage ranges 0.05–15 A and 200–280 V,
respectively [19]. For an uncooled cathode (Fig. 2,
crosses), at currents of several amperes, the discharge
becomes unstable and transforms into an arc. As is seen
in [17], the potential profile along the discharge gap has
a shape typical of conventional glow discharges [10–
14]: the main voltage drop (150–200 V) occurs in the
cathode region, whereas the minor voltage drop (40–
50 V) is shared between the positive column and the
anode region.

Current density. The current density was defined as
the ratio of the discharge current I to the area of the neg-
ative glow S (Fig. 3). For a cooled cathode, the intensity
of the negative glow varies slightly along the radial
direction, which seems to be indirect evidence that the
current density is constant over the main part of the area
occupied by the negative glow. The area occupied by
the negative glow depends linearly on the discharge

50
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200

250
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Fig. 2. APGD current–voltage characteristic.
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current (Fig. 3, solid curve). This linearity indicates
that, within the cathode fall region, the current density
is constant, as in the case of a normal glow discharge.
The normal current density determined from the curve
slope is equal to 1.8 ± 0.1 A/cm2.

For an uncooled cathode, the area of the negative
glow depends linearly on the current only at currents of
no higher than 0.3–0.5 A (Fig.3, triangles). A further
increase in the current results in the more rapid growth
of the negative glow area, which is related to the cath-
ode heating. At a current of 1.5–2 A, the negative glow
occupies the entire cathode area. In this case, the nega-
tive glow becomes nonuniform in the radial direction:
its intensity in the peripheral area is several times lower
than in the central region. Seemingly, the current den-
sity also decreases with distance from the discharge
axis. Hence, the cathode fall parameters were compared
with the predictions of one-dimensional models [6, 23,
24] described in the next section only for a cooled steel
cathode. We used a steel cathode because, in [10–13],
there are data on the cathode fall parameters in a low-
pressure glow discharge (LPGD) in helium with an iron
cathode, which are needed to apply theoretical models
[6, 23, 24].

To this end, we determined the following APGD
parameters: the current density J, the cathode fall volt-
age Vc , the gas temperature Tg , the electric field profile
E(x), the cathode fall thickness d, and the heat flux to
the cathode Qc . The measurements were carried out at
a discharge current of 1 A.

Cathode fall voltage. The cathode fall voltage Vc

was measured with the help of a tungsten probe 50 µm
in diameter. The length of the uninsulated part of the
probe was 7 mm. The potential was measured with
respect to the grounded cathode at the instant just
before the probe touched (or just after it detached) the

1

10 2 3 4 5 I, A

2

3

4

5
S, cm2

Fig. 3. Negative glow area vs. discharge current for cooled
(circles) and uncooled (triangles) cathodes.
cathode. At a current of 1 A, the cathode fall voltage
was Vc ≈ 155 ± 2.5 V.

Electric field profile. The electric field profile E(x)
in the cathode fall region of an APGD in helium with a
steel cathode was determined using a spectropolari-
zation technique [20, 22]. To this end, the effect of
the Stark splitting of the hydrogen energy levels in the
external electric field was used. The shape of the
Hβ 486.128-nm hydrogen line was recorded in the
direction perpendicular to the discharge axis; thus,
the line of sight was parallel to the cathode surface. The
measurements were carried out at a minimum possible
aperture of ~0.02 with a resolution at the discharge axis
of ~20 µm. This resolution can be regarded as a com-
promise one, because, as the aperture decreases further,
the resolution becomes comparable with the cathode
fall thickness. Several such measurements of the elec-
tric field were carried out. The measured electric field
profile along the discharge axis is shown in Fig. 4. It is
seen that the cathode fall thickness is d ~ 70 µm and the
maximum electric field near the cathode surface is 46 ±
2.5 kV/cm.

Gas temperature profile. The gas temperature pro-
file Tg(x) in an APGD was determined from the spec-
trum of molecular nitrogen [25], which is present in

helium as a minor impurity. The (0–1) ( ) band
(λ = 427.81 nm) from the first negative system of
molecular nitrogen ion served as a working band. The
technique of determining the gas temperature Tg is
based on the measurements of the relative intensities of
corresponding bands under the assumptions that the
rotational level populations of  molecules in the
excited electronic state obey Boltzmann distribution
and that the measured rotational temperature Trot corre-
sponds to the gas temperature Tg. Estimates show that
τc @ τrot, where τc = 63.1 ns is the lifetime of the excited

N2
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+
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Fig. 4. Axial profile of the electric field.
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electronic state ( ) and τrot = 0.67 ns is the time of
rotational relaxation of nitrogen molecules in atmo-
spheric-pressure helium at a temperature of 300 K. The
obtained axial profile of the gas temperature in an
APGD is shown in Fig. 5. Unfortunately, we failed to
determine the gas temperature in the cathode fall region
by using this technique. However, as is seen in Fig. 5,
at the end of the cathode fall region (~0.01 cm), the
temperature can be estimated at 600–650 K. The tem-
perature increases with distance from the cathode, the
temperature gradient being 2500 ± 250 K/cm.

Heat flux to the cathode. The heat flux to the cath-
ode Qc was determined by a calorimetric method. For
this purpose, we determined the amount of water flow-
ing through the cooled cathode and measured the water
temperature at the entry into and exit from the cathode.
Based on these data, one can calculate the heat power
removed from cathode with water. The heat flux to the
cathode Qc was determined by dividing this power by
the area of the negative glow.

3. CATHODE FALL MODELS ACCOUNTING
FOR VOLUMETRIC HEAT RELEASE

At present, there is a variety of the models of normal
and anomalous glow discharges. A recent analysis [14]
shows that, even at low pressures, the predictions of the
available models significantly disagree in the cathode
fall parameters. This stems from the lack of knowledge
on the cathode emission properties and scatter in the
data on the cross sections for elementary processes in
plasma. At atmospheric pressures, the situation
becomes even more complicated because of the lack of
the experimental data and because applying some
numerical models, e.g., those based on the Monte Carlo
method, is highly hypothetical under these conditions.
Moreover, according to [14], only a few models of a
low-pressure glow discharge took into account the
effects of gas heating and, besides, this account only
slightly affected the simulation results.

Having recognized the complicity of the kinetic
models of an APGD and having estimated the reliabil-
ity of the results that could be obtained from these mod-
els, we decided on simple one-dimensional models [6,
23, 24] to determine the cathode fall parameters of an
APGD in helium and to compare the calculated results
with the experimental data. These models take into
account the effect of ohmic gas heating on the dis-
charge characteristics and do not require the knowledge
of elementary kinetic processes in the cathode region.
With these models, one can go over from the well-
known parameters of a glow discharge at pressures of
1 torr [10–13, 26] to the APGD parameters via scaling
laws for a normal glow discharge. Let us consider the
specific features of these models.

The model of [6] is based on the following assump-
tions:

B
2Σu

+
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(i) Gas heating in the cathode fall is caused by colli-
sions between the positive ions and neutral gas atoms.

(ii) Both the electric field and the ion current density
decrease linearly with distance from the cathode.

(iii) The gas thermal conductivity is proportional to
the gas temperature, λ(T) = αT.

(iv) The cathode fall region, which is nonuniform in
temperature, is replaced by a sheath with a uniform
average temperature 〈T〉, and the electric parameters of
the cathode fall are determined by using scaling laws
for a normal glow discharge.

In this model, the heat conduction equation for the
gas in the cathode fall has the form

(1)

where J is the current density, Emax is the electric field
near the cathode surface, and d is the cathode fall thick-
ness. In [6], the solution to Eq. (1) with the boundary
conditions

(2)

was found in the form

. (3)

After averaging the temperature over x, we have

(4)

where the dimensionless parameter q
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Fig. 5. Axial profile of the gas temperature.
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T

T

is the heat release power in the cathode fall normalized
to the heat flux with a gradient near the cathode surface
of 2Tc /d. Here, Vc is the cathode fall voltage and λc is
the gas thermal conductivity at the temperature Tc .

With allowance for the scaling laws for a normal
glow discharge [26],

(6)

the authors of [6] obtained the dependence of the cur-
rent density on pressure in the form

(7)

Here, the quantities with index l correspond to a
low-pressure discharge. Expression (7) describes the
well-known power-law dependence (with a power
index of 4/3) of the current density on pressure, which
is valid for a gas discharge with a large heat release
power q and a cathode kept at a constant temperature Tc.

However, it is easily seen that the solution to Eq. (1)
is described by the expression

(8)

(where ξ = 1 – x/d), rather than formula (3). Then, we
have

(9)
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where F(ϕ, k) is the elliptic integral of the first kind and

(10)

Let us analyze the difference between solutions (4)
and (9). The related dependences of the average tem-

perature of a uniform cathode sheath on  are shown
in Fig. 6 (curves 1 and 2). It is seen that, under intense

heat release (  > 2), the temperature increases lin-

early with  for both approximate solution (4) and
exact solution (9) (both of them result in the 4/3 power
law). The average temperatures determined by formu-

las (4) and (9) differ at most by 25% (at  ≈ 0.7).
Both in the model of [6] and in deriving exact solu-

tion (9), it was assumed that the gas thermal conductiv-
ity depended linearly on the temperature. In the model

of [23], the square-root dependence λ ~  was
assumed. In this case, the gas temperature depends on
the distance from the cathode as

(11)

and, to within 2%, the average temperature can be
expressed in the form

(12)

where qc is determined by formula (5), in which the
current density and the cathode fall thickness d are
recalculated for the temperature Tc . The dependence of
the average temperature in the cathode fall region on

 given by formula (12) is shown by curve 3 in
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Fig. 6a. For  ≤ 1.5, the mathematically correct
expressions for 〈T 〉  obtained from the models with both
linear and square-root dependences of the thermal con-
ductivity on the temperature lead to nearly the same
results. At high q, according to the model of [23] with

λ ~ , the average temperature in the cathode fall is
〈T 〉  ~ q2/3; consequently, the current density is a power
function (with a power index of 6/5) of the pressure.

The experimental data on the helium thermal con-
ductivity λHe as a function of the gas temperature are
given in [27] and are shown by curve 1 in Fig. 6b. Here,
the linear, λL(T) = αT (curve 2), and the square-root,

λ1/2(T) = β  (curve 3), approximations are also
shown. The coefficients α and β are chosen such that
λL(Tc) = λ1/2(Tc) = λHe(Tc). We can see that the real
thermal conductivity of helium lies between the linear
and square-root approximations.

In [24], an attempt was made to calculate the param-
eters of the cathode fall with allowance for a nonuni-
form temperature distribution in it. According to [24],
the local characteristics of the cathode fall at atmo-
spheric pressure can be expressed in the form

(13)

where δ(x) and ε(x) are the corrections related to the
deviation of the current density J from the normal local
value Jn(x) determined from the scaling law. To calcu-
late the corrections δ(x) and ε(x), we used formulas

(14)

The temperature profile in the cathode fall is calcu-
lated from the heat conduction equation

(15)

where JT is the fraction of the current density that
causes gas heating. For a normal glow discharge, the
current density J is believed to correspond to the mini-
mum of the cathode fall voltage.

In [24], in contrast to [6, 23], it was suggested that
the electron current also contributes to gas heating in
the cathode fall along with the ion current. In the cath-
ode fall, the power of the ion current Wi is approxi-
mately twice the electron current We . When estimating
the fraction of the power We spent on gas heating, we
should take into account that, in a monatomic gas,
which is the case of helium, elastic collisions between
electrons and atoms are nearly the only channel for
transferring the electron energy into the atomic thermal
energy. The average energy fraction transferred in one
collision is 2me/MHe, where me and MHe are the masses
of an electron and a He atom, respectively. At distances
of a few tens of the electron mean free paths, this inef-
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ficient mechanism for the energy transfer is definitely
not capable of conveying a significant fraction of the
electron current power to gas heating. The power We is
mainly spent on the ionization and excitation of helium
atoms; it is easily seen that the former takes about one-
half of We. Hence, the ion current makes the main con-
tribution to gas heating in the cathode fall region.

We note that, in all the above models, the ion current
density at the end of the cathode fall region was
assumed to be zero, which is not the case. This assump-
tion somewhat lowers the temperature at the end of the
cathode fall region. Thus, calculations with the use of
the ion and total currents determine the lower and upper
temperature limits at the end of the cathode fall region.
The experimental data should be compared with the
cathode fall parameters calculated under the assump-
tion that only the ion current contributes to gas heating
in the cathode fall.

4. DISCUSSION

The measured and calculated parameters of the
cathode fall are listed in the table. The experimental
data obtained at a discharge current of 1 A are presented
in the first row of the table. Note that almost all the
cathode fall parameters required for a comparison with
the theoretical results were determined as was
described in Section 2. The only parameter that we
were not able to measure here is the cathode surface
temperature Tc.

To determine Tc, we will use the above models. We
will require that the calculated electric parameters of
the cathode fall of an APGD coincide with the experi-
mental data. At the same temperature Tc, the models
assuming that gas heating is caused by the ion current
should give the lower gas temperature Td at the end of
the cathode fall region than the measured one. In con-
trast, the models assuming that both the ion and elec-
tron currents contribute to gas heating give Td much
higher than the measured one. The data for a normal
glow discharge with an iron cathode in helium at a pres-
sure of 1 torr [26] are shown in the second row of the
table (LPGD [26]). It turns out that the use of these val-
ues as cathode fall parameters of an LPGD in calcula-
tions by the models of [6, 23, 24] gives the APGD
parameters that differ from the measured ones by sev-
eral times. To fit the calculated data to the experimental
ones, the LPGD cathode fall thickness must be
increased twice, whereas the current density must be
increased by a factor of 5.5 for models with the ion cur-
rent and 6.5 for models with the total current. The
described procedure of determining the cathode surface
temperature gives Tc ~ 450 K, which seems to be rea-
sonable taking into account that the thickness of the
cathode plate is 2.5 mm and the thermal conductivity of
steel is λst = 46 W m–1 K–1 at T = 400 K [28].

The cathode fall parameters calculated by different
models are shown in the next rows of the table. Except
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Measured and simulated cathode fall parameters of an APGD in helium

Vc, V J, A/cm2 Emax, kV/cm d, cm Tc , K Td , K dT/dx, K/cm Qc, W/cm2

APGDexpt 155 ± 2.5 1.8 ± 0.1 46 ± 2.5 0.0070 ± 5 625 ± 25 2500 ± 250 250

LPGD [26] 150 2.2 × 10–6 1.3 290 290

LPGDcalc    ion current 150 1.21 × 10–5 2.6 290 290

total current 1.43 × 10–5

APGD [9] 150 1.81 44.7 0.0067 450 578 0 225

APGD [4] 150 1.24 36.9 0.0081 450 781 0 200

APGD [23] 150 1.72 43.5 0.0070 450 584 0 215

APGD [24], ion current 150.2 1.87 48.6 0.0066 450 582 0 233

150.2 1.84 48.4 0.0067 450 599 2500 236

APGD [24], total current 150.6 1.74 45.0 0.0076 450 709 0 261

150.6 1.71 44.7 0.0077 450 726 2500 265
for the model [6] based on the approximate solution, all
the other models assuming that only the ion current
contributes to gas heating give nearly the same results.
In the model [6] based on the exact solution (APGD
[9]) and the model of [23] (APGD [23]), an agreement
between the cathode fall parameters stems from the fact
that the given experimental conditions correspond to

 ≈ 0.8 (Fig. 6a). Since the use of the approximate

formulas in the model of [6] at  ≈ 0.8 results in a sig-
nificant error (Fig. 6a), the cathode fall parameters
determined in this way (APGD [4]) were not used to
analyze the experimental data. The absence of an
appreciable difference between the results calculated
by the models in which a nonuniform sheath is replaced
by a uniform one with a certain average temperature
and those calculated by the model [24], in which the ion
current is assumed to be responsible for gas heating and
the temperature variations across the sheath are taken
into account (APGD [24], ion current), stems from fact
that the sheath is nearly uniform: the parameter of local
anomaly varies from 0.7 to 1.2.

The assumption that gas heating is caused by the
total current rather than the ion current leads to a signif-
icant increase in the calculated temperature Td at the
end of the cathode fall region (APGD [24], total cur-
rent). Calculations by the model of [24] were carried
out with two boundary conditions at the end of the cath-
ode fall region: dT/dx = 0 and 2500 K/cm. The latter
condition is taken from the experimental data and cor-
responds to heat flux Qd ≈ 6.5 W/cm2 to the cathode fall
region from the positive column.

It is seen from the table that the calculated electric
parameters of the APGD cathode fall (Vc , J, Emax, and
d) are in good agreement with the experimental data.
The measured Td value lies between the temperatures
calculated by the models with the ion and total currents.
The measured and calculated heat flux densities Qc to
the cathode are close to each other. When calculating

q

q

the heat flux density Qc to the cathode by the models
assuming that only the ion current contribute to gas
heating, the energy released due to the neutralization of
ions on the cathode surface was also taken into account.

5. CONCLUSION

In this study, a self-sustained normal glow discharge
in atmospheric-pressure helium is investigated at cur-
rents of up to 15 A. In the course of comprehensive
experiments, the main parameters of the cathode fall of
a normal glow discharge in atmospheric-pressure
helium with a steel cathode, namely, the electric field
profile, cathode fall thickness, current density, gas tem-
perature, and heat flux to the cathode are determined.
The measured current density and cathode fall thick-
ness differ from those calculated by one-dimensional
models with allowance for volumetric heat release [6,
23, 24] by a factor of 5–6 and 2, respectively. This dis-
crepancy can be related to both the scatter in the data on
the LPGD in helium with an iron cathode [10–13, 26]
and some difference between the conditions of our
experiment (steel instead of iron and the presence of
impurities in helium) and those at which the LPGD
parameters were measured. The difference between the
balances of elementary processes in the LPGD and
APGD plasmas, which can limit the applicability of
scaling laws (6), also cannot be ruled out. For example,
it was found that the density of metastable atoms in the
APGD cathode fall was almost one order of magnitude
lower than the electron density [21], whereas for the
LPGD in helium [29], the situation was opposite.

Nevertheless, the experimental and theoretical
results obtained are in reasonable agreement, the calcu-
lated cathode fall parameters being strictly related to
each other. The best agreement is achieved when the
ion current is assumed to be responsible for gas heating
in the cathode fall. Note that the models of [6, 23] and
[24], which are quite different in that they assume the
temperature distributions in the cathode fall to be uni-
PLASMA PHYSICS REPORTS      Vol. 28      No. 10      2002
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form and nonuniform, respectively, give almost identi-
cal results when the ion current is supposed to be
responsible for gas heating in the cathode fall.

These one-dimensional models are unlikely to be
applied to a discharge with an uncooled cathode seems
because the cathode fall parameters are significantly
nonuniform in the radial direction. Nevertheless, in this
case too, the discharge is a glow discharge, whose
description, however, requires more complicated two-
dimensional models.
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Abstract—An anomalous kind of the positive corona—a linear corona torch discharge—is investigated. The
discharge is nearly steady-state and operates with various electrode configurations, e.g., wire–plane, needle–
plane, wire–cylinder, and two or more wires placed in parallel. It is found that the discharge exists in the form
of a pulsed corona or an ordinary positive corona, which alternatively change each other under the action of a
spark-gap switch. © 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
1. INTRODUCTION

Corona discharges are widely used to modify the
surface of composite materials in plasmochemistry, to
clean gases of aerosols and chemically-active fogs
(e.g., in sulfuric acid production), etc. [1–4]. In corona
discharges, active plasmochemical reactions related to
gas ionization and dissociation proceed within a narrow
region near the corona electrode (the inner region of the
discharge). The main voltage drop occurs in the rest of
the discharge gap (the outer region), where the current
is carried by heavy ions, the ionization and chemical
processes are of minor importance, and the electric
power is lost uselessly. The inner corona region can be
expanded over the entire discharge gap by igniting a
pulsed nanosecond corona discharge [5] with the help
of either a special high-voltage pulsed generator or a
torch discharge [6]—an anomalous kind of the positive
corona [6–9]. In the presence of a disc-shaped positive
corona electrode placed in parallel to the grounded
plane surface, a corona torch discharge is ignited at dis-
charge gap lengths of 15–30 mm and voltages of 15–
30 kV [10–12].

In this study, we investigate a linear corona torch
discharge (LCTD), which combines the useful proper-
ties of an ordinary corona discharge, a pulsed corona, a
torch discharge, and a corona torch discharge [13].

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A schematic of the experimental setup used to study
the linear corona torch discharge is shown in Fig. 1. The
power supply consists of an autotransformer T1, from
which the voltage is applied to the primary coil of a
high-voltage transformer T2. The high voltage from the
secondary coil is applied to the voltage-doubling cir-
cuit, consisting of diodes D1 and D2 and capacitors C1
and C2. The power supply provides an output voltage of
up to 25 kV at a current in the load of I = 10 mA. The
discharge unit, which serves as a load for the power
supply, consists of a 220-mm-long 0.5-mm-diameter
Nichrome wire (anode) placed in parallel to the cathode
1063-780X/02/2810- $22.00 © 20866
plate at the distance of d = 20–30 mm. The high voltage
of positive polarity is applied to the wire.

The electrical and power parameters of the dis-
charge were determined by measuring the power in the
primary coil of the power supply with the help of a
wattmeter. The average discharge current was mea-
sured simultaneously with the help of a microammeter
and an oscilloscope, taking into account both the pulsed
and dc current components. A comparison of the data
obtained showed ~5% discrepancy between these mea-
surements over almost the entire current and voltage
ranges. In oscilloscope measurements of the discharge
current, a noninductive shunt R3 was set in series with
the microammeter. In this case, the microammeter was
short-circuited to prevent the distortion of the measured
current pulse shape. The discharge voltage was mea-
sured by an electrostatic voltmeter.

~220 V

T1

D2

C1
DU

0–25 kV
L1

kV

To oscillo-

T2

D1

C2

R1

R2

R3

S8-14Osc.

SGS

µA

Fig. 1. Schematic of the experimental setup: (T1) autotrans-
former, (T2) high-voltage transformer, (D1, D2, C1, C2) volt-
age-doubling scheme, (L1) choke, (R1, R2) voltage divider,
(kV) kilovoltmeter, (µA) microammeter, (S8-14) S8-14
storage oscilloscope, (SGS) spark-gap switch, and (DU)
discharge unit.

scope
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The power supply cathode was grounded through a
spark-gap switch (SGS). The gap length between the
SGS electrodes was varied in the range h = 0–5 mm. At
h = 0, either an ordinary corona or a corona torch dis-
charge occurred, depending on the shape of the corona
electrodes. Otherwise, an LCTD was ignited between
the corona wire and the parallel conducting plate. For
an LCTD to occur, the cathode must be electrically sep-
arated from the power supply by an SGS and an induc-
tance L should be introduced in the discharge circuit at
the anode side. A choke consisting of two 20000-turn
coils wound on an electrical-steel core acted as a vari-
able inductance L. A U-type magnetic core with a
cross-sectional area of 950 mm2 and 440-mm-long
mean line was used. To change L, the controlled dc bias
current was passed through two 250-turn windings
wound in series round the choke. The L value was
determined by the voltmeter–ammeter method at a fre-
quency of 50 Hz [14]. The inductance measured with-
out biasing was compared with the calculated L value
for a toroidal core taken from [15]:

where µ0 is the permeability of free space; µ is the rel-
ative permeability of the core material; ω is the number
of turns; D is the average core diameter; and ‡ and r are
the average axial and radial dimensions of the turn,
respectively. A comparison of the results shows that
L ≈ Lp.

3. LCTD DEVELOPMENT

Visual and photographic studies revealed the fol-
lowing stages in the LCTD development. The increase
in the voltage (up to the SGS breakdown) is accompa-
nied by a weak glow characteristic of an ordinary posi-
tive corona. After the first SGS breakdown, the corona
discharge rapidly expands into the discharge gap. At
U = 15 kV and d = 30 mm, the entire interelectrode gap
is occupied by the LCTD plasma with a diffuse violet
glow (Fig. 2). On the wire, there are a number of spots
that the discharge contracts. As the voltage increases to
U = 17 kV, the glow intensity rises and the current
increases to 600 µA. At U = 18.5 kV and I = 1000 µA,
the LCTD becomes almost uniform throughout the
entire volume and over the entire wire length (Fig. 3).
The discharge cross section looks like an oval curve
whose vertex is located on the corona wire, whereas the
branches of the curve enter the other electrode at right
angles to its surface. Inside the oval curve, the glow is
of pale-blue color in the central region and of violet
color at the periphery. The main discharge current flows
within the oval curve; in the outer region, the current is
carried by slowly drifting N+, O+, é–, and other ions.
When the SGS is short-circuited (h = 0), the situation is
quite different. In this case, an ordinary positive corona
(U = 18.5 kV and I = 100 µA) with a characteristic

Lp

µ0µ
2π
---------ω2

a
D r+
D r–
-------------,ln=
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weak glow around the wire is observed in the discharge
gap. All other factors being the same, the LCTD current
is by one order of magnitude higher than the positive
corona current.

Fig. 2. Linear corona torch discharge: U = 17 kV, d =
30 mm, h = 0.5 mm, L = 3640 H, and I = 0.1 mA.

(‡)

(b)

Fig. 3. (a) Side and (b) top view of a linear corona torch dis-
charge: U = 18.5 kV, d = 30 mm, h = 0.5 mm, L = 3640 H,
and I = 3.4 mA.
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4. DISCHARGE CHARACTERISTICS

Figure 4 presents the LCTD current–voltage charac-
teristics for different interelectrode distances. It is seen
that the voltage decreases as d decreases from 30 to
20 mm. At I = 1250 µA, the ascending branch of the
current–voltage characteristic passes over to the
descending one. Nevertheless, the discharge remains
almost steady-state throughout the entire range of dis-
charge voltages. For reference, at d = 30 mm, an ordi-
nary positive corona is characterized by a maximum
current of 135 µA, power of up to 3 W, and voltage of
up to 21.5 kV.

In an LCTD, the product of the gas pressure by
the interelectrode distance amounts to pd = 1520–
2280 torr cm; i.e., the streamer mechanism for the
breakdown of the gas gap is dominant, and the transi-
tion from the classical positive corona to an LCTD is
not smooth. The LCTD occurs to be stable at any con-
figuration of the corona electrode.

Oscilloscope studies of the LCTD (Fig. 5) show that
the LCTD current is pulsed. The pulse duration and
amplitude slightly increase with the discharge current.
The pulse repetition rate increases linearly from 10 Hz
to 14 kHz as the discharge current increases from 5 to
2800 µA due to a decrease in the resistance of the dis-
charge gap. As the voltage increases, the pulse repeti-
tion rate, the current, and the discharge power vary sub-
stantially, although the charge transmitted per one pulse
increases insignificantly (from 0.12 to 0.17 µC). Along
with the ac current component Iosc (Fig. 6), there is also
the dc component Iconst. Altogether, these two compo-
nents constitute the current Ia measured with the amme-
ter. The Iconst fraction amounts to 10% of the total dis-

14

10 2 3
I, mA

10

18

22
U, kV

1
2

3

4

Fig. 4. Current–voltage characteristics measured using an
ammeter for h = 0.5 mm and L = 3640 H: positive corona
(1) and LCTD with d = (2) 30, (3) 25, and (4) 20 mm.
charge current. Actually, Iconst is the current of an ordi-
nary positive corona that runs during the pauses
between the current pulses. This corona current charges
the capacitance of the cathode plate and the input oscil-
loscope capacitance, which is connected in series with
the cathode. A small current can flow through the spark
gap due to the residual conductance of the gap after the
preceding pulse.

0.1

0.40 0.2 0.6 0.8 1.0
t, µs
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0.5

0.6
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Fig. 5. LCTD current pulse for U = 18.5 kV, I = 2.8 mA, ν =
14 kHz, L = 3640 H, d = 30 mm, and h = 0.5 mm.
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Fig. 6. Discharge current–voltage characteristics for d =
30 mm, h = 0.5 mm, and L = 3640 H. Curve 1 shows the cur-
rent Ia measured with an ammeter, curve 2 shows the pulsed
current component Iosc measured with an oscilloscope, and
curve 3 shows the dc current components Iconst measured
with an oscilloscope.
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5. EFFECT OF INDUCTANCE

Along with the SGS, the inductance L introduced in
the discharge circuit is of importance for the LCTD for-
mation. The influence of L on the discharge character-
istics was studied for a main discharge gap of 15 mm.
At d = 15 mm, the LCTD transforms into an arc dis-
charge at voltages and prebreakdown currents lower
than those at d = 30 mm.

Varying the value of L in the anode circuit of LCTD
within the range 150–3640 H substantially affects the
discharge processes (Fig. 7). At L = 200 H, U = 13 kV,
and a discharge current of lower than 50 µA, the LCTD
transforms into an arc discharge. At higher L values of
up to 3640 H, a stable LCTD is feasible at voltages of
up to 13.6 kV and currents of I = 40–600 µA. The
increase in the inductance not only increases the maxi-
mum discharge current, but also enlarges the region of
stable LCTD operation within the voltage range 0.6–
1.2 kV. The generalized dependence of the maximum
LCTD current on the inductance at constant SGS
parameters (Fig. 8) is very nonlinear. The maximum
current changes from 100 to 600 µA, and the saturation
occurs at L = 3200 H, which allows one to increase the
current by several times, the other main discharge
parameters being unchanged.

6. LCTD PHYSICS

The LCTD formation and operation are determined
by the charging of the cathode plate. On applying the
high voltage, the positive charge is transported onto the
cathode surface by the positive ions residing in the
outer region of an ordinary positive corona. The weak
electric field of the remote cathode only slightly affects
electron multiplication. The reproduction of electrons

200

12.812.4 13.2 13.6 14.0
U, kV

0

400

600
I, µA

1

2

3
4

Fig. 7. Current–voltage characteristics for d = 15 mm; h =
0.5 mm; and an anode inductance of L = (1) 3640, (2) 3092,
(3) 1990, and (4) 198 H.
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is ensured by the secondary processes near the corona
electrode [16]. The positive ions approaching the cath-
ode are neutralized by the electrons knocked-out from
the electrode. The excitation energy is lost due to emis-
sion and collisions with the ambient gas molecules. The
coefficient of secondary emission at the cathode surface
is small. The neutralization of ions proceeds until the
cathode acquires a potential sufficient to prevent elec-
tron emission from the metal under the action of inci-
dent ions. The charging of the capacitor goes on
because the incident ions are held near the cathode due
to electrostatic attraction. This results in the formation
of a positive space charge sheath near the cathode sur-
face. The space charge density in the sheath exceeds
that in the discharge gap. As soon as the voltage at the
cathode plate reaches the breakdown value, the cathode
discharges to a low potential. The SGS breakdown is
accompanied by the injection of a large amount of elec-
trons into the discharge gap. Some of these electrons
recombine with the positive space charge near the cath-
ode; another electrons are attached to oxygen; and the
rest ones participate in the formation of electron ava-
lanches, which then transform into anode-directed
streamers. The recombination of space charge at the
cathode plate increases the conductance of the dis-
charge gap due to the following processes:

(i) At the instant of SGS breakdown, the emission
coefficient γ increases significantly because the proba-
bility of transferring the recombination energy to the
metal electrons increases.

(ii) After breakdown, the positive charge in the
immediate vicinity of the cathode becomes neutralized,
whereas the space charge in the cathode sheath as a
whole shifts only slightly. Hence, a kind of a capacitor
is formed whose plates are the cathode and the layer of

200

10 2 3 4
L, kH

400

600

I, µA

Fig. 8. Maximum LCTD current vs. inductance for d =
15 mm and h = 0.5 mm.
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positive ions over the cathode surface. This situation is
similar to that with a charged dielectric film at the cath-
ode surface, where cold emission starts at E ≈
106 V/cm, and its intensity rapidly increases with elec-
tric field; e.g., at E ≈ 107 V/cm, the current density
becomes as high as 106 A/cm2 [17]. Due to electron
emission, the conductance of the discharge gap sharply
increases, the space charge decreases and fails to limit
the corona discharge current. In a time of ~300 ns, the
capacitors formed by the corona electrode with both the
cathode and the earth discharge through the conducting
gap. This discharge current is added to the current of an
ordinary positive corona. The large inductance in the
anode circuit decreases the growth rate of the discharge
current; as a result, Joule heating decreases and the
resistance increases. 

The repetition rate of the discharge current pulses
depends on the power supply voltage, the SGS break-
down voltage, and the cathode plate capacitance. The
pulse repetition period can be estimated using the com-

mon expression τ = RxC2ln , where Rx is the

total resistance of the charging circuit of the cathode
plate capacitance C2, Up is the power supply voltage,
and Ubr is the SGS breakdown voltage [18]. Applying a
dc voltage from the power supply results in the pulsed
LCTD current. The pulse amplitude, duration, and rep-
etition rate can be controlled by varying the inductance
and the SGS breakdown voltage. A steady-state LCTD
acquires the properties of a pulsed corona discharge.

7. CONCLUSION

An anomalous kind of the positive corona—a linear
corona torch discharge—is investigated. A steady-state
LCTD can be excited in regime of self-excited oscilla-
tor with an inductance introduced in the anode circuit
and with an SGS in the cathode circuit. The discharge
parameters can be varied over a wide range by changing
the inductance in the anode circuit.
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Abstract—The excitation of microwave discharges in fine semiconductor powders and powder mixtures of
metals and dielectrics is studied. The plasma is produced due to local sparks generated in microsecond micro-
wave pulses. The time delay in the onset of a discharge amounts to several milliseconds for intensities on the
order of 10 kW/cm2. As the discharge develops, both microwave absorption and the discharge glow intensity
increase. Intense nonuniform heating of the powder is observed. © 2002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
1. In early experiments on the irradiation of solid
targets with high-power microwave beams (see [1, 2]),
the excitation of low-threshold discharges on dielectric
surfaces with metal inclusions in the form of grains
with characteristic dimensions no larger than 1 mm was
observed (Fig. 1a). The number density of the metal
grains randomly distributed over the surface was such
that the grains did not form a solid conducting layer and
the target as a whole was transparent to low-power
microwave radiation. However, starting from a certain
intensity of the microwave beam, a discharge was
excited on the metal–dielectric surface, which resulted
in the perturbation (reflection and absorption) of a
microwave beam incident on the target. The threshold
density of the discharge depended slightly on the gas
pressure and fairly well satisfied the relationship

Ψthrτf . 0.1 J/cm2, (1)

where Ψthr is the threshold intensity of microwave radi-
ation focused on the target surface (in W/cm2) and τf is
the microwave pulse duration (in s).

When a metal–dielectric surface is in a rarified gas
or in a vacuum, the surface slipping discharge produces
a dense collisionless plasma [3] expanding into the sur-
rounding space and filling the vacuum chamber. In a
high-pressure gas (νeff > ω, where ω is the microwave
angular frequency and νeff is the effective frequency of
electron–neutral collisions), a non-self-sustained gas
discharge is excited near the surface of the metal–
dielectric target; in this case, the dominant ionizing fac-
tor is UV radiation from the microwave surface dis-
charge (see [2, 4]).

Microwave discharges on targets with metal–dielec-
tric surfaces are widely used, e.g., to heat and melt
metal inclusions [2], to generate dense collisionless
plasmas in the converters of microwave energy into the
energy of dc electric field [3], and to produce an excess
pressure on the target [4]. However, until recently,
mechanisms responsible for surface breakdown have
1063-780X/02/2810- $22.00 © 20871
been unknown and a physical model for the phenome-
non revealed in [1, 2] has been lacking.

This paper is aimed at studying the excitation of a
microwave discharge in a configuration different from
that shown in Fig. 1a. Specifically, we studied mixtures
of fine powders (with a grain size on the order of 1–
40 µm) of dielectric and metal (semiconductor) materi-
als irradiated with a microwave beam, as is shown in
Fig. 1b. These experiments are important from the
standpoint of both fundamental (the explanation of the
mechanisms for the plasma formation on metal–dielec-
tric interfaces) and applied (the search for new techno-
logical possibilities provided by the processes of local
plasma formation) physics. It should be noted that the
possibility of plasma formation under the microwave
irradiation of fine powder mixtures is problematic. First
of all, it is not clear whether the mechanisms providing
the excitation of a microwave discharge on a free
metal–dielectric surface will work in this case. Indeed,
the small distance (~10 µm) between neighboring pow-
der grains (i.e., the sizes of the pores in the irradiated
target) should result in significant diffusion losses of
charged particles in the gas and, accordingly, the low
probability of plasma formation in the pores.
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of metal–dielectric struc-
tures initiating a low-threshold microwave discharge: (a) (1)
a dielectric substrate with (2) metal inclusions on its surface
and (3) electric-discharge plasma; (b) a mixture of (1) metal
and (2) dielectric powders and (3) electric-discharge
plasma.
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2. A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in
Fig. 2a. A quasioptical system forms a high-power
microwave beam acting on a thin layer of a powder
mixture. In the experiments, we used a gyrotron with a
wavelength of λ0 = 4 mm. The gyrotron power was var-
ied from 60 to 240 kW, and the pulse duration was var-
ied from 2 to 10 ms. Sandwich-type samples consisted
of three quartz disks 80 mm in diameter. The upper and
lower disks were 1 mm thick; the middle 0.5-mm-thick
disk was shaped as a ring with an inner diameter of
40 mm to form a cavity between the outer disks
(Fig. 2b). The cavity was filled with powders of differ-
ent compositions. Samples were clamped in a holder
and placed in the center of the focal region of a Gauss-
ian microwave beam. The radiation intensity at the
beam axis in the sample plane varied from 5 to
20 kW/cm2.

The signals of radiation incident on the sample and
reflected from it were measured with the help of a qua-
sioptical coupler. In addition, we measured the envelop
of the microwave radiation transmitted through the
sample. The glow of the sample discharge was detected
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Fig. 2. (a) Schematic of the Svecha testing device: (1)
gyrotron with a cryomagnet, (2–5) mirrors of the quasiopti-
cal transmission line, (6) target unit, (7) quasioptical cou-
pler, (8) detector section, (9) deflecting mirror, (10, 11) pho-
todiodes, (12) sample holder, (13) ceramic absorbing loads,
and (14) detector of the transmitted signal; (b) a schematic
representation of a sample (target) irradiated with a high-
power microwave beam: (15) quartz plates, (16) quartz ring,
and (17) powder-mixture layer.
by two collimated photodiodes; one of them was posi-
tioned on the side of the incident beam, and another one
was positioned behind the sample.

The reflection and transmission coefficients of the
samples were preliminarily measured in a special test-
ing device at a low microwave power (30 mW). The
minimum absorption coefficients that can be resolved
are estimated at A ≈ 0.03–0.05.

The average size of powder grains was 30–40 µm.
We used semiconductor (Sné2, SnO, CrO3) and dielec-
tric (Al2O3, PbO) powders; glass powder; and also their
mixtures with Al, Fe, Ti, and Si powders.

3. The main results obtained in experiments on the
irradiation of the samples with a high-power micro-
wave beam in the atmospheric air are the following:

(i) Throughout the entire range of the radiation
intensities used in the experiments, the action of a
microwave beam on the mixtures of metal powder with
dielectric or semiconductor powders (Al + Al2O3, Si +
Al2O3, Ti + PbO, etc.) was accompanied by the excita-
tion of a discharge (the production of a plasma in the
powder mixture) at reduced electric fields on the order

of Eeff = E/nm  . 10–16 V cm2, which was well below
the breakdown intensity for air at atmospheric pressure
(here, E is the amplitude of the oscillating electric field
and nm is the molecule number density).

(ii) The excitation of a discharge under the action of
a microwave beam was also observed when the target
was a single-component semiconductor (Si, SnO2,
SnO, or CrO3) powder layer.

(iii) No breakdown occurred (even in microwave
pulses with the maximum duration and intensity) when
the target was a single-component dielectric (Al2O3,
glass, etc.) powder layer.

First, let us consider in more detail the processes
occurring in a metal/semiconductor–dielectric powder
mixture irradiated with a high-power microwave beam.
As an example, we consider experiments with an Al
powder mixed with an Al2O3 or PbO powder in the pro-
portions 1 : 1 or 1 : 3. Powder samples of this kind
appear to be almost noninteracting with low-power
microwaves: the microwave absorption coefficient at
low radiation powers (≤30 mW) is below an accessible
measurement level (A ≤ 0.05) and the reflection coeffi-
cient does not exceed a value of R . 0.1–0.15. How-
ever, the propagation of electromagnetic waves changes
significantly when the same samples are irradiated with
high-power microwave beams. Figure 3 shows the sig-
nals of radiation transmitted through the sample and
reflected from it, as well as the photodiode signals. Dur-
ing several first milliseconds, there is no significant dif-
ference in the behavior of the reflected and transmitted
signals as compared to those measured at low micro-
wave powers. Further, the transmitted signal decreases
monotonically till the end the microwave pulse,
whereas the reflected signal varies only slightly. This

2
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Fig. 3. Typical waveforms of the signals recorded when a target with a metal–dielectric powder mixture was irradiated with a high-
power microwave beam (Al + SNO powder mixture): (a) signals from the detectors of (1) transmitted and (2) reflected microwave
power and (b) signals from photodiodes positioned (3) in front and (4) behind the sample.
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indicates a substantial (up to A . 0.6) absorption of
microwave energy by the sample. The intensity of the
sample glow starts growing with some delay with
respect to the time when the transmitted signal begins
to fall. After the end of the microwave pulse, the sample
glow decays with a characteristic time of 0.3–0.5 ms. In
subsequent pulses, the time behavior of the signals is
qualitatively the same; however, the initial level of the
transmitted signal, as well as the delay times after
which the transmitted signal begins to fall and the glow
intensity begins to grow, decreases.

The beginning of the glow was detected by both
photodiodes simultaneously. Both the sample glow and
a substantial increase in the microwave absorption
coefficient indicate that a plasma is produced in the
powder volume.
PLASMA PHYSICS REPORTS      Vol. 28      No. 10      2002
The time-integrated spectra of discharge emission
for metal/semiconductor–dielectric mixtures of differ-
ent compositions were studied with the help of an
Avantis S-2000 spectrograph (Fig. 4). It can be seen in
the figure that the discharge emits a continuous spec-
trum, which can also contain individual spectral lines
and bands. The presence of a continuous spectrum
allows us to compare it with a Planckian blackbody
spectrum and, thus, to determine the brightness temper-
ature of the discharge. For this purpose, the spec-
trograph was calibrated with the help of an SI-8 stan-
dard lamp in the spectral range 0.45–0.65 µm. The
brightness temperature of the discharge turned out to be
~2.5 kK.

Hence, low-threshold microwave discharges can be
excited not only in a dielectric target with metal grains
introduced into its surface layer (Fig. 1a), but also in a
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layer of a metal/semiconductor–dielectric powder mix-
ture (Fig. 1b).

Experiments show that a low-threshold microwave
discharge can also be excited in layers consisting purely
of a semiconductor powder. As an example, we con-
sider an experiment on the irradiation of samples con-
taining an SnO2 powder. At low microwave powers, no
appreciable reflection and absorption was detected in
these samples. However, when a powder layer was irra-
diated with a high-power microwave beam, we
observed the same features as for metal/semiconduc-
tor–dielectric powder mixtures: a delay of the break-
down by several milliseconds, a decrease in the ampli-
tude of the transmitted signal, an increase in the radia-
tion intensity by the end of the microwave pulse, small
fluctuations in the signal reflected from the sample, and
changes in the signal characteristics in subsequent
pulses.

Note that, in some powder mixtures (e.g., in the 1 : 1
mixture of SnO with PbO) exposed to a high-power
microwave beam, the mixture components were
melted. In this case, we observed a change in the radio-
physical properties of the target: being almost com-
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Fig. 4. Typical spectra of optical radiation from a micro-
wave discharge initiated in (a) Si + Al2O3 and (b) Al +
Al2O3 powder mixtures.

(a)

(b)
pletely transparent to low-power microwaves in the ini-
tial state, the target began to efficiently absorb micro-
waves after treating by a sequence of high-power
plasma-producing microwave pulses (the absorption
coefficient of the powder mixture treated by a high-cur-
rent microwave beam attains A ~ 0.4–0.6; i.e., it
increases by one order of magnitude from its initial
value). It is interesting that the powder is melted non-
uniformly over the layer depth. This indicates that the
length on which high-power microwave radiation is
absorbed during the pulse appears to be shorter than the
powder layer thickness (≤0.05 cm).

In some powder layers, a change in the structure of
the powder, namely, the material sputtering in the radial
direction along quartz plates from the beam axis to the
periphery, was observed even after the irradiation by a
single microwave pulse accompanied by a discharge.
This indicates that the gas pressure inside the layer
increases substantially during the discharge. The
shorter the microwave pulse, the weaker the effect of
gas-dynamic action of the discharge.

4. When analyzing possible mechanisms for plasma
production during the microwave irradiation of metal–
dielectric systems, we address the paper [2], in which a
mechanism for low-threshold breakdown in the version
shown in Fig. 1a was proposed. The authors think that
of crucial importance in the onset of a microwave dis-
charge may be the injection of electrons from the metal
into the conduction band of the dielectric where it is in
contact with metal inclusions. The electron emission at
the metal–dielectric interface can be enhanced due to a
decrease in the electronic work function of metal; in
addition, the electric field of the electromagnetic wave
is enhanced on metal grains.

Electron injection into the dielectric substrate
increases the conductivity of the dielectric in a narrow
layer adjacent to the metal; as a result, the conductivity
of the dielectric reaches a level typical of semiconduc-
tors (see [5]). The absorption of microwave power in
the dielectric with an enhanced conductivity is accom-
panied by the heating of dielectric regions around the
metal grains. Both the conductivity of the dielectric and
the flux of electrons injected into the dielectric from the
metal increase with increasing temperature of the
metal–dielectric contact. As a consequence, an explo-
sive energy release in the contact region can occur due
to the development of thermal instability [5], which is
accompanied by a solid–plasma phase transition.

Probably, in metal/semiconductor–dielectric pow-
der mixtures, an analogues process in the form of a sur-
face discharge (sparking) in the sites of contacts of
metal and dielectric grains takes place. Indeed, when
metal–dielectric powders were irradiated with 5-µs
pulses with intensities of ~10 kW/cm2 at a radiation
wavelength of 2.5 cm, local radiation bursts were
observed in the powder in some places of the sample. In
millisecond pulses, the area of these local discharges
can increase, e.g., because of UV radiation from sparks,
PLASMA PHYSICS REPORTS      Vol. 28      No. 10      2002
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which ultimately results in an efficient absorption over
all the sample area exposed to microwaves.

The effect of plasma production under the action of
high-power microwave radiation in a one-component
semiconductor powder may be regarded as being con-
tradictory to the above assumption about a decisive role
of sparking on metal–dielectric contacts. However, this
may be merely an apparent contradiction. First of all,
we are to take into consideration the presence of the
contacts of semiconductor grains with the surfaces of
the quartz plates confining the powder layer. Sparking
PLASMA PHYSICS REPORTS      Vol. 28      No. 10      2002
on these contacts may produce an initial plasma and
may promote the creation of a microwave-absorbing
plasma layer throughout the sample.

At the same time, it is probable that mechanisms dif-
ferent from those operating in a metal–dielectric pow-
der may come into play in the case of a semiconductor
powder. Thus, we can assume that free electrons in the
conduction band play an important role in the onset of
a discharge and that the main effect initiating the dis-
charge is the emission of “hot” electrons from semicon-
ductor due to electron heating by a strong microwave
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field penetrating into the semiconductor grains [6]. The
emitted electrons are trapped in surface traps, and dou-
ble electric layers form at the gas–solid interface. Inside
pores (cells), the induced conductivity produced by the
heating of the emitted electrons in a microwave field
can be very nonuniform, which results in the local
enhancement of the microwave field and local sparking
on the surfaces of some grains. Indeed, no discharge
occurs on a uniform single-crystal siliceous plate,
whereas in a siliceous powder, a discharge develops
with a delay time of 1 ms (Fig. 5).

As a trivial mechanism for plasma production, one
could consider the heating of the solid phase by micro-
waves with a subsequent rarefaction of air in pores,
which is accompanied by breakdown because of a
decrease in the electric strength of the interparticle gas
gaps. However, simple estimates show that the semi-
conductor powder grains are heated during the dis-
charge delay time by no higher than 100–200 K, which
is certainly insufficient for the breakdown of air inside
the pores.

5. In summary, we have experimentally discovered
a class of solid targets initiating low-threshold micro-
wave discharges in air at atmospheric pressure. In the
initial state, the targets are microwave-transparent thin
layers of mixtures of fine metal (or semiconductor) and
dielectric powders or one-component semiconductor
powder. Just as the previously investigated discharge
initiators in the form of dielectric plates with metal
inclusions on their surfaces, solid initiators are capable
of concentrating a substantial amount of energy trans-
ferred by microwave beams in fairly small volumes of
atmospheric air.

The unique possibility of concentrating the energy
release of high-power pulsed microwave beams is of
interest for solving a number of technological and engi-
neering problems. In particular, with the use of powder
initiators, it is possible to weld dielectrics (even those
having different temperature expansion factors). Due to
the high gas temperature in discharges occurring in
powder, these discharges can be used to initiate solid-
state reactions in mixtures at a controlled heat supply.
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Abstract—The results from studies aimed at creating a high-power high-repetition-rate gas-discharge EUV
source based on xenon Z-pinch are presented. In a liquid-cooled EUV source prototype, an average output
power of 10 W for the burst mode (~1 s) and 5 W for continuous operation, emitted into a solid angle of 0.25 sr
and 2% bandwidth around 13.5 nm is attained at a repetition rate of ~1 kHz. Operating wavelength of the source
corresponds to XeXI 13.5-nm ion emission band. It is experimentally shown that the size of the emitting hot
plasma can be decreased to ~2 mm without loss in the average output power. The radiation characteristics were
determined by using standard techniques and calibrated metrology tools, which allowed a comparison of the
absolute values of the measured parameters with the available data on other EUV sources developed for the
next-generation lithography with a resolution of ~50 nm. The attained level of an average EUV power of 10 W
at λ = 13.5 nm into the 0.25-sr solid angle and 2% bandwidth is one of the highest at the moment. © 2002 MAIK
“Nauka/Interperiodica”.
1. INTRODUCTION

The application of EUV radiation in lithography
optical systems requires the development of reliable
high-power sources emitting in the spectral range cor-
responding to efficient reflection from multilayer mir-
rors. One of the most promising EUV projection sys-
tems can be created based on Mo/Si multilayer mirrors,
which efficiently (by ~70%) reflect radiation at wave-
lengths around λ = 13.5 nm [1].

One of the approaches to creating an EUV source is
based on the use of a hot plasma capable of efficiently
emitting at λ ~ 13.5 nm. Such a plasma can be produced
either at the focal spot of a laser beam [2] or in a dis-
charge. In the latter case, a direct conversion of the elec-
tric energy stored in a capacitor bank into the energy of
emitting plasma can increase the source efficiency and
simplify technology. To ensure efficient emission in the
spectral range near 13.5 nm, the electron temperature of
both laser and discharge plasmas should be in the range
20–30 eV. To date, a plasma emitting in 13.5-nm band
of XeXI or LiIII ions was obtained, e.g., in Z-pinches
[3], plasma focus [4], capillary discharges [5], and
pseudospark discharges with a hallow cathode [6]. In
all the experiments, it was demonstrated that the dis-
charge plasma can emit intense EUV radiation at λ =
13.5 nm.

To employ an EUV source in industrial lithographic
systems for manufacturing next-generation microchips
with critical dimensions near ≤50 nm, one needs an
EUV source capable of emitting 13.5-nm radiation with
an average power of 50–100 W into the ≥1.8-sr solid
angle and ∆λ/λ ≤ 2% bandwidth [7].
1063-780X/02/2810- $22.00 © 20877
This paper presents the results of studies aimed at
creating a high-power EUV source with the parameters
needed for EUV lithography.

The studies on high-power gas-discharge EUV
sources are being conducted at the Troitsk Institute for
Innovation and Fusion Research in cooperation with
the XTREME Technology GmbH (under the auspices
of the International Science and Technology Center,
project no. 1727). In the initial stage of research, a gas-
discharge EUV source prototype based on xenon
Z-pinch was created [8]. Under continuous operation,
the source provided an EUV in-band power of 1 W
emitted into the 0.25-sr solid angle at a repetition rate
of 100 Hz. The size of the emitting plasma pinch was
(1−2) × 20 mm, depending on the input energy
(30−35 J/pulse) and the geometry of the electrodes.
Below, the second source prototype with a modified
cooling system and a more efficient excitation system is
described. These improvements allowed us to increase
the repetition rate and to significantly raise the average
power of EUV radiation as compared to the first proto-
type.

2. DESIGN OF A GAS-DISCHARGE EUV 
SOURCE BASED ON XENON Z-PINCH

A schematic of the source is shown in Fig. 1. A hot
xenon plasma was produced by using preionization
from an surface discharge on a cylindrical dielectric.
Preionization ensures the ignition of the discharge in
the main discharge gap, improves the pulse-to-pulse
stability of the radiated EUV energy, and increases the
efficiency of EUV emission from the plasma at the final
stage of the pinch discharge. A 15-mm-diameter cylin-
002 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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drical plasma shell created in the course of preioniza-
tion contracts to a hot dense plasma column on the axis
of the discharge gap under the action of the pulsed mag-

12

3

4

5 6
7

8 9

Fig. 1. Schematic of a EUV source based on xenon Z-pinch:
(1) main discharge power circuit, (2) preionizer power cir-
cuit, (3) preionizer, (4) surface discharge, (5) cathode,
(6) anode, (7) dielectric tube, (8) plasma pinch, and (9) out-
put flange for EUV radiation.
netic-field pressure produced by the main discharge
current with an amplitude of several tens of kiloam-
peres. To ignite a high-current xenon Z-pinch discharge
with an interelectrode distance of 15 mm, we used a
pumping scheme with a two-stage pulsed magnetic
compression circuit and stored energy from 15 to 40 J.
To ensure the source operation at high (up to ~10 kW)
input powers, the elements of the discharge chamber
were intensely cooled with liquid coolants. A specific
feature of one of the versions of the source was the use
of dielectric fluid for both cooling and the electrical
insulation between the cathode and anode units of the
discharge chamber.

A two-channel measurement system was used to
determine the energy and temporal evolution of EUV
radiation. The energy of EUV radiation was measured
in a channel with a Mo/Si mirror (with a reflectance of
73% at λ = 13.5 nm for 4.8% reflectance bandwidth)
and an AXUV-100 photodiode with Mo/Si coating. The
measurement system was calibrated by using synchro-
tron radiation of a known intensity; the calibration
method is described in [9]. In our experiments, there
was an option to set the measurement system at a spe-
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Fig. 2. Waveforms of the voltages across the preionizer (Upr) and storage capacitor (Uc), the discharge voltage Ud, the discharge
current Id, and the intensity IEUV of a 13.5-nm EUV pulse.
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cial swing whose axis traversed the discharge region
perpendicular to the Z-axis. The measurements at vari-
ous displacements of the measurement system from the
discharge axis allowed us to determine the angular dis-
tribution of EUV radiation within the 0.25-sr solid
angle, in which radiation was emitted.

The other channel was used to determine the wave-
form of the EUV pulse. This channel consisted of a fil-
ter made of a 1-µm-thick Be foil and a Mo/Si mirror
reflecting radiation to an SPPD 11-04 photodiode with
high (0.5 ns) time resolution. To ensure the linear
regime of the high-speed photodiode operation, neutral
attenuators of radiation in the form of grids with differ-
ent mesh sizes were used.

3. OUTPUT PARAMETERS 
OF THE EUV SOURCE

Figure 2 shows typical waveforms characterizing
the operation of the Z-pinch EUV source. In the source,
the highest voltage of ≈6 kV (see the waveform of the
voltage at the preionizer) is used to ignite an auxiliary
discharge located outside the main discharge chamber.
One of the main advantages of the preionizer employed
is that it ensures the possibility of using much lower
voltages (≤4 kV) across the main discharge gap
(Fig. 2). This reduces electrodynamic loads on the
ceramic tube of the discharge chamber and on the insu-
lation between the cathode and anode units and helps to
attain a longer lifetime of the EUV source. It is seen
from Fig. 2 that the pumping scheme with a stored
energy of 34 J ensures the discharge current with an
amplitude of up to 50 kA and a pulse duration of
400 ns, which are required to produce at the discharge
axis a hot dense xenon plasma efficiently radiating at
λ = 13.5 nm. The front of the EUV signal (Fig. 2) coin-
cides with the onset of a singularity in the waveform of
the discharge current. The FWHM duration of the EUV
pulse is 40 ns.

The amplitude, duration, and energy of the EUV
pulse are governed to a great extent by the gas pressure.
Figure 3 shows the peak intensity and energy of
13.5-nm EUV pulses as functions of the Xe pressure.
Note that the maximum peak intensity of the EUV
pulse is attained at a pressure higher than that at which
the maximum energy is attained. At the highest peak
intensity, the pulse energy is 17% less than the maxi-
mum one.

The dependences of the average EUV power of the
second EUV source prototype on the pulse repetition
rate for different energies deposited in the discharge are
shown in Fig. 4. With a power supply providing an
input energy of Ein = 32.5 J/pulse (curve 1), an average
EUV power of 10 W/0.25 sr into 2% bandwidth was
attained in the demonstration mode (5-s-long running
followed by a 10-s pause) at a repetition rate of f =
500 Hz. In the continuous several-hour operation mode
PLASMA PHYSICS REPORTS      Vol. 28      No. 10      2002
with f = 260 Hz, the output power was 5 W/0.25 sr into
2% bandwidth. It is seen from Fig. 4 (curve 2) that the
source is capable of operating at f = 1000 Hz without
considerable loss in the efficiency due to the reduction
in the input energy.

Figure 5 presents a sequence of signals from an
AXUV-100 photodiode under continuous operation at
f = 300 Hz. It is seen that the energy of the generated
EUV pulses is fairly stable (σ = 3–4%). The signals
were recorded with a Tektronix TDS-520 D oscillo-
scope.
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Fig. 5. Sequence of EUV pulses at a repetition rate of f = 300 Hz (measurements with an AXUV-100 photodiode).
4. EFFECT OF GEOMETRICAL FACTORS 
ON THE SOURCE CHARACTERISTICS

Some optical systems require the use of EUV
sources with a smaller size of the emitting zone and a
larger angular width of emission as compared to those
in the second source prototype under study. To find out
whether it is possible to create an EUV source with a
small-size emitting zone (<2 mm), we carried out
experiments with a modified second prototype.

Figure 6 shows the relative input energy Ein /E0 as a
function of the distance hz between the electrodes.
Here, E0 is the energy stored in the capacitor connected
to the source electrodes and Ein is the energy deposited
in the discharge during the discharge current pulse.

It is seen from Fig. 6 that a good matching between
the gas-discharge load and the power circuit is achieved
at an electrode distance of 13 mm, used to form a
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Fig. 6. Relative input energy Ein/E0 vs. electrode distance hz.
Z-pinch in the second EUV source prototype. In this
case, 86% of the energy stored in the capacitors is
deposited in the discharge. The shorter the electrode
distance, the lower the energy fraction Ein /E0 dissipated
in the discharge. Nevertheless, even at an electrode dis-
tance as low as hz = 2 mm, the energy deposition in dis-
charge can comprise a significant fraction of the stored
energy: Ein/E0 = 45%. The results obtained show that
the creation of an efficient gas-discharge EUV source
with a small-sized emitting zone requires the develop-
ment of a pumping scheme that is better matched to the
electric-discharge load and that is capable of using the
energy left in the capacitors after an EUV pulse to
pump the following pulses.

Figure 7 presents the measured energies of EUV
pulses from a modified source with an electrode dis-
tance of 2 mm and the waveform of the 13.5-nm EUV
radiation pulse with an FWHM duration of 38 ns. It is
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Fig. 7. EUV in-band energy vs. energy deposited in the dis-
charge with an electrode distance of 2 mm and the wave-
form of the EUV pulse.
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seen that, at input energies in the range 6–15 J/pulse, the
in-band EUV pulse energy amounts to 6–17 mJ/1.8 sr.

5. CONCLUSION

An average output power of 5 W at λ ~ 13.5 nm is
obtained using the second Z-pinch EUV source proto-
type with an emitting region of ~1.5 × 15 mm in the
continuous operating mode at the optimized energy
deposition and pulse repetition rate. The source is
shown to be capable of operating with a repetition rate
of 1000 Hz.

Under continuous operation, the average power
deposited in the discharge during the successive 2 ×
106 pulses was Win = 9 kW.

An EUV source with an electrode distance reduced
to 2 mm has been studied. The extrapolation of the data
obtained shows that, at Win = 9 kW, a source with a
small-size emitting plasma is capable of generating
radiation with an average power of 10 W into a solid
angle of 1.8 sr within a spectral range of λ = 13.5 ±
0.135 nm dictated by the requirements of the next-gen-
eration EUV lithography.
PLASMA PHYSICS REPORTS      Vol. 28      No. 10      2002
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COMMENTS
Comment on the paper by V.V. Tirskiœ, 
V.G. Ledenev, and V.M. Tomozov, Spectra of Electromagnetic 

Radiation from a Hot Plasma with Langmuir Turbulence
in a Magnetic Field, Fiz. Plazmy 27, 423 (2001) 

[Plasma Physics Reports 27, 398 (2001)]
In the paper, the generation of electromagnetic
waves due to the merging of two high-frequency (Lang-

muir) plasmons in a weak magnetic field (  @ )
is considered. Unfortunately, when deriving simplified
expressions (6) and (14) for the wave frequency in the

long-wavelength limit (ω2 @ ,  @ ),
the authors made an error that led them to a wrong con-
clusion about the opportunity of the existence of high-
frequency longitudinal waves with frequencies lower
than the plasma electron frequency, ω < ωPe . Here, ω is
the plasma wave frequency, ωPe is the plasma electron
frequency, ωBe is the electron cyclotron frequency, VTe

is the thermal electron velocity, and k|| and k⊥  are the
longitudinal and transverse (with respect to the mag-
netic field) components of the wave vector of the
plasma wave. The error automatically resulted in a
wrong conclusion about the opportunity of generating
electromagnetic waves due to the merging of two plas-
mons in the frequency range from 1.6 to 2.2 plasma
electron frequencies. Actually, the frequency of the
waves generated in this process (in the long-wavelength
limit considered by the authors) cannot be lower than
2ωPe. The incorrectness of the result obtained by the
authors is qualitatively illustrated by Figs. 1 and 2 of
the paper. In fact, as the ratio ωBe/ωPe = a decreases (as
ωBe tends to zero), the results should tend to those for a
plasma without an external magnetic field. In particu-
lar, the dependence of the wave frequency on the angle
θ between the wave vector and the magnetic field
should become less pronounced. Figures 1 and 2 of the
paper demonstrate the opposite effect: as a decreases,
the wave ω frequency at angles θ close to π/2 decreases
appreciably, and it varies only slightly at angles close to
0 (longitudinal propagation).

The authors’ error is as follows. In order to derive
the dispersion relation for longitudinal (potential) high-
frequency plasmons (Section 2), the authors use the
expressions for the permittivity tensor taken from the
book by V.L. Ginzburg and A.A. Rukhadze Waves in
Magnetoactive Plasmas. These expressions are repre-
sented as an infinite sum over s, each term of which is

ωPe
2 ωBe

2

k ||
2
VTe

2 ωBe
2

k ⊥
2
VTe

2
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the product J+ Is , where s

is the number of the harmonic (integer), J+

is the plasma function, and Is  is the modified

Bessel function of the first kind. When deriving approx-
imate expressions for the components of the permittiv-
ity tensor in the long-wavelength limit, the authors, as
can be seen from formulas (2)–(4) of the paper,
restricted themselves to the terms with s = 0, ±1 and

retain the terms up to  and . As a

result, the terms up to (kVTe)4 remain in the dispersion
relation. As is known, to obtain the correct result, it is
necessary to take into account all terms of the same
order. An approach in which only terms with s = 0, ±1
are kept is valid only in the so-called “cold limit,” in
which the total dispersion relation does not contain the

terms proportional to  at all! To derive the disper-

sion relation to within (kVTe)2, it is necessary to take
into account terms with s = ±2; to derive the dispersion
relation to within (kVTe)4, the terms with s = ±3 should
be kept; etc. Thus, it can be easily shown that, in the

cold limit at  @ , the frequency of high-fre-
quency potential oscillations exceeds the plasma elec-
tron frequency (ω > ωPe) at any direction of the wave
vector. If the thermal corrections are correctly taken
into account, then, along with the dependence of the

frequency of high-frequency waves ω on  and θ
(for these waves, the inequality ω > ωPe is always satis-
fied), new roots of the dispersion relation—the so-
called Bernstein modes—appear, whose dispersion
relation at k|| = 0 (strictly transverse propagation) has a
simple form ω ≈ sωBe in three cases: (i) ω @ ωPe,

ω
ω sωBe–
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(ii)  ! 1 (at s > 1), and (iii)  @ 1. For

finite values of  and ω < ωPe, these solutions

occupy almost all the frequency interval between the
sequential harmonics of the electronic cyclotron fre-
quency. Thus, it seems that the authors exceeded the
calculation accuracy, because the required accuracy can
only be achieved by incorporating the terms with s = 0,
±1 in the initial dispersion relation, or, in other words,
they did not take into account the terms that are neces-
sary to correctly derive the dispersion relation with the
required accuracy. It is this circumstance that led the
authors to an erroneous result.

k ⊥ VTe
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-------------- 
 

2 k ⊥ VTe

ωBe

-------------- 
 

2

k ⊥ VTe
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To be acquainted in more detail with the dispersion
properties of high-frequency plasmons with the allow-
ance for spatial dispersion, see the books by V.L. Gin-
zburg and A.A. Rukhadze Waves in Magnetoactive
Plasmas, A.I. Akhiezer et al. Plasma Electrodynamics,
V.V. Zheleznyakov Radiation in Astrophysical Plasma,
and others.

Yours sincerely, S.M. Grach,
Doctor of Sciences

Assistant Professor at the Faculty of Radiophysics,
Nizhni Novgorod State University

Chief Scientist at the Radiophysical Research Institute
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COMMENTS
The answer to the comment of Prof. S.M. Grach 
to the paper by V.V. Tirskiœ, V.G. Ledenev, and V.M. Tomozov, 

Spectra of Electromagnetic Radiation from a Hot Plasma
with Langmuir Turbulence in a Magnetic Field, Fiz. Plazmy 27, 

423 (2001) [Plasma Physics Reports 27, 398 (2001)]
The author of the comment asserts that our error
stems from neglecting the terms corresponding to the
higher cyclotron harmonics in the expression for the
dielectric tensor. In his opinion, when the terms corre-
sponding to the higher harmonics are taken into
account, the frequency of high-frequency longitudinal
waves cannot be lower than the plasma electron fre-
quency, regardless of the angle at which they propagate
with respect to the magnetic field. However, as is seen
from the comment, the author arrives at this conclusion
based on the dispersion relation for a cold plasma; as to
a hot magnetoactive plasma, it seems that no consistent
calculations were performed.

When preparing our paper, we estimated the contri-
bution of different terms in the sum over cyclotron har-
monics in the expression for the dielectric tensor of a
hot magnetoactive plasma. These estimates allowed us
to conclude that, in the approximation adopted, the
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main contribution comes from the terms with the cyclo-
tron harmonics s = 0, ±1. To check the correctness of
these estimates, we have recently performed calcula-
tions with allowance for higher harmonics (up to tenth
harmonic). The results of calculations show that the
effect of the reduction of the frequency of high-fre-
quency longitudinal waves becomes more pronounced
as the propagation direction approaches the transverse
direction with respect to the magnetic field. It is impor-
tant that this effect manifests itself for wavelengths
longer than the electron gyroradius. At present, we are
preparing a paper in which the spectra of high-fre-
quency longitudinal waves in a hot magnetoactive
plasma will be considered in more detail.

Sincerely, V.V. Tirskiœ, V.G. Ledenev,
and V.M. Tomozov
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COMMENTS
Comment on the book by A.F. Nikiforov, V.G. Novikov, 
and V.B. Uvarov Quantum-Statistical Models 

of a High-Temperature Plasma and Methods for Computing 
Rosseland Mean Free Paths and Equations of State

(Fizmatlit, Moscow, 2000)
The book is devoted to the problem of plasma opac-
ity, i.e., to the methods for calculating the spectral coef-
ficients of photon absorption and Rosseland mean free
paths in a dense high-temperature plasma. The problem
of opacity is one of the fundamental physical problems,
because an adequate description of the interaction of
radiation with matter is of crucial importance when
considering various astrophysical objects; solving prac-
tical problems of the physics of powerful explosions;
studying the action of laser, electron, and ion beams on
matter; and simulating the operation of high-energy-
density devices, in particular, high-power X-ray
sources.

To better understand the processes occurring in a
high-temperature plasma, it is necessary to know its
thermodynamic and radiation properties, such as the
equations of state, absorption coefficients, and plasma
emittance as functions of the plasma parameters and the
characteristics of radiation interacting with the plasma.

In the book, the widely used Thomas–Fermi, Har-
tree–Fock, and Hartree–Fock–Slater quantum-statisti-
cal models of a high-temperature plasma are general-
ized to arbitrary temperatures and densities of matter in
the average atom approximation. It is demonstrated
how these models can be applied to compute the spec-
tral coefficients of photon absorption, Rosseland mean
free paths, and the equations of states, which are neces-
sary for mathematical modeling of hydrodynamic pro-
cesses with allowance for radiation transport in high-
temperature plasmas.

Special attention is given to absorption in spectral
lines, because, in a dense high-temperature plasma (in
which absorption in spectrum lines can be more intense
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than absorption in continuum by several orders of mag-
nitude), ion states with even very low probability must
also be taken into account, which results in searching
for an enormously large number of configurations. By
using high-performance supercomputers, the authors
managed to considerably update the existing models, to
carry out calculations with relativistic wave functions,
and to take into account ion configurations more cor-
rectly, with allowance for the fine structure of energy
levels in the intermediate-type coupling model. Unfor-
tunately, the approach proposed is not justified based on
the first principles. However, it should be noted that
such a justification is hardly possible in the framework
of the modern theory of strongly nonideal systems. It
would also be useful to discuss the possible reasons for
the discrepancy between theory and experiment, in par-
ticular, when describing states with two or more cen-
ters, whose spectra are observed in experiments on the
collision of exploding foils.

The book can be very useful for specialists working
in this field, because, to the best of our knowledge, no
analogous books have yet been published.

Almost half of the book is based on the lectures that
one of the authors, Prof. A.F. Nikiforov, has given over
many years for the students of the Physics Faculty of
Moscow State University. Therefore, the book will also
be useful for students who wish to become more profi-
cient in a number of problems of quantum mechanics,
statistical physics, and computation mathematics.

V.S. Lisitsa and A.N. Starostin
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